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IT’S BUDGET TIME

Conservative MP and chair of
House Affairs Joe Preston says
it’s up to the committee and
‘matter of arranging a date.’

The robocalls and issues of
election fraud are still front and
centre even though the original
number of complaints to Elections Canada went from 31,000
to 31,000 “contacts,” to 700 complaints, say opposition MPs.

By BEA VONGDOUANGCHANH
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Vikileaks30 mastermind
Carroll ready to appear
before Ethics Committee,
Toews to testify Tuesday
Ethics, House Affairs
committees charge ahead with
study of Vikileaks, Anonymous.

Despite attempts by opposition
MPs to rescind the House Ethics
Committee’s summons for former
Liberal research bureau staffer
and @vikileaks30 mastermind
Adam Carroll to testify, the summons still stands and Mr. Carroll’s
lawyer, Paul Champ, says his client is ready to testify.
“It’s in the committee’s hands
when they would like him to
appear. Barring any changes to
his condition, I don’t see why we
wouldn’t appear whenever it’s

Please see story on Page 33

Feds to roll out
budget, Cabinet
ministers to
sell ‘austerity’
measures
They’re on: Cabinet ministers
set to sell the ‘quintessential
political document of every
government.’

By BEA VONGDOUANGCHANH

By LAURA RYCKEWAERT
AND CHRIS PLECASH

Alison Redford is going to get a
run for her money from Danielle
Smith. Exclusive p. 17
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It’s Jimmy: Finance Minister Jim Flaherty will release the budget on March 29.

anada’s Finance Minister
Jim Flaherty will release
this week how the federal
government plans to spend an
estimated $252-billion this fiscal
year and Cabinet will be selling
an “austerity budget,” but some
critics say the government’s prebudget communications strategy
has been muddled and incoherent as it has been sending
advanced mixed messages.
As a result, if the budget to be
tabled on March 29 is worse than
the Canadian public expected
because of the lack of consistent preconditioning, it will be
difficult for ministers and Conservative MPs to later sell it to
constituents in their ridings.
“They have been incoherent,
there’s no doubt about that, in a
huge range of issues,” said NDP
MP Peter Julian (Burnaby-New
Westminster, B.C.). “They used
to have tight messaging prior
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FEDERAL BUDGET 2012-2013: ADVANCE
Low growth, high unemployment:
What Canada needs is a growth
enhancing budget, says David Crane.
Exclusive p. 16

Politics: Spin Doctors Fred
DeLorey, Ian Wayne, Sarah Bain,
and Camille Labchuk weigh in on
the budget. Exclusive p. 40

Environment: Cutting up
Canada’s environmental
safety net. By Jessica Clogg.
Exclusive p. 13

Health: Privatization where
necessary, but not necessarily
privatization. By Charles Cirtwill.
Exclusive p. 18

Julian Fantino hires a new
Cabinet ministerial staffer, and
much more. pp. 36-37
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Expect a ‘terribly
important’ federal
budget, says Crowley
Treasury Board President
Tony Clement says details in
departments’ cuts will be in acts
introduced in the spring and fall.
By JESSICA BRUNO

E

xpect a “terribly important”
budget this Thursday that will
reveal the true mettle of the ruling
Conservatives and could set Canada on a new social and economic
path, says author and think-tank
head Brian Lee Crowley.
“They’ve always had to put
water in their wine as a result of
being in a minority. … They no
longer have that excuse to fall
back on,” he stated.

Please see Civil Circles on Page 34

Public Works says
restoring Parliament
Buildings to
original heritage
‘fundamental’
Public Works in midst of
ongoing, massive multi-billion
renovation project.
By LAURA RYCKEWAER
Returning the Parliament
Buildings to their original heritage
state is a “fundamental” focus of
the ongoing renovations currently
taking place on the Hill, say Public
Works’ project’s managers.
“It’s important to understand
that in both the cases of the West
Block and the Wellington Buildings, a lot of heritage value has
been lost over the years, especially
in the interior through various projects to adapt their use to different

Please see story on Page 20
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Powers runs NYC’s half
marathon, Wells releases
e-book on Harper, Storeshaw
joins Hill and Knowlton, and
MacIntyre gets smack-down
from media critics

quential, divisive, beatable but so
far unbeaten,” Mr. Wells writes in
his book.
In the Q&A with macleans.ca,
Mr. Wells said that the private and
public Stephen Harpers are very
similar.“Face to face, with people
like me whom he knows but not
well, he is unfailingly pleasant to
chat with, engaged, curious about
everything the other person brings
to a conversation,” Mr. Wells said.
“I’ve heard stories about personal
generosity that would surprise his
detractors and maybe even some
fans. But the private Harper is
pretty close to the public Harper:
focused on results, unsentimental,
willing to abandon an associate
at the moment they cease to be an
asset. Alone.”
The e-book, a compilation of Mr.
Wells’ coverage of Mr. Harper over
the last 10 years and a new introduction “to make sense of it all,” is
available on the Maclean’s website.

Political marketing changing
way political actors operate

Photograph by Jake Wright, The Hill Times

Running man: Tim Powers, right, pictured with Conservative MP Lee Richardson.

S

umma Strategies’ Tim Powers
ran New York City’s half marathon recently and can now say
he’s beaten X-Men’s Wolverine.
Well, he beat movie actor Hugh
Jackman’s time in North America’s biggest half-marathon race.
“The start was in Central Park
as was the first six miles. Thereafter you came into Times Square
where there are tens of thousands of people cheering. It was
pretty cool. The finish was in the
Seaport district where there were
so many people it took nearly 30
minutes to get through them,” Mr.
Powers told HOH last week.
Mr. Powers ran the half marathon, 13 miles or 21 kilometres,
with fellow Summa Strategies’ Karine Cousineau and her husband
Steeve Pratte who works at MD
Management.“Last year the actor
Hugh Jackman ran it. We all beat
his time—take that Wolverine!”
Mr. Jackman ran the half marathon in two hours, five minutes and
52 seconds in 2011. Mr. Powers’ time:
2:00:04.“The time is maddening. I
thought I was 10 seconds under two
hours only to discover I was four
seconds above two hours. I could
have used my hot air to carry me in
faster,”Mr. Powers joked.
Ms. Cousineau’s time was
2:26:30 and Mr. Pratte’s was 1:57:15.
Mr. Powers said he decided to
run the half marathon after Ms.
Cousineau and Mr. Pratte signed
up and he made it in through a lottery system.“As fate would have it
we all got selected,” he said.“I had
run a half-marathon in January in
Nassau and remained keen to do
another one quickly so this fit the
bill. Besides, it’s NYC and it is the
biggest half-marathon in North
America. There were a number of
Olympians from different countries running—I was just a beaten
up plodder from Canada.”

This just in: Maclean’s political editor
Paul Wells just released an e-book on
PM Stephen Harper. Sweet.

Maclean’s Wells publishes
e-book on Harper’s last 10 years

Prime Minister Stephen
Harper “won big” after the 2008
constitutional crisis in which he
prorogued Parliament to avoid a
confidence vote, says Maclean’s
political editor Paul Wells.
“I think the coalition crisis after
the 2008 election was the most
important week in Canadian politics since the 1995 Quebec referendum,” he said last week in a Q&A
with macleans.ca about his new
e-book, The Harper Decade: Inside
The Fight to Remake Canada.
“It was a brutal collision of competing camps. And Harper, who
started from a position of weakness,
won big. When public support was
everything, more Canadians backed
him than the other guys. He has
pushed the advantage he won that
week ever since.”
The book is a look at the last
10 years since Mr. Harper won the
Canadian Alliance leadership race,
how he helped unite the right, and
how he fought four election campaigns before winning a coveted
majority government and changing Canada’s political landscape.
Mr. Harper is “smart, conse-

Political marketing is changing the nature of Canadian politics, which could be both good
and bad for democracy, says a
new book on the topic.
On the positive side, Political Marketing in Canada editors
Alex Marland, Thierry Giasson,
and Jennifer Lees-Marshment,
say political marketing “can help
elevate electors’ role in the democratic system” by bringing politicians closer to the electorate.
On the negative side, however,
the amount of information gleaned
through political marketing “can
include unpalatable strategies and
tactics that include weakening the
brand values of opponents through
attack ads that not only aggravate
a hostile political environment, but
also defect public attention from
evaluating the substance of the
sponsor’s offering.”
Political Marketing in Canada, published by UBC Press and
recently released, explains that
political marketing has become
methodical and deliberate within
political parties fighting elections
campaigns, and within government bureaucracy.
“In theory, political marketing
is about developing and promoting political goods and services
that the broader electorate wants,”
writes Mr. Marland in the book’s
preface. “In practice, it is a competitive tool to win power by targeting segments of the electorate.”
The editors attribute the rise
of political marketing to former
Conservative strategist Patrick
Muttart, who served as an adviser
to Prime Minister Stephen Harper
and the architect of the Conservative Party’s voter targeting
strategy. Mr. Marland called him
a “pioneer” of political marketing
in Canada, having come from the
corporate marketing and communications world and bringing those
commercial elements to politics.
University of Calgary professor Tom Flanagan, in his book
Harper’s Team, noted Mr. Muttart’s
addition to the Conservative war
room was unique: “We had never
had someone like Patrick on the
campaign team—a high level strategist with an ability to think in
visual terms and dramatize policy.
… Patrick has an eye for colour
schemes, photo ops, sound bites
and all the other things that bring
political communications to life.”

One of the major keys was
focusing on the undecided vote,
Mr. Muttart told Mr. Marland in
an interview.
Mr. Muttart’s efforts to identify the specific wants and needs
of Canadian voters and then to
target messages to swing voters who would support a party
that met those wants and needs
resulted in a successful 2006 election for the Conservative Party.

Storeshaw joins Hill and Knowlton
Former Hill staffer Mike
Storeshaw has joined government relations and communications giant Hill and Knowlton.
Most recently with Delta Media,
Mr. Storeshaw started his new
job last week.
“I enjoyed my time at Delta
Media a lot. Really, I left because I
felt like I would have a better opportunity to learn more and advance
my career at H&K, working with a
bigger team on more wide-ranging
communication issues and challenges,”Mr. Storeshaw told HOH.
Prior to joining
Delta, Mr. Storeshaw served as
communications director
to Public Safety
Minister Vic
Toews and
later in
the same
position for
Finance
Minister
Jim Flaherty. In
his new
job as
vice-presi- Hi Mike: Mike Storeshaw.
dent, he will
continue
providing clients communications and public affairs advice.

Ichannel’s #FAQMP hosts
‘all star’ season finale

Five MPs are competing to be
iChannel’s season finale guest
for its political show #FAQMP,
Frequently Asked Questions for
your Member of Parliament.
Conservative MPs Dean Del
Mastro and Joy Smith, Green Party
Elizabeth May, Liberal deputy
leader Ralph Goodale and Liberal
MP Carolyn Bennett are in the running. Viewers will vote online for
who they want to see interviewed
and then will have a week to submit questions to the winner.
The five “all star” MPs were
chosen because they have previously appeared on the show and
“drew large numbers of votes
and view questions,” according to
a press release.
“We get great questions from
the public,” #FAQMP host Karyn
Pugliese said in the release.
“Some are serious policy questions, others are thought-provoking. Some questions express
anger and frustration, others are
sent in by some witty people who
obviously have a great sense of
humour.”
Voting begins on March 27
and closes April 10 at faqmp.
ichannel.ca.

How not to do media relations,
and how a star emerged

Canadians were treated
to British Columbia Premier
Christy Clark’s communications

strategy, er, strategist, last week,
when her new communications
director Sara MacIntyre’s kerfuffle with reporters took over
the internet.
Ms. MacIntyre, former press
secretary to Prime Minister Stephen Harper, started her new job
last week. At a photo opportunity
with energy companies in Victoria, Ms. MacIntyre was filmed
saying that the premier would
not be taking questions. “She
took questions yesterday,” Ms.
MacIntyre told reporters as a TV
camera rolled.
CTV Vancouver broadcast a
story on the communications
mishap last week. The CTV story
showed when reporters pressed
her, she repeated that she did
not issue an advisory stating Ms.
Clark would be taking questions.
A reporter repeatedly asked her
where she was from, and she
said, “From where what?” and the
reporter said that they wanted
to ask questions for British
Columbians, not for people from
Toronto.
Ms. Clark, a former radio
host and no stranger to the
media, was seen standing close
by talking to a business representative when Ms. MacIntyre
said, “You want to shoot the
premier? She’s right there,” and
pointed. The footage’s b-roll
showed Ms. MacIntyre waiting
for Ms. Clark and chewing gum
for which she got chided for in
online web comments.
“The exchange brought back
all the memories of what we
go through every day with the
Harper government: tight media
control, lack of respect for the
media. She’s taken the Harper
media plan and brought it to
B.C.,” CTV’s Ottawa bureau chief
Bob Fife told CTV.
The Globe and Mail’s TV
critic John Doyle, meanwhile,
jumped on the bandwagon and
poked fun at the incident, calling her a new star of Canadian
television and said he couldn’t
get enough of her.
“A set-to with local media
went from testy to hostile to
absurd, and the footage went
viral. If you haven’t seen it, you
must,” he wrote. “The ensuing
argument was toxic. It’s tremendous television. MacIntyre, all
gum-chewing, hair-swinging,
finger-wagging, mall-rat malice and attitude, expressed her
utter contempt for the reporters
and TV crews with aplomb. She
was so sharp it looked like she’d
even cut herself if she happened
to look at herself. The idea that
a reporter might want to ask
the Premier a question was, to
her, so patently outlandish that
one imagined her cackling with
derision in her dark lair after
the event.”
Mr. Doyle said all the issues
that came up as a result—democracy, media rights, access to
elected officials—were important,
but “what really matters is that
we have a new female, gradeA villain. Someone so utterly
obnoxious and real that one
hopes MacIntyre sticks around
for years, aiming her gum-chewing, screw-you disposition at the
TV cameras all over the country.
British Columbia should not have
this phenomenon to itself.”
bvongdou@hilltimes.com
The Hill Times

“ We have said that we will
maintain or increase support
for the CBC. That is our platform
and we have said that before
and we will commit to that.”
— James Moore, 3 May 2011

Six-in-ten Canadians
support this commitment*

Keep your
CBC promise.

friends.ca/CBCpromise
* Nanos Research, March 12, 2012.
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NEWS: ROBOCALLS INVESTIGATION

Chief electoral officer Mayrand wants to testify
before House Affairs Committee on robocalls
Conservative MP and
chair of House Affairs
Joe Preston says it’s
up to the committee
and ‘matter of
arranging a date.’
Continued from Page 1
“We in the Ottawa bubble have
been engaged in this for weeks,
but it’s really only starting to
reach critical mass as an issue in
the coffee shops of the nation,”
said NDP MP Pat Martin (Winnipeg Centre, Man.). “If we manage to get the poor Chief Electoral Officer to appear, I anticipate
Dean Del Mastro will move that
we go in-camera which is nondebatable and always succeeds so,
it will be of questionable benefit
to the general public if the chief
electoral officer’s not allowed to
say his piece in public and it gets
shrouded in a cloak of secrecy.”
In a statement recently, Chief
Electoral Officer Marc Mayrand
said that he will deliver a report
to Parliament “in due course” with
regard to the investigation into
fraudulent calls during the last
election campaign, but said he
would “welcome the opportunity”
to appear before the Procedure
and House Affairs Committee “to
provide information on [Elections
Canada’s] administrative and
investigative processes.”
Conservative MP Joe Preston
(Elgin-Middlesex-London, Ont.),
chair of the House Affairs Committee, told The Hill Times last
week that getting Mr. Mayrand
before the committee is a “matter
of arranging a date.”
Currently the committee is
looking at a point of privilege
against Public Safety Minister
Vic Toews (Provencher, Man.). Mr.
Preston said points of privilege
usually take precedence at committee meetings, but the committee could decide to stop working on that issue and move on to
something else. He said he anticipates the committee will hear
from Mr. Mayrand in “the next
week or two.”
“I’m at the will of the committee as to if they want to stop
what we’re doing and have him
come. It’s not a one-person decision here. I get to be a better chair
by not making decisions for my
committee and letting the committee make the decisions. It may
make the process slower, but it
sure makes it happier,” Mr. Preston said.
In response to whether the
committee will be in camera, Mr.
Preston said he doesn’t see why
Mr. Mayrand’s appearance would
need to be behind closed doors.
“The Procedure and House
Affairs Committee works very
collegially and we are as open
as we can possibly be. Normally,
committee business would make

Photographs by Jake Wright, The Hill Times

Chief Electoral Officer Marc Mayrand, NDP MP Pat Martin, Tory MPs Dean Del Mastro and Pierre Poilievre and Procedure and
House Affairs Committee chair Joe Preston. Mr. Mayrand wants to discuss Election Canada’s investigative process at the committee.
us be in camera, but I can’t see
where having the chief electoral
officer would be in camera,” Mr.
Preston said. “That’s at the choice
of the committee, not the chair.”
Liberal House Leader Marc
Garneau (Westmount-Ville Marie,
Que.), vice-chair of the Procedure
and House Affairs Committee,
said he is hopeful that the Conservative members of the committee would not try to move the
meeting in camera.
“They have said that they want
to be open and cooperate … so
I cannot see the Conservatives
saying we need to do this in camera,” he said. “I can’t speak for the
committee and I won’t speak for
the committee, but I think that
issue is likely to come up next
week. I hope it does, in terms of at
least setting a date.”
Mr. Garneau noted, however,
that he doesn’t know exactly what
Mr. Mayrand wants to share with
the committee, and if necessary
the meeting could go in-camera.
“If he gets into some information that may be related to the

pursuit of certain inquiries where
sharing that information with
the public might prejudice something, then there might be some
reasons for that, but I guess we’ll
have to wait and see whether the
chief electoral officer intends to
just provide information that he
intends for the whole public to
know, or whether he wants to discuss some sensitive information,
in which case it will become clear
he would like to do this only in
camera,” he said. “I don’t want to
judge it, because I don’t know yet.”
The robocalls story broke last
month when The Ottawa Citizen
and Postmedia News reported
that Elections Canada received
complaints about automated calls
on May 2, election day, last year.
Voters in as many as 18 ridings
received phone messages, or
“robocalls” from a service pretending to be calling on behalf
of Elections Canada, telling them
that their polling station had been
moved, and misdirecting people
to a new location. The calls seem
to have been targeted at Liberal

and NDP voters in hotly-contested ridings that the Conservatives
were hoping to take from Grit
incumbents. Voters have also complained about being inundated
with annoying or harassing proLiberal or NDP calls at all hours
of the day. Elections Canada is
currently investigating the issue.
The Conservative Party has
denied allegations that there was
a central, coordinated effort to
suppress the vote during the last
election campaign. During House
debate on the issue, Minister of
State for Democratic Reform
Tim Uppal (Edmonton-Sherwood
Park, Alta.) said: “What is alleged
to have happened in Guelph,
Ontario is unacceptable. Voter
participation is the cornerstone
of our democracy. In fact, we are
proud that more than 900,000
more Canadians voted in the
last election. We saw that right
across the country and believe it
demonstrates the strength of our
democracy. However, anyone who
makes an effort to suppress voter
participation by providing wrong

information should be held fully
accountable by Elections Canada
for doing so.”
In Mr. Mayrand’s statement,
he said the public shouldn’t be
“drawing conclusions based on
possibly inaccurate and incomplete information.”
Last week, the National Post
reported that the calls originating
from Guelph went to cities as far
as Thunder Bay and Kingston, and
suggested that the person making
those calls could have had a bad
data set and therefore the voter
suppression issue could be isolated
to Guelph, rather than more widespread than previously assumed.
Mr. Martin said he doesn’t “buy”
that explanation, however.
“I’m more inclined to accept
the tentative conclusion that you
get a phone call from the Conservative party and they’re asking,
‘Will you vote for the Conservatives? If you say yes, you go on
one list and you get a phone call
that says, ‘Make sure you come
out and vote.’ If you say no, you
don’t support the Conservatives,
you go on list B, and that means
you get a phone call on election day that lies to you saying
your polling station has changed.
That’s the scenario that I believe
that’s closer to the truth,” he said.
“I just hope that Elections
Canada has the tools to investigate that fully because if our
worst fears are realized, and that
was the game, then our electoral
system needs a serious shake up
and a serious review and we can’t
allow that to undermine and compromise our democratic institutions. That has to be condemned
in the strongest way possible and
corrected so that it can never happen again,” Mr. Martin said.
Mr. Garneau said there are
still many unanswered questions,
including how widespread the
issue is.
“If you live in Thunder Bay
and you’re told to go to the mall
in Guelph, then it’s clearly somehow something went wrong and
it was really focused on Guelph,
but if on the other hand, you live
in Thunder Bay and you were told
to go to a place that does exist
in Thunder Bay, then that’s two
different places. That’s the kind
of information we don’t have at
the moment so I think I’ll let the
wheels of the inquiry turn and see
what comes up out of it,” he said.
Both Mr. Martin and Mr. Garneau said that the issue will continue to dominate Question Period in the early part of the week
before the budget is tabled this
Thursday.
“There’s no question that the
budget is important and there’s
always new things that come up all
the time, but certainly I think our
basic strategy is if something new
comes up related to the robocalls
you can be sure that we’ll be talking about it, if there’s nothing new,
we may be talking about it occasionally just to keep in the minds of
Canadians,” Mr. Garneau said.
bvongdou@hilltimes.com
The Hill Times

Possibilities
As a company that is so dedicated to contributing
to a thriving online world, Microsoft is equally
committed to ensuring that world is safe. We do this
by working with partners to develop solutions and
technology that help safeguard against online risks.
We also work with business, government and law
enforcement to actively combat and prevent threats.

Together, we are making our communities
VDIHU²RIÁLQHDQGRQOLQH
BY MICHAEL EISEN, CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER, MICROSOFT CANADA

Technology moves fast.
As it evolves, it certainly brings excitement and new opportunities –
but if we don’t keep up as a society, the progression of technology
can also bring new challenges, risks, and sometimes even dangers.
The new Safe Streets and Communities Act will help improve the
security of all Canadians – better protecting children and youth
from sexual predators, increasing offender accountability, and more
effectively supporting victims of crime and terrorism.
This includes increased attention to crimes committed online.
Unfortunately, the criminals of today also include cybercriminals –
those who harness the power of technology to harm others.
At Microsoft Canada, we strongly believe in working with government
and law enforcement to reduce online risks.
As a company that is so dedicated to contributing to a thriving
online world, Microsoft is equally committed to ensuring that world
is safe. We do this by working with partners to develop solutions and
technology that help safeguard against online risks. We also work
with business, government and law enforcement to actively combat
and prevent threats.
The Child Exploitation Tracking System (CETS) is a great example of
this work, and there’s also a great story behind how it came about.
In 2003, Toronto Police Service Det.-Sgt. Paul Gillespie sent off an
e-mail to Microsoft’s then-chairman and chief software architect, Bill
*DWHVVKDULQJWKHGLIÀFXOWLHVWKHIRUFHZDVKDYLQJWUDFNLQJGRZQVH[
offenders without proper online investigative tools. Within weeks,
Microsoft was moving, and this eventually led to CETS. Created in close
collaboration with various agencies, including the RCMP and Toronto
Police, it enables law enforcement to now track online predators and
easily share information with other investigators across their country.

Today, CETS is used by police forces in Canada and a number of
other countries around the world. This innovation has helped arrest
suspects, rescue victims of child pornography and sexual exploitation,
and dismantle several international pedophile rings.
And this is just one example of how Microsoft’s dedicated Digital
Crimes Unit is committed to protecting children against technologyfacilitated crimes. They have long worked closely with organizations
like Canada’s National Child Exploitation Coordination Centre
(NCECC). They also developed PhotoDNA, technology that aids
LQ ÀQGLQJ DQG UHPRYLQJ LPDJHV RI FKLOG VH[XDO H[SORLWDWLRQ IURP
the Internet.
Microsoft also has a talented team committed to shutting down
botnets – networks of computers infected with malicious software
– one of the most prevalent online threats to consumers and
businesses today.
But this would be of far less value if, at the end of the day, offenders
weren’t being held accountable for their actions. This is why we
should all embrace the passing of Bill C-10.
Public-private partnerships are essential to addressing the increasing
complexities of cybercrime. The fact is no one can do it alone. Through
leading-edge technology like CETS, education and training, and laws
that are tough on crime, together we can create safer communities –
both online and off.
0LFKDHO (LVHQ LV WKH &KLHI /HJDO 2IÀFHU IRU 0LFURVRIW &DQDGD
where he works with federal, provincial and local governments,
as well as other interested parties, to help fashion the best legal
and policy frameworks possible to allow Canadian businesses
to compete better and Canadians to realize their full potential.
He is a member of the Canadian Bar Association and the Law
Societies of Alberta and Upper Canada. He is also a member of
the Canadian Police College Advisory Board.

For more information visit Microsoft.ca/publicsectorservices
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LEGISLATION: FEDERAL BUDGET DOCUMENT

Photographs by Jake Wright, The Hill Times

Selling the budget: Top right and clockwise, Prime Minister Stephen Harper, Immigration Minister Jason Kenney, Finance Minister Jim Flaherty, Defence Minister Peter MacKay, Treasury Board President
Tony Clement, Labour Minister Lisa Raitt, Human Resources Minister Diane Finley, Public Works Minister Rona Ambrose, Energy Minister Joe Oliver and Veterans Affairs Minister Steven Blaney.

Feds to roll out budget,
Cabinet ministers to sell
‘austerity’ measures
They’re on: Harper and Cabinet ministers set to sell the
‘quintessential political document of every government.’
Continued from Page 1
to May 2 and I think they’ve just
lost their discipline around the
messaging and people are losing
confidence in them.”
Mr. Julian told The Hill Times
that the Conservatives are “reeling
from self-imposed fiascos” from
Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s
(Calgary Southwest, Alta.) speech
in Davos, Switzerland about
potential Old Age Security changes and the backlash that ensued,
to Treasury Board President Tony
Clement (Parry Sound-Muskoka,
Ont.) announcing the government was looking for $4-billion
of annual savings and it rising to
$8-billion. While the government
signaled the budget could be
severely austere at last fall, Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird
(Ottawa West-Nepean, Ont.) later
said the job cuts in the public service would be “like nothing” that
took place in the 1990s when the
federal Liberals cut 45,000 public
service jobs. Now, Mr. Flaherty
(Whitby-Oshawa, Ont.) has said
the cuts in the budget he’ll table
in the House this Thursday will be

“modest.”
Liberal MP Ralph Goodale
(Wascana, Sask.), a former
finance minister, said the messaging on what to expect for the
budget has not been “precise and
understandable” which could
pose a problem for the Conservatives when the budget is released.
“The communications running up to this budget have been
muddled. The government on the
one hand is preaching austerity
and talking about making cuts
deeper than they have previously
forecast,” Mr. Goodale said.
“On the other hand, when Mr.
Flaherty met with the economists
about two weeks ago, he came
out of that saying he saw the situation as maybe less risky than he
had thought a few months ago,
and the signs were getting better.
… It has been a real hodgepodge
of preconditioning and it’s not
clear what message they’re actually intending to send. I would
imagine that Canadians go into
this budget a bit confused about
where the government actually is
on the state of the economy, the
status of the deficit and the need

for the kind of severe austerity
that Mr. Flaherty previously talked about and the Prime Minister
talked about in Davos.”
Earnscliffe Strategy Group
principal Elly Alboim, who
worked on federal budgets as
a strategic communications
adviser for the Liberals from
1994 to 2006, said that there was
potentially “a rethink that went
on” in which the preconditioning started in one direction and
then there was a “mid-course
correction.”
“I think it became somewhat
incoherent. I don’t think anybody
actually knows what to expect
because of the conflicting signals,
but I think that probably reflects
changes internally in the thinking,” he said last week. “I don’t
know the answer, but it sounds
like instead of a strong austerity budget, there are going to be
austerity measures within a budget to try to change some of the
underlying economic principles
and policies. The common wisdom in a majority mandate is you
do the major things early. I think
the major things have evolved
into structural changes in some
of the programs rather than a
major cut throughout government. That’s what it feels like, but
again, it’s not terribly coherent.”

This is in contrast to the 1995
budget in which departments’
budgets were cut from between
20 to 60 per cent and transfers to
provinces were also dramatically
reduced.
Mr. Alboim said the Liberals
implemented an almost 11-month
preconditioning strategy in which
Canadians were told to expect a
very austere budget. When the
budget was tabled, Canadians got
what they expected, he said.
“We had the summer discussions, the grey and purple books,
the Parliamentary committees,
the minister made a number of
speeches, there was a building
communications strategy that
culminated in February that was
very coherent and headed one
way. So, in fact, when the budget
came there were no real surprises,” Mr. Alboim said, noting that
it was not then difficult for MPs
to fan out across the country and
“sell” it in their ridings.
“It wasn’t hard because their
constituents were ahead of them
and they had the cover that, ‘Look
it’s not just us that’s suffering this,
everybody is carrying their load.
It’s happening everywhere, and
it’s a collective effort to reduce the
deficit and reduce the debt.’ … In
the immediate aftermath of the ’95
budget and the ’96 budget, there
was tremendous support for what
had been done and MPs didn’t
have any problems selling it.”
Hill and Knowlton vice-president Mike Storeshaw, a former
communications director to Mr.
Flaherty, said, however, preconditioning for that long is not
needed now because the public
is already aware that austerity is
needed. “I think those days are
past,” he said.
Although there may seem
to be “mixed messages” coming
from the government, it’s an

inside-the-beltway perception, he
said. The overall message that the
government has been consistent
on is the need for belt tightening. In addition, he said that all
Conservative MPs campaigned
“essentially on austerity,” reducing the deficit and getting back to
a balanced budget and therefore
the budget will not a be difficult
“sell” when MPs return to their
ridings to talk about it and make
speeches at business chambers
and community town halls.
“I just think that because we
follow these things so closely in
Ottawa and everybody’s parsing
every word, that you don’t see
the forest for the trees sometimes
the way Canadians might,” Mr.
Storeshaw said, noting also that
the “sales job is more important
prior to the budget being tabled”
to ensure there are no major surprises in public opinion.
“Through experience with a
couple of these things, I think
there’s sometimes an expectation that the finance minister or
the Prime Minister, or every MP
across the country is going to go
out and do two weeks worth of
events and media and everything
else to sell the budget and talk
about the budget. I think, generally speaking, that’s usually a bit
optimistic, that you can fill that
much space and time and media
real estate with those types of
messages,” Mr. Storeshaw said.
“I think if you develop your
message to Canadians prior to
the budget being tabled, with a
reasonably clear expectation of
what’s going to come, and then
meet or exceed that expectation
in a good way, then your sales job
after the budget is not only easier,
it frankly doesn’t require as much
time or effort,” Mr. Storeshaw said.

Continued on Page 7
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Budget’s communications
strategy ‘incoherant’: MPs
‘I think that if the budget
turns out to be inappropriate,
unpopular and inadequate it
may accelerate the feelings of
discontent. It’s very important,
and potentially it’s either an
opportunity to be seized or to be
missed given that they’re in a
majority and can do what they
want,’ Elly Alboim said.
Continued from Page 6
Mr. Storeshaw added: “I’ll be
interested to see how much time
they go out and spend doing
chamber of commerce speeches
and those sorts of things. There’s
not going to be goodies to go out
there and re-announce, which is
often what the sales aspect of the
budget ends up being. If those
aren’t there, then you may have
to get more creative, or you may
have to dial it back.”
After Mr. Flaherty introduces
the budget in the House at 4 p.m.,
there are a total of four days of
debate allotted for the budget,
which don’t necessarily have to
be consecutive. The first day of
debate will be Friday, March 30,
at which time Mr. Julian, the official opposition’s finance critic,
will deliver a speech in response
to Mr. Flaherty’s budget speech.
He will then move an amendment
to the main budget motion.
After Mr. Julian concludes his
speech and amendment, Liberal
MP and finance critic Scott Brison (Kings Hants, N.S.) will also
speak to the budget motion and
move a sub-amendment to Mr.
Julian’s amendment.
On the second day of budget
debate, on Monday, April 2 if
consecutive, all parties will get
a chance to debate the main
budget motion and the Liberal
sub-amendment. Fifteen minutes
before the expiry of government
business, House Speaker Andrew
Scheer (Regina-Qu’Appelle,
Sask.) will interrupt the proceedings to take a recorded vote
on the sub-amendment. At the
end of the third day of debate,
the House will vote on the NDP
amendment. The House would
then move onto the fourth and
final day of debate.
The main budget motion will
be called 15 minutes before the
end of government orders and the
House will vote. Once the main
budget motion is passed and the
budget is accepted in principle, the
government will then introduce a
ways and means motion to levy
any taxes outlined in the budget
document, as well as a budget
implementation bill to enact all
other aspects of the budget.
In a column last month, The
Toronto Star’s Chantal Hébert
wrote that that ministers will
“make much of the programs they
have preserved whenever they are
on the hot seat for those that they
cut” after the budget is introduced.

“In the days after the budget,
expect ministers to make much
of the programs they have preserved whenever they are on the
hot seat for those that they cut,”
Ms. Hébert wrote.
“Internally, they will be
judged in equal measures on
their private willingness to cut
deep in their budgets and their
public success in making a case
that the essential missions of
their departments are intact.
Senior government insiders say
that ministerial careers could
be made or broken over the
marketing of the 2012 budget.
The suggestion is that the Prime
Minister’s Office is approaching
the exercise with zero tolerance for ministers messing up
the government’s message,” Ms.
Hébert wrote.
Mr. Storeshaw said while in
some sense there will be pressure
to ensure that “everybody is committed to what the budget is not
only doing in a practical sense,
but the message they’re delivering, they’re willing to stay the
course on it over the long term,”
he is confident that all ministers
and MPs will do a good job.
“I have confidence that they
will because they’ve all run on it
and you’re not only managing the
public expectation but you’ve spent
time as a government managing
the caucus and Cabinet expectations so when it comes, you’re not
shocked, taken aback and feeling
like they can’t communicate this to
their constituents,” he said.
Mr. Alboim said that the budget “is the quintessential political
document of every government”
and if it’s not supported, the
“government has got substantial
trouble.” A recent Ekos poll found
that 47 per cent of Canadians
believe the country is headed in
the wrong direction, compared
to 42 per cent who believe the
opposite. In addition, 53 per cent
disapprove of the direction of the
government, compared to 37 per
cent who believe otherwise.
“I think that if the budget turns
out to be inappropriate, unpopular and inadequate it may accelerate the feelings of discontent. It’s
very important, and potentially
it’s either an opportunity to be
seized or to be missed given that
they’re in a majority and can do
what they want,” Mr. Alboim said.
“Depending on how much they
reach and how ideological they
are they may misread the country.
I don’t think the country generally
is in the same place as the Conservatives about the role of government and the size of government. I
think most Canadians believe in a
more activist and broader role for
government than the Conservatives do. If they decide to impose
a very draconian view of government and it turns out to be more
austere than we anticipated form
the preconditioning, they have a
problem,” Mr. Alboim said.
Mr. Julian said he hopes the
government will have taken into
account opposition parties’ and
Canadians’ concerns on where
the budget will be headed.

“Canadians have expectations that the government will
be responsible in this budget
and not cut services that families depend on and not cut jobs
which will weaken even further
the economy,” he said. “If the
budget is responsible, it makes it
easier for MPs to sell. If the budget is an attempt simply for the
government to carry on its own
agenda without reflecting on
what the public is clearly saying,
then that would be a mistake
and I think you’ll find that Conservative MPs will just run for
cover. They won’t be out there
selling the budget because there
won’t be much to sell.”
Mr. Goodale said that the government should be focused on
having a “prudent” budget with
“careful fiscal management,” but
should not take an axe to social
programs that Canadians care
about, especially pensions. “I
think Canadians fully understand
and have understood for a long
time that the economy is fragile,”
he said. “I think people are worried about the levels of household debt, a portion of which is
mortgage debt, so sure, I think
Canadians are fully aware of
the risks and they want to see a
credible plan but a plan that has
within it a growth component
and not just austerity for the sake
of austerity because that could be
counterproductive.”
Mr. Goodale noted that the
budget should also focus on growing the economy rather than simply cutting. For example, he said
deficits have shifted to the provinces, and if the federal government cuts something like Old Age
Pensions and forces people to rely
on the provincial welfare system,
no money is actually saved.
“The big deficit and debt issues
are now with the provinces. That’s
where federal offloading becomes
really problematic,” he said.
“You’ve just shifted the cost from
the federal level to the provincial
level. If you insist on a big jails
agenda, that will cost some billions of dollars over several years
and half of that burden is carried
by the provinces, you’ve created a
new debt burden for the provinces, which doesn’t bring with it any
source of revenue to help offset it.”
Meanwhile, Mr. Julian said the
government likely “doesn’t have
confidence” in what they will be
presenting because they are presenting the budget on a Thursday,
instead of a typical Monday or
Tuesday.
Mr. Goodale said he believed
the government is trying to “control the news cycle” because the
first day of debate is on a Friday,
which is usually a short day and
rarely gets any coverage.
“I think maybe Mr. Julian is reading too much into the date than he
should,”Mr. Storeshaw said.“I don’t
think there’s going to be any lack of
coverage of the budget or anything
to do with it, because it’s two days
later than he might’ve preferred. I
think that’s kind of silly.”
bvongdou@hilltimes.com
The Hill Times

WEEK AHEAD IN PARLIAMENT
MONDAY, MARCH 26, 2012
• House debates motion M-307 on Old Age Security.
• House debates Bill C-31, Protecting Canada’s Immigration System Act, at second reading.
• House Fisheries and Oceans Committee meets in
camera to discuss a draft report on closed containment
salmon aquaculture.
• House Foreign Affairs Committee continues study of
the role of the private sector in achieving Canada’s international development interests at 3:30 p.m. in room 306
La Promenade Building.
• Queen’s University professor Ned Franks appears
before the House Government Operations Committee to
discuss the process for considering estimates and supply
at 3:30 p.m. in room C-160 1 Wellington.
• House Human Resources Committee continues study
of addressing existing labour shortages in high demand
occupations and barriers to filling low-skilled jobs in
room 253-D Centre Block at 3:30 p.m.
• House Status of Women Committee hears from Plan
International for its study on improving economic prospects for Canadian girls at 3:30 p.m. in room 228 La
Promenade Building.
• Senate National Security and Defence Committee
meets at 4 p.m. in room 2 Victoria Building to hear from
Jack Granatstein on lessons learned during Canadian
Forces operations in Afghanistan.
• Senate Official Languages Committee continues its
study on the CBC under the Official Languages Act at 5
p.m. in room 9 Victoria Building.
TUESDAY, MARCH 27
• House debates motion M-313, on the Governor
General
• House debates Bill S-201, National Philanthropy Day
Act.
• House Health Committee studies the government and
industry’s role in determining the drug supply in Canada
at 8:45 a.m. in room 306 La Promenade Building.
• House Industry Committee meets in camera to discuss
a draft report on the e-commerce market in Canada.
• Natural Resources Minister Joe Oliver appears before
the House Natural Resources Committee at 9:45 a.m.
in room 237-C Centre Block to discuss his department’s
main estimates.
• House Official Languages Committee meets at 8:45
a.m. in room C-110 1 Wellington to discuss improving
programs and service delivery.
• House Public Accounts Committee meets in camera
to discuss a draft report on the 2011 Public Accounts
of Canada.
• Transport Minister Denis Lebel and Minister of State
Steven Fletcher appear before the House Transport
Committee at 8:45 a.m. in room 253-D Centre Block to
discuss their department’s main estimates.
• Information Commissioner Suzanne Legault and
Conflict of Interest Commissioner Mary Dawson appear
before the House Access to Information, Privacy and Ethics Committee in room 253-D Centre Block at 11 a.m. to
discuss their offices’ main estimates.
• House International Trade Committee meets at 11 a.m.
in room 268 La Promenade Building to discuss Bill C-23,
the Canada-Jordan Free Trade Agreement.
• Conservative MP David Tilson appears before the
House Justice and Human Rights Committee to discuss
Bill C-217, Mischief Relating to War Memorials Bill, at 11
a.m. in room 306 La Promenade Building.
• Public Safety Minister Vic Toews appears before the
Procedure and House Affairs Committee to discuss his
question of privilege relating to threats against him at 11
a.m. with Queen’s professor Ned Franks in room 237-C
Centre Block.
• House Aboriginal Affairs Committee meets at 3:30 p.m.
in room 362 East Block to discuss land-use and sustainable economic development.
• Immigration Minister Jason Kenney appears before
the House Citizenship Committee at 3:30 p.m. in room
253-D Centre Block to discuss his department’s main
estimates and to discuss the committee’s study on ensuring Canada’s immigration system is secure.

• Conservative MP Dan Albas appears before the House
Finance Committee to discuss Bill C-311, Interprovincial
Importation of Wine for Personal Use Bill, at 3:30 p.m. in
room 7-52, 131 Queen St.
• House Public Safety Committee meets in room 268 La
Promenade Building at 3:30 p.m. to discuss Bill C-293,
Vexatious Complainants.
• House Veterans Affairs Committee meets at 3:30 p.m.
in room C-110 1 Wellington to discuss delivery of frontline health and wellbeing services for Canadian veterans.
• Senate Aboriginal Peoples Committee meets in camera
at 9:30 a.m. in 160 Centre Block discuss a draft report
on the Métis in Canada.
• Senate Transport Committee continues its study on
emerging issues related to the Canadian airline industry
at 9:30 a.m. in room 2 Victoria Building.
• Senate National Finance meets in camera to discuss a
draft report on the 2012 main estimates.
• Senate Agriculture and Forestry Committee meets at 5
p.m. in room 2 Victoria Building to examine innovation
in the agriculture sector.
• Senate Energy, the Environment and Natural Resources
Committee continues its study on the current state and
future of Canada’s energy sector at 5 p.m. in room 257
East Block.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28
• House votes on Bill C-288, National Flag of Canada
Act, at third reading and Bill C-350, Accountability of
Offenders, at second reading.
• House debates motion M-331, Housing.
• House Agriculture Committee continues study of the
food supply chain in room 268 La Promenade at 3:30
p.m.
• Auditor General Michael Ferguson appears before the
House Government Operations Committee to discuss the
process for considering the estimates and supply at 3:30
p.m. in room 237-C Centre Block.
• Senate Foreign Affairs and International Trade Committee meets in camera to discuss a draft report on the
establishment of a Charter of the Commonwealth.
• Senate Social Affairs, Science and Technology Committee meets at 4:15 p.m. in room 2 Victoria Building
to continue its study on prescription pharmaceuticals
in Canada.
• Senate Aboriginal Peoples Committee meets in room
160-S Centre Block at 6:45 p.m. to hear from Canadian
Heritage director general Patricia Neri.
• Senate Transport and Communications Committee
hears from British Columbia MLA Rob Howard on its
study of issues related to the Canadian airline industry at
6:45 p.m. in room 2 Victoria Building.
THURSDAY, MARCH 29
• Finance Minister Jim Flaherty will present the 2012
budget at 4 p.m. in the House of Commons.
• House Natural Resources Committee meets in camera
to discuss a draft report on the current and future state
of oil and gas pipelines and refining capacity in Canada.
• House Public Accounts Committee studies chapter four
of the Auditor General’s Fall 2011 Report on regulating
pharmaceutical drugs.
• Ontario deputy minister of energy David Lindsay
appears before the Senate Energy, the Environment
and Natural Resources Committee at 8 a.m. in room 9
Victoria Building to discuss the current state and future
of Canada’s energy sector.
• Senate Foreign Affairs and International Trade Committee meets in camera to discuss a draft report on the
establishment of a Charter of the Commonwealth.
• Senate Social Affairs, Science and Technology Committee hears from Canadian Institutes of Health Research
president Alain Beaudet for its study on prescription
pharmaceuticals.
FRIDAY, MARCH 30
• Opposition finance critics debate the 2012 budget.
• House debates motion M-319, Nutrition Among
Children.

STATUS OF GOVERNMENT BUSINESS
HOUSE OF COMMONS
• S-2 First Nations Matrimonial Real Property Rights Bill
(second reading)
• C-4 Preventing Human Smugglers from Abusing
Canada’s Immigration System Bill (second reading)
• S-4 Railway Safety Act Amendments (second reading)
• S-5 Foreign Ownership of Financial Institutions Bill
(committee)
• C-5 Air Canada Back to Work Bill (second reading)
• C-7 Senate Reform Bill (second reading)
• C-11 Copyright Modernization Bill (report)
• C-12 Safeguarding Canadians’ Personal Information
Bill (second reading)
• C-14 Improving Trade Within Canada Bill (second reading)
• C-15 Strengthening Military Justice in the Defence of
Canada Bill (second reading)
• C-17 Air Canada and Its Associates Bill (second reading)
• C-21 Accountability with Respect to Political Loans
(second reading)
• C-23 Canada-Jordan Free Trade Agreement (committee)
• C-24 Canada-Panama Free Trade Agreement (second
reading)
• C-25 Pooled Registered Pension Plans Bill (report)
• C-26 Citizen’s Arrest and the Defences of Property and
Persons (report)
• C-27 Financial Accountability and Transparency of First
Nations Bill (second reading)
• C-28 Financial Consumer Agency of Canada Amendments Bill (second reading)
• C-30 Investigating and Preventing Criminal Electronic
Communications Bill (first reading)

• C-31Immigration and Refugee Reform Bill (second reading)
• C-32 Civil Marriage of Non-residents Act (second reading)
• C-36 Elder Abuse Bill (second reading)
SENATE
• S-6 Election and Term of Office of First Nations Chiefs
and Councillors Bill (third reading)
• S-7 Combating Terrorism Bill (committee)
• S-8 Safety of Drinking Water on First Nation Lands
• C-19 Eliminating the Long-Gun Registry Bill (committee)
• C-34 2011-2012 Supplementary Estimates Bill (second reading)
• C-35 Interim Supply Bill (second reading)
ADOPTED/ROYAL ASSENT
• C-2 Mega-trials Bill
• C-3 Budget Implementation Bill
• S-3 Federal Law–Civil Law Harmonization Act, No. 3
• C-6 Canada Post Back to Work Bill
• C-8 2011-2012 Main Estimates Bill
• C-9 2011-2012 Supplementary Estimates A Bill
• C-10 Safe Streets and Communities Bill
• C-13 Second Budget Implementation Bill
• C-16 Security of Tenure of Military Judges Bill
• C-18 Ending Wheat Board Monopoly Bill
• C-20 Increasing Seats in the House of Commons Bill
• C-22 Crees of Eeyou Istchee Treaty Agreement
• C-29 2011-2012 Supplementary Estimates B Implementation Bill
• C-33, An Act to provide for the continuation and
resumption of air service operations
—Updated to March 16
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EDITORIAL: ELECTIONS CANADA & ROBOCALLS

Let Mayrand testify, explain Elections
I

t’s been more than a month since Postmedia News and The Ottawa Citizen
broke the story about alleged voter suppression in the Guelph, Ont., riding during
the last election campaign, and there are
still more questions than answers so far.
Elections Canada has been mostly quiet
on what it’s doing. Chief Electoral Officer
Marc Mayrand has said he wants to appear
before the Procedure and House Affairs
Committee “to provide information on our
administrative and investigative processes.”
He should, and the committee should allow
him to do so sooner rather later.
There have been new revelations almost
daily on this issue. Pierre Poutine. Burner
cellphones. Voter suppression. Illegal voting in some ridings. Electoral fraud. Bad
data sets.
“There’s still a huge amount of information that’s not confirmed yet and only at
the rumours stage so we do need to get to
the bottom of what happened in Guelph,”
Liberal House Leader Marc Garneau told
The Hill Times. “About 5,000 calls were
made in the Guelph area, but there were
other calls that were made to other parts
of Ontario and in other ridings and the
question is were they all really originating with the intention of being focused on
Guelph, or were there separate places in
separate ridings? In other words, was there
more than one riding being targeted or
were there multiple ridings being targeted
and in each case people being told to go to
different places? The 700 complaints obviously have some of that information in it.”
When Mr. Mayrand testifies, he should
clarify what Elections Canada is doing, how

it’s doing it, and what the extent of the 700
complaints his office has received is. We want
to know if it indeed was an isolated case specific to Guelph, or if it was more widespread
to the almost 70 ridings previously reported.
Mr. Mayrand should also discuss the
scope of the investigation. As NDP MP Pat
Martin told The Hill Times, “The one good
thing about Elections Canada is they’re
allowed to open any door and follow wherever it goes, whereas a public inquiry is
usually limited by specific terms of reference and even if they unearthed further
wrongdoing in the process of investigating
their mandate, they wouldn’t be allowed to
follow it up. Nothing is stopping Elections
Canada from following every lead and taking it wherever it’s justified going.”
At the same time, however, the House
committee should undertake its own investigation of Canada’s electoral system and
seriously look at the use of robocalls.
“The last time we looked at the integrity of our institutions, election campaigns
constituted driving lawn signs in the front
lawn and dropping leaflets in people’s mail
boxes. Things have changed a lot and I’m
not sure institutions have kept up with
technological change,” Mr. Martin said,
noting the last time any type of examination happened was 23 years ago during the
Lortie Commission. “Our electoral system
needs a serious shake up and a serious
review and we can’t allow that to undermine and compromise our democratic
institutions. That has to be condemned in
the strongest way possible and corrected
so that it can never happen again.”
Canada’s democracy depends on it.

Photograph by Jake Wright, The Hill Times

It’s Jimmy: Finance Minister Jim Flaherty, pictured in this file photo in a scrum on the Hill.

Hill Times raises important public
policy issues: Ombudsman for
Banking Services and Investments
T

he Hill Times has correctly called
attention to some pressing public
policy issues. Policy-makers are currently
faced with a question: should banks be
permitted to hire and pay for the organization that will judge and rule on the merits
of customer complaints and claims for
compensation? RBC and TD, having pulled
out of the independent Ombudsman for
Banking Services and Investments (OBSI)
for banking complaints, are now seeking
to have government or Parliament ‘lock in’
their chosen for-profit, less-onerous providers of dispute resolution.
We know that all Parliamentarians
have an interest in ensuring the integrity of
the Canadian financial consumer protection and dispute resolution framework. The
op-ed by NDP MP Glenn Thibeault gets to
the crux of what is surely a non-partisan
concern: that the independent investigation
of consumer complaints cannot be credibly handled by a private for-profit supplier
chosen and paid for by a bank, (“Government rhetoric insufficient for protecting
consumers and small business,” (The Hill
Times, March 12, p. 21). MPs from all parties have realized the negative implications
of one-side competition in dispute-resolu-

tion, where the ‘client’ is the firm, not the
consumer. A service hired by the bank and
that, consequently, has the bank as a client
will know who it is they need to please in
order to keep the business, and it’s not the
individual making the complaint.
The Hill Times’ policy briefing on Canada’s Aging Society (March 12, pp. 22-34) was
also timely. Elder financial abuse is something OBSI has seen a notable increase of in
recent years, often perpetrated by family or
other trusted individuals. This trend is likely
to accelerate as Canada’s baby boomers
enter their golden years. Already, 75 per cent
of OBSI complainants are 50 years of age
of older, meaning they are at or approaching the end of their earning years, and an
outright majority (53 per cent) are seniors.
Canada’s banks, like policymakers, have a
significant interest in preventing elder financial abuse, and the challenge for all of us is
to remain focused and continue building on
the important steps that have been taken in
recent years to protect our most vulnerable
seniors.
Douglas Melville
Ombudsman for Banking Services
and Investments
Toronto, Ont.
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LIE:

Health Canada regulates Natural Health Products in the
best interests of consumers and in accordance with the
laws of this country.

TRUTH:
LIE:
TRUTH:

Health Canada is a rogue bureaucracy that holds
itself above the law and is answerable to no one.

Natural Health Products need to be regulated for reasons
of safety.

Natural Health Products (NHPs) are safer than
everyday foods. As an example, people die every
year from food poisoning or anaphylactic shock from eating peanuts. No
one has ever died from consuming vitamins, dietary supplements, nor any
other kind of NHP – not in Canada, not anywhere, not now, not ever.

LIE:
TRUTH:

Natural Health Products are “drugs”.

This argument will never stand up in court. The
definition of “drug” in the Food and Drugs Act
is meaningless and unenforceable. It violates the “void for vagueness”
and “over breadth” doctrines under section 7 of the Charter of Rights
and Freedoms. According to this whimsical definition, foods are magically
transformed into “drugs” the moment true health claims are made for
them – including oranges for scurvy, prunes for constipation, carrots for
vision, oat bran for cholesterol, bananas for potassium, milk for ulcers,
green tea for antioxidants, garlic as an antibiotic, bran for fibre, cherries
for gout, papaya for digestion, fish as brain food, mints for halitosis, water
for preventing dehydration, and any food that prevents starvation (which
includes all foods). Health Canada does not have any valid legal basis for
proclaiming whatever it wishes to be a “drug”.

LIES FROM

HEALTH CANADA
LIE:
TRUTH:

LIE:
TRUTH:

LIE:
TRUTH:

LIE:

The Food and Drug Regulations and the Natural Health Product Regulations are lawful and must be obeyed.

Both of these sets of regulations are ultra vires
(beyond the law) because they (a) contravene
the Constitution Act, 1867, (b) have never been sanctioned by Parliament,
(c) have never been examined under the Statutory Instruments Act for
conformity to the Canadian Bill of Rights and the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, and (d) have never been reviewed by the Scrutiny of Regulations Committee (REGS).
Every Natural Health Product must obtain an NPN licence
before it can legally be offered for sale.

This threat is a form of extortion requiring suppliers to submit to unwarranted restrictions and
to incur excessive costs for the “privilege” of being allowed to stay in business. The NPN licensing scheme is a scam that contravenes the Constitution Act, 1867 and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Health Canada
does not have any right to be in the product licensing business. The only
legal authority that Health Canada has to take any product off the market
is if said product has been proven to be injurious.

LIE:
TRUTH:

Health Canada has the legal authority to stop the sale and importation of any product which does not have an NPN licence.

No, it does not. The only lawful reason Health
Canada has for restricting any product from sale or
importation is if said product has been proven to be injurious. As a branch
of the federal government, Health Canada’s powers under the Constitution
Act, 1867 are limited to policing crimes. No crime has been committed
simply by not complying with bureaucratic dictates.

TRUTH:

LIE:
TRUTH:

LIE:
TRUTH:

LIE:
TRUTH:

LIE:

The Natural Health Product Regulations (NPHR) are needed
because the public is not adequately protected from these
substances in any other way.

The public is already sufficiently protected. All
Natural Health Products must comply with the
Food and Drugs Act, which protects the public from both injurious products and those which are fraudulently promoted. NHPs must also comply
with the “truth in advertising” provisions of the Competition Act and the
Canadian Code of Advertising Standards. All NHPs imported from the
U.S. also comply with the Dietary Supplement and Health Education Act
(DSHEA) administered by that country’s Food and Drug Administration.
Health Canada has the legal authority to regulate Natural Health Products.

Health Canada’s regulation of NHPs is unlawful because it contravenes sections 90 and 91
of the Constitution Act, 1867. These sections define and delineate the
legislative powers of the federal and provincial governments. Health
Canada is a branch of the federal government and as such has jurisdiction over crime but not over products. Matters of health are the
exclusive domain of the Provinces.

LIE:
TRUTH:

Regulations have the power of law.

Laws are Acts of Parliament passed by our
elected representatives. Regulations are dictates
created by bureaucracies on the basis of “because we say so”. Anyone
who breaks a law is guilty of a crime. Anyone who does not conform to a
regulation has simply ignored or overlooked a bureaucratic decree but has
not committed any crime in so doing.

STOP

Health Canada has the right to restrict any product from the
market if sufficient “safety data” cannot be provided for it.

This is an impossible reverse onus that defies
science, logic and law. Science can measure
only actual events, such as instances of injury. Safety is a non-event, the
absence of injury, and thus cannot be measured. It is impossible to reach
any conclusion on the basis of that which does not exist. This is the fundamental principle of “innocent until proven guilty” on which our entire
legal system is based. In the absence of proven cases of injury, any given
substance must be presumed to be safe.
Health Canada has the right to pre-approve health claims for
Natural Health Products.

For Health Canada to limit health claims to those
which conform to its beliefs is an act of censorship, in contravention of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Deciding
which health claims may or may not be valid for a particular condition
constitutes the practice of medicine, which discipline falls exclusively under
provincial jurisdiction.

LIE:
TRUTH:

Health Canada has the right to evaluate the efficacy of Natural
Health Products.

To decide which products may be effective for
particular health conditions constitutes the
practice of medicine, which discipline falls exclusively under provincial
jurisdiction. Any product which is falsely promoted for purposes that it
cannot fulfill is in contravention of the “truth in advertising” provisions
of the Competition Act and the Canadian Code of Advertising Standards.
Suppliers of NHPs have a rational self interest in providing effective products because consumers soon stop buying those which do not work.

The NPN licence on a product is the public’s assurance that it
is an effective, high quality product.

Many high quality products are no longer on
the market because suppliers could not afford
the excessive costs of complying with the NPN licensing scheme. Health
Canada tends not to approve licences for products which are used to treat
significant health challenges, nor to those which compete with prescription drugs. Many consumers are upset because key ingredients have been
taken out of their favourite products in order to comply with NPN licensing, rendering these products less effective than they used to be.
“The role of the Natural Health Products Directorate (NHPD) is
to ensure that Canadians have ready access to Natural Health
Products that are safe, effective, and of high quality while
respecting freedom of choice.”

TRUTH:

The NHPD is accomplishing the exact opposite of
its professed objective. It has restricted thousands
of safe and effective products from the market, causing some domestic
suppliers to go out of business and others to cut back on their product lines.
A number of U.S. companies have also withdrawn their safe and effective
products from the Canadian market because the NPN requirements were too
much cost and bother for them. Consumers have less freedom to choose
safe and effective NHPs than ever before.

LIE:
TRUTH:

Health Canada has the legal right to seize Natural Health
Products that do not conform to regulations.

Such confiscations amount to theft and are in
violation of the unreasonable search and seizure
provisions of the Canadian Bill of Rights and the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms. They are also in contravention of the Constitution Act, 1867
that limits the powers of federal government departments to policing
actual crimes, such as selling products proven to be injurious.

LIE:
TRUTH:

Armed police raids on vitamin suppliers have never happened.

For proof that Health Canada has instigated these
armed raids multiple times, go to www.dspu.ca.
“Raided at Gunpoint” (posted 24 Nov/11) features a video of Dr. Eldon Dahl
describing the terror he felt during 11 hours of the unreasonable search and
seizure that destroyed his family business. “Vitamin Police Terrorize Suppliers”
(posted 15 Oct/11) summarizes this and six separate but similar police raids
that also took place at gunpoint.

LIE:
TRUTH:

There is no collusion between Health Canada and the pharmaceutical industry.

Drug companies are the obvious benefactors of
the unwarranted restrictions on Natural Health
Products. Schedule F of the Food and Drug Regulations includes nine
NHPs that are restricted to sale by prescription only. (Health Canada is
currently attempting to add digestive enzymes to Schedule F.) Schedule
A of the Food and Drugs Act lists 29 health challenges for which Health
Canada does not wish the public to self-medicate, meaning that these
conditions can be treated only by prescription drugs. Health Canada
does not issue NPN licences for NHPs that compete with prescription
drugs. It is impossible for small family businesses to comply with the
licensing procedures and hurdles, yet easy for the giant drug companies
to do so. The staff of the Natural Health Products Directorate includes
many employees who have pharmaceutical backgrounds but none who
have any expertise with Natural Health Products. Those regulations and
policies which are biased towards the pharmaceutical industry may be in
contravention of the Monopolies Act.

our government from taking away our freedom to health choices. They have already removed
thousands of Natural Health Products from us. Get involved. FightHealthCanada.ca

Minister of Health, Leona Aglukkaq, has been asked to respond by March 30 to the above charges, for which supporting
legal affidavits have been posted at www.naturalhealthfreedomcanada.com. You may wish to express your own
concerns to the Honourable Leona Aglukkaq at leona.aglukkaq@parl.gc.ca, with copies to your MPs and Senators.
If the Health Minister does respond, her reply will also be posted at www.naturalhealthfreedomcanada.com.
Non-response on her part can only be construed as tacit agreement that Health Canada is in fact lying to us.

To Protect, Educate & Empower
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LETTERS: TO THE EDITOR

Surely, our
veterans deserve
better treatment

Elections Canada
should be
disclosing more

H

ow could two departments of the federal
government be so diametrically opposed?
I ask this question because there are two economic support programs for our veterans in
play here. One is the Service Persons Income
Security Insurance Plan Long Term Disability
(SISIP LTD), a mandatory insurance program
for Canadian Forces (CF) members, and the
other is the Veterans Affairs Canada Earnings
Loss Benefit (VAC ELB).
Before October 2011, the New Veterans
Charter (NVC) and the Service Person’s’
Income Security Insurance Plan (SISIP)
provided for 75 per cent of a Canadian
Forces member’s salary at release—the two
programs were exactly the same. Injured
members were on one or the other.
Last year, in response to appeals from
veterans’ groups, such as the Royal Canadian Legion, the federal government
announced it would increase the benefit to
ensure basic needs such as shelter, food,
clothing, etc., could be met. VAC implemented the increased amount to the ELB
program on Oct. 3, 2011. The Department of
National Defence (DND)/CF did not. Therefore, there is now a huge inequity. Through
no fault of their own we have some veterans
who have been injured attributable to their
military service being paid $40,000 per year
and some at less than $20,000.
This is an unacceptable situation and
needs to be fixed now. We have given
DND and the CF ample time to fix this
inequity but there has been no commitment to date. Now, with the federal government deficit reduction a certainty, the
Royal Canadian Legion is looking for a
commitment and a firm date.
This is a substantive example of how
the federal government’s deficit reduction
program is being run on the backs of our veterans. Surely our veterans deserve better treatment than this.Those who have been injured
in the performance of their duties with the CF
deserve the same income support regardless
of which program they are on.This is only fair.
It is inconceivable that institutions such
as the CF and the federal government can
stand up and say we care for our troops and
we care for our own when they treat the
most vulnerable of our veterans so shoddily.
Young men and women today join the CF
for a rewarding career. To have it cut short by
a debilitating injury is hard enough, however,
the loss of a suitable income should they be
unable to work again is a two-fold burden
that they should not have to bear.
Patricia (Pat) Varga
Ottawa, Ont.
(The author is the Dominion president
of the Royal Canadian Legion).

I

Time to change
Canada’s electoral
system: reader

nstead of a Liberal-NDP merger or
cooperation in the next federal election, would it be more logical and more
serious to have a better voting system
in the next federal election? Should we
have a preferential transferable voting system or run-off elections like in
France?
And, in order that each vote count as
much as possible in each riding, could
the House of Commons have a maximum
of 10 per cent of the Members elected by
proportional representation with seats
awarded to best defeated candidates?
Marc Williams
Montreal, Que.

E

Photograph by Jake Wright, The Hill Times

Night flights issue: Canada’s federal Transport Minister Denis Lebel, pictured. The Markland
Wood Homeowners Association wants Mr. Lebel to deny the GTAA application for increased
flights at night at Toronto Pearson Airport and maintain the present 1997 standard.

GTAA wants 50 per cent increase
in nighttime flights, Etobicoke
neighbourhood group fights against plan
R

e: “Brampton, Mississauga support
increasing nighttime Pearson Airport
flights,” (The Hill Times, March 19, letter
to editor, p. 8). Sheldon Lieba of the Mississauga Board of Trade and Steve Sheils,
of the Brampton Board of Trade, note that
they avoided using the word “sleep,” and
instead spoke of “balance.”
There is no “balance” when one
neighbour consciously seeks permanent
permission to cause the other to suffer
up to 50 per cent more nighttime aircraft
disturbance than presently permitted.
What “community interests” does that
serve for the Greater Toronto residents?
Since 1997, Toronto and the GTA
have enjoyed the protection, however
limited, of a standard set by Transport
Canada when they devolved operation of
Lester B. Pearson International Airport
to the Greater Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA). This standard already
permits night flights to average every
10 minutes and has an increase factor
built in which never decreases. Now the
GTAA is requesting permission to revise
the formula which will permit up to 54
night flights, a 50 per cent increase.
We most certainly object to this
request, and ask Transport Minister Denis
Lebel to retain the present provisions of
the 1997 standard without amendment.
Sleep has not become less necessary
since 1997. Toronto needs it as much
today as ever and any threat to it from any
source should be challenged. To be clear,
this is a Greater Toronto matter, not merely something affecting close neighbours.
Large aircraft and the strict flight patterns
they must follow ensure a liberal distribution of aircraft disturbance to many parts
of the metropolitan Toronto area.
Toronto Pearson is our airport, and
we are proud of it. Its adherence to the
night flight budget imposed by Transport Canada is one shining factor which
makes it a leader in Canadian if not
international examples. The facility is
operated by capable people, and we certainly wish them continued success—but
not at the expense of Toronto sleep.
As throughout the rest of Toronto,
we in Markland Wood have many residents who are accomplished executives and managers in manufacturing,

information technologies, scientific
research, financial services, transportation, engineering as well as public
sector domains. We support sound economic growth for all Canadian enterprises, but submit that daytime airport
hours should be used to enable this positive growth, not a knowing imposition
on neighbours’ slumber.
As one researches how other major
global airports are managed, it becomes
obvious that they can handle growth for
economic reasons and do so in the daytime with new technology and optimized
scheduling management. New improvements in air traffic control makes this
infinitely possible. The point here is that
there is room for growth in the daytime
to enable economic growth. There is no
need to use the night time when the airport is properly and modernly managed.
Other very recognized international
airports of significance have strict limitations from night time flight disturbance—
and we wish Toronto Pearson to stay
among these leaders in harmonious living
with their residents. It would appear that
globally, airport jurisdictions are implementing more night time curfews. Our
information suggests that in 1970, some 40
or so airports worldwide had night time
curfews. In 2012, that number has grown
to approximately 200 airports. We wish
Toronto Pearson to lead and to be proud
of our cooperation—simply maintain the
1997 night budget formula.
A federal study for LBPIA completed
in 1992, entitled “Air Traffic Management
in Southern Ontario,” had recommended
that night flights have a complete curfew
for other than emergency flights. We
are of the mind that the government of
the day issued the 1997 letter in recognition of the residential GTA communities’
needs expressed in that document, and it
has been appreciated ever since.
We again request, nay implore, that
Mr. Lebel deny the GTAA application
for increased flights at night at Toronto
Pearson Airport and that he maintain
the present 1997 standard.
Richard H. Boeheke and Saulius Brikis
Etobicoke, Ont.
(The authors are members of the Markland Wood Homeowners Association).

lections Canada’s disclosure that it
has received 700 complaints about
false phone calls during the 2011 federal election, its commitment to issue
a public report once its investigations
are completed, and the chief electoral
officer’s willingness to explain to a
Parliamentary committee how it handles complaints, are all steps forward.
However, other steps must be taken
to ensure Canada’s election law is
enforced fairly, properly, and effectively.
Elections Canada’s report on the
false phone calls must include a chart
with information about the nature of
each complaint; whether, how and
when each complaint was investigated;
what evidence was found; what the
conclusions were, and; what enforcement actions were taken (if any).
This same detailed information
must be disclosed about the 1,281
complaints Elections Canada received
during the 2004, 2006 and 2008 elections, and about the 1,003 complaints
filed during the 2011 election (once the
investigation of these complaints is
completed), and about any complaints
filed in between elections since 2004.
Elections Canada has never disclosed any information about these
complaints and what it did with each
complaint.
There is no law that says this information cannot be disclosed, but the
Canada Elections Act must also be
changed to clearly require Elections
Canada to disclose this information
about each complaint in the future. Voters have a right to know this information, and need to know it to ensure
federal elections are fair.
If Elections Canada refuses
to disclose this key information,
Canadians have a right to assume
that Elections Canada is covering
up questionable investigation and
enforcement activities.
And every provincial, territorial,
and municipal election agency should
also be disclosing, and required to
disclose, information about each complaint received and how they handle
complaints, to help ensure fair elections
across the country.
Duff Conacher
Board member
Democracy Watch
Ottawa, Ont.

Kenney’s proposed
immigration overhaul
right move, says reader
I
mmigration Minister Jason Kenney’s pending and proposed reforms
to overhaul Canada’s immigration
system are long overdue: they will ultimately transform our immigration system from one based on non-immigrant
criteria to one based almost solely on
economic interest. The fast integration
and the productivity gains will offer
much to this country. I commend Mr.
Kenney for being such a long-term
visionary on this front and hope that
Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s
administration pursues this goal with
perseverance and diligence. Kudos and
right on, Mr. Harper and Kenney.
Kevin Carter
Niagara Falls, Ont.
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POST-PARTISAN PUNDIT: PRIME MINISTER HARPER

Busting the top five Harper myths, someone has to
During Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s
more than six years leading Canada, a
number of myths have emerged regarding his
leadership, myths which many in the media
and elsewhere have come to accept as reality.
anything, the Harper Tories just
decided to fight fire with fire.

BY

Gerry Nicholls

O

AKVILLE, ONT.—Stephen
Harper has now been Prime
Minister of Canada for more than
six years.
And during that time a
number of myths have emerged
regarding his leadership, myths
which many in the media and
elsewhere have come to accept
as reality.
So, in the interest of setting
the record straight, I have decided to bust the “Top Five Stephen
Harper Myths.”
Here they are in no particular
order:

Myth No. 1: Stephen Harper
wants to turn Canada into a
Christian theocracy

The perpetrators of this
myth like to paint Harper as a
cross between Rick Santorum
and Ayatollah Khomeini. In
fact, in her book, The Armageddon Factor, Marci McDonald
suggests Harper is plotting to
hand control of Canada over to
a cabal of bible-thumping evangelical Christians who want to
ban abortions, stop gay marriage and just generally throw
society back to the Middle
Ages. Is this true? Nope. When
it comes to social issues Harper
is really a “Don’t Rock the Boat
Moderate.” That’s why social
conservatives overwhelmingly
backed Stockwell Day during
the 2002 Canadian Alliance
leadership race.

Myth No. 2: Stephen Harper
introduced ‘American-style’
attack ads to Canada
The Harper Tories unquestionably run aggressive media
campaigns and they routinely
pillory their opponents with
“attack ads.” But let’s face
it, they were not the first in
Canada to employ rough-house
tactics. Indeed, the book Kicking Ass in Canadian Politics,
describes its author, Warren
Kinsella—the one-time strategist for former prime minister
Jean Chrétien—as “an enthusiastic advocate of tough, inyour-face politics—politics that
infuriates opponents, but wins
votes.”And in the 2004 federal
election it was the Liberals who
aired attack ads designed to
make Harper look scarier than
a Stephen King film festival. If

Myth No. 3: ‘Stephen Harper is an arch-conservative’
Prime Minister

In reality, Prime Minister
Harper is not so much a conservative as he is a right-wing populist, with a lot of Liberal thrown
in for good measure. His stance
on a stronger military and his
tough “law and order agenda,” for
instance, are pure populism. At
the same time, however, his fiscal
policies of more spending and
bigger government can be found
in any Liberal Party playbook. It
should go without saying that a
truly conservative prime minister
would have cut spending and
made government smaller.

Myth No. 4: Sixty per
cent of Canadians are
irrevocably opposed to
Harper’s agenda

This myth gets trotted out
every time somebody wants
to delegitimize some aspect of
Harper’s agenda. And yes, it’s
true on Election Day 2011 about
60 per cent of Canadians didn’t
vote for the Conservative Party.
Of course, 70 per cent of Canadians didn’t vote for the NDP,
81 per cent didn’t vote for the
Liberals and a whopping 96 per
cent didn’t vote for the Green
Party. So what? The way people
vote is an imprecise measure
of overall political attitudes or
intensity. A voter may cast a
ballot against Harper, yet still
agree with many of his policies.

Myth No. 5: Harper is antidemocratic

Columnist Lawrence Martin
once wrote the “Harper government has shown no hesitation to
bully its way through democratic
barriers. It has padlocked Parliament, been the first government
ever to be found in contempt of
Parliament and, more recently,
imposed closure and time limits
on parliamentary debate at a
record-breaking clip.”
Sounds scary. So here’s a
less scary way to essentially
say the same thing: Like any
politician, Harper is using democratic Parliamentary rules to
his advantage.
There you have it; the top
five Harper myths officially
debunked and busted.
That’s five down, 50 to go.
Gerry Nicholls is a communications consultant.
www.gerrynicholls.com
The Hill Times

Photograph by Jake Wright, The Hill Times

Talk to me: PM Stephen Harper, pictured in May 2010 on the Hill in a Q&A session with Conservative Senator Mike Duffy.

Location 56.913079, -111.462084

EVERY DROP OF

COUNTS.
The more we know, the less water we use to produce a barrel of
oil. With today’s technology, over 80% of the water used in our oil
sands process is recycled over and over. But we’re not stopping
there. We continue to improve and are designing
even further reductions in water use.

Joy Romero
Canadian Natural

oilsandstoday.ca
A message from Canada’s Oil Sands Producers.
The Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) represents member companies that produce
over 90 per cent of Canada’s natural gas and crude oil, including Canada’s Oil Sands Producers.
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POLITICAL REPORTING: ELECTION 2011 & BALLOTS

Elections Canada allowed ballot boxes in a gated community
clubhouse, a suburban supermarket, a lawn bowling club
A Hill Times investigation shows Conservatives harvested
thousands of votes after Elections Canada placed ballot
boxes in evangelical churches, clubs and other locations
that appeared to favour government supporters.

BY

Tom Korski

P

ARLIAMENT HILL—A Hill
Times investigation shows
Conservatives harvested thousands of votes after Elections
Canada placed ballot boxes in
evangelical churches, clubs and
other locations that appeared to
favour government supporters.
Ontarians voted in a gated community clubhouse and a church
whose congregation included the
local returning officer, records show.
Conservatives swept both polling
stations in winning hotly-contested
Toronto-area ridings last year.
“We rely on the good judgment of the local returning
officers,” said Elections Canada
spokesperson John Enright.
Federal law requires voting
booths be located “wherever

possible” in public buildings. Yet
Elections Canada confirmed it
gave “no further instructions” to
returning officers who set up ballot boxes in a lawn bowling club
and a suburban supermarket
with a sushi counter—both actual
Toronto-area polling stations.
Poll data were obtained
through Access to Information.
Returning officers interviewed
by The Hill Times said they typically
disregarded demographic and census data when picking poll stations
that may have favoured one party
over another. Nor did Elections
Canada advise its agents to balance
picks like private clubs with other
diverse locations such as campuses
or union halls for a broad representation of electors in each riding.
“For us it was just numbers;
it was all geography,” said one
returning officer.
In Willowdale, where Conservative MP Chungsen Leung unseated
Liberal incumbent Martha Hall
Findlay by 932 votes, Elections
Canada placed four polls at the

Willowdale Lawn Bowling Club
though a public library and civic
centre were two blocks away. Conservatives won three of the four
lawn bowl polls with 404 votes.
In Mississauga East-Cooksville,
another Conservative pick-up by
676 votes following the retirement
of Liberal MP Albina Guarnieri,
ballot boxes were placed in a
Loblaw Superstore though two
schools were located within a onekilometre radius. A store manager
confirmed polls were placed in a
second-floor room above the deli
display and sushi counter, but
declined further comment. Conservatives won three of the four
Loblaw polls with 267 votes.
In Oak Ridges-Markham,
where first-term Conservative
MP Paul Calandra last year
fended off a challenge by former
Liberal member Lui Temelkovski,
election managers placed seven
polls in two evangelical churches.
Calandra swept all seven with an
average 65 per cent support.
“I won’t be able to comment,”
said Colin Pettit, the Markham
returning officer responsible for
the poll locations.“I certainly don’t
want to speak out of turn according
to the directions I’ve been given.”
Elections Canada issued a Feb.
28 email forbidding all returning
officers from speaking to reporters.

Pettit also placed a polling station at The Beaches Clubhouse
on Blue Heron Beach Way, a private club for residents of a gated
community.
“It’s gated—one of the first
in Markham,” said Douglas Ackhurst, a member of the community association. “There’s a fence
around the property and a security gate with a guard.”
Residents instructed to vote at
the clubhouse noted they’d previously cast ballots at a Catholic
high school one kilometre away.
“We had usually voted at Brother
André School,” said one resident.
“It is just next door.”
Documents confirm Markham
polling station #256 was relocated. Calandra had won the school
poll by 47 per cent, just three
votes over his Liberal rival, in
2008. After the poll moved to the
gated community Calandra won
#256 with 60 per cent support.
In Ajax-Pickering, records
track the move of six polls from
Pickering High School to an
evangelical congregation, Forest
Brook Community Church, more
than a kilometre away.
In 2006, then-Liberal MP Mark
Holland swept six school polls—
#51 and #77-81—with 55 per cent
support. In 2011, Conservative MP
Chris Alexander won the six polls,

now at Forest Brook church, with
825 votes. Alexander’s plurality
over the Liberal incumbent across
the riding was 3,228 votes.
Ajax school officials said they
knew of no reason for the relocation of the Pickering High polls.
“Elections Canada just gives us
a list,” said Mark Joel, superintendent of education operations for
the Durham District School Board.
“They say, ‘Here are the schools we
want to use,’ and we comply.”
Forest Brook’s pastor, Ken
Thompson, said his church was
asked by the local returning officer to host the balloting.“We were
asked by Elections Canada if we’d
like to be a polling station,” said
Thompson.“We did it as a public
service. The returning officer is a
member of our congregation.”
“He has been a member here
for 15 or 20 years,” the pastor said.
Returning officer Robert
Cumbertbatch did not return
messages left at his Ajax home.
Chief Electoral Officer Marc
Mayrand declined an interview.
And Elections Canada did not
respond to March 7 written questions on reasons for the relocation
of the Ajax ballot boxes, Markham
poll #256 or the Loblaw and lawn
bowling polling stations.
Next week: Winning The
Country Club Poll.

OPINION: ENVIRONMENT & BUDGET

Cutting up Canada’s environmental safety net
Like rules that prevent smoking in the office or putting your kid in a car without a
seatbelt, protecting citizens’ health and livelihoods from a polluted environment
is a Canadian social norm. Will this week’s budget roll back established legal
protections for our environment and put public health and safety at risk?

BY

V

Jessica Clogg

ANCOUVER, B.C.—Canadians once let corporations
dump whatever they wanted into
our air and water, and dig and
destroy forests, rivers and lakes
without consideration of what species might be living there.
Think of the Sidney Tar Ponds,
where a steel mill was allowed to
fill an entire estuary with toxic
sludge, including cancer-causing
PCBs. The local community is
still paying for that mess with
elevated cancer rates, and Canadian taxpayers are still paying to
clean it up decades later. Think of
the First Nations communities in
northwestern Ontario that were
poisoned because a chemical company dumped 9,000 kg of mercury
into the river system people fished
in. The list can go on and on—Lake
Erie dying, the acid rain crisis,
flooding communities for dam
reservoirs, the collapse of the cod

fishery, the toxic waste lying at the
bottom of Hamilton Harbour.
The point in dredging up
these environmental disasters
is to show that we learned some
lessons: a polluted environment
hurts us humans as well as other
critters. And cleaning up after the
fact (assuming it is even possible)
is extremely costly, making strong
environmental laws a smart financial investment for taxpayers who
can be left footing the bill.
Over the decades, Canada has
developed an environmental safety
net of laws intended to protect
habitat and species. Limits have
been put on what factories can put
into the air and water. Environmental assessment, through which
potential impacts are addressed
before a project is allowed to go
ahead, has become an established
part of our democratic process.
(Of course there are a few gaps
in the net—one need only look at
the continued decline of species at
risk like woodland caribou and the
rapid expansion of water-polluting
tar sands mines). But, across many
sectors, damage to the environment and health has decreased
because our governments saw the

long term value of putting in place
rules to protect the environment.
We learned our lesson. Or did
we? This week’s budget will be
instructive.
Like rules that prevent smoking
in the office or putting your kid in
a car without a seatbelt, protecting citizens’ health and livelihoods
from a polluted environment is now
an accepted social norm.Yet over
the last few months, there have
been strong signals that legislation
will soon roll back established protections for our environment. And
like driving without a seatbelt, this
would be a reckless move that puts
public health and safety at risk.
Why? So Canada can ship
unprocessed natural resources overseas as fast as we can, and earn oil
companies a few dollars more per
barrel of oil? Anticipated legislative
changes to weaken environmental
assessment may have been spurred
by unprecedented public concern
about the proposed Enbridge Northern Gateway tar sands pipeline and
supertanker project, but they could
impact industries nationwide. There
is even talk that habitat protection
for fish and species at risk could be
on the chopping block. (A key factor

that these protections have in common is that they are common triggers of the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act).
Strong environmental laws matter for our ecosystems, our economy
and the democratic process. Canada’s key federal environmental laws
like the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act, the Fisheries Act,
and the Species at Risk Act have
made tangible improvements to
our ability to promote a sustainable
economy, protect us from toxics and
pollutants, save species from extinction and hold polluters accountable.
What should we be working
toward? First and foremost, we need
to be able to count on governments
to make sure the air we breathe
and the water we drink is safe, not
poisoned, and that our rivers, lakes,
farmland and forests stay healthy
enough to support our economy
and be there for future generations.
We can’t risk an Exxon Valdez-like
oil spill on our coasts, nor can we
allow another Sidney Tar Ponds to
happen. There’s ample evidence
that our existing laws need to be
strengthened, not weakened, to
protect humans from pollution.
Take, for example, the leaking toxic
tailings ponds in Northern Alberta
and the elevated cancer rate found
in First Nations communities living
downstream.
Second, a credible decision-making process that gives citizens a voice
is crucial for industries to obtain
a social licence for their activities.

Smearing people who have legitimate concerns about new projects
like pipelines and cutting off their
right to have a say won’t quiet the
critics. It will just mean that the fight
goes elsewhere, to where the products are being sold, to the courts and
to investors. Again, the social licence
for the oil industry in particular has
already eroded given the failure to
limit the impacts of tar sands development and deal honourably with
First Nations. Canada has more to do
on this front, and should not be contemplating doing less.
Third, it’s a few big companies
that would benefit from weakening our environmental laws, yet
all Canadians that would pay the
price, in terms of impacts on our
health and quality of life as well
as the actual tax dollars to clean
up environmental disasters. An oil
tanker spill off the North Pacific
Coast, for example, could leave
citizens on the hook for billions.
Canadians want strong environmental laws to ensure a clean,
secure, and sustainable future
for ourselves and our children.50
organizations nationwide have
endorsed a common set of principles that outline how; see www.
envirolawmatters.ca, and which
have been submitted to the federal
government. We’ll find out on budget day if they have been listening.
Jessica Clogg, executive director and senior counsel, West Coast
Environmental Law Association.
The Hill Times
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IMPOLITIC: GUTTER POLITICS

Rush to political
gutter seems
unstoppable
The level of invective, the banality, may not
yet match the headlong rush to the sewers we
are seeing in the Republican leadership race
down south. But it feels like a matter of time.

BY Susan Riley

G

ATINEAU, QUE.—The ethical
divide between normal people
and practising politicians is worrying at the best of times, but it is
beginning to look unbridgeable.
The recent Conservative

attack ad on Bob Rae, for
instance—unprovoked, dated
and devious—is indefensible.
The normal person’s instinct is
to turn away in weary disgust; to
question the integrity, not of Rae
when he was premier of Ontario—a different man, in a different
party, in a different time—but of
the authors of this tired tripe.
That, as I say, is how a normal
person might respond (including
a Conservative normal person, by
the way.) Which, cynics will argue,

only shows how naive, or prissy,
or mired in nostalgia, normal people can be. Negative ads are part
of the game now, out-of-season or
not. Besides, all parties do it. And
they “work.” Everyone says so.
Stéphane Dion, for instance,
had his problems communicating, but he took a greater political
risk than any recent leader with
his future-oriented Green Shift in
2008. Although negative advertising alone didn’t destroy Dion, to
portray an honest, serious man
with a daring vision as a dithering
incompetent took some guile. It
also set a depressing precedent.
New Democrats are already preparing to defend their new leader
from the inevitable sliming by the
Conservative machine. Albertans
are bracing for an unprecedented
exchange of televised trashings,
pitting Wildrose’s Danielle Smith
against Progressive Conservative
Premier Alison Redford in the pending provincial election. Girl-on-girl,
gender-inclusive abuse.
The level of invective, the
banality, may not yet match the
headlong rush to the sewers we
are seeing in the Republican
leadership race down south. But
it feels like a matter of time.
Already, normal people are
expected to ditch their restrictive definition of “lying.” If the

prime minister says, as he did last
January, that Canada has signed a
“contract” to buy some expensive
fighter planes and urges the opposition to “stop playing politics with
these crucial contracts,” you might
assume there is a “contract.”
Not so fast! What Stephen
Harper meant, he explained
patiently in the Commons not
long ago, is that Canada signed “a
memorandum of understanding.”
So (overnight) we may not be so
committed to those planes after all.
“Obviously,” Harper said,“we have
not signed a contract, so that we
can retain our flexibility in terms
of the best deal for taxpayers.”
So it wasn’t true about the
“contract”; there was no prospect
of Canada being financially penalized for withdrawing? Yes and no.
This nit-picking, this peevish
insistence on the literal truth,
betrays Old Thinking. The modern view—helpfully advanced
by any number of pundits—is
that, in the face of mounting
uncertainty about the costs and
capabilities of the F-35, Harper
did the prudent thing. He showed
“flexibility.” Back-flips worthy of
Cirque du Soleil, some might say.
It is worth noting that many MPs
would never dream of conducting
their personal, or professional, lives
according to the forgiving ethical

standards favoured by campaign
war rooms, or senior party advisers.
But they don’t run things.
It is also true that every opposition leader promises to bring
transparency, honesty and accountability to political life. Some even
mean it. But the zeal tends to last
only until their first crisis.
Arresting the current slide
into the ethical swamp would
require a multi-partisan effort,
probably originating on the back
benches, of like-minded MPs
determined to speak publicly, and
privately, against the destructive
tactics and pervasive myths that
are eroding trust in politics.
It isn’t true that all politicians are
the same, that the politics of anger
always trumps the politics of hope,
that the ends justify the means, that
the other guys are just as bad.
Everyone from Preston Manning, to the Catholic Register, to
Michael Ignatieff has spoken out
against the corrosion of public
life. Pundits fret about it regularly.
But until active politicians, including Conservatives, start confronting, and resisting, the cynicism
they see every day nothing will
change—and normal people will
stop voting altogether. Which is
what the cynics want.
Susan Riley is veteran political
columnist.

OPINION: FORESTRY & GOVERNMENT

Reflections from front-lines of industry transformation
It takes courageous leadership to identify the
uncertain path to success and commit to it.

BY Avrim Lazar

O

TTAWA—For the last
decade, I have been on the
front line of an historic shift in
the fabric of the Canadian forest
products industry. Its odyssey
through tumultuous times is in
itself a fascinating story but it
also offers insights into the challenges and changes faced by the
entire Canadian economy.
Dramatic cyclical swings
are not new for natural resource
industries but the forest products industry had to face fundamental shifts that shook the
foundations of its world: the
rise of the Canadian dollar from
$0.62 in 2002 to around parity
today, an incredible 60 per cent
increase; the explosion of the
information age depressing the
demand for paper; the collapse of
the U.S. housing market; the faltering recovery of European and
North American markets and the
shift of the engine of economic
growth from these traditional
customers to Asia.
Any of these shifts would be
a serious challenge for industry
adaptation, but the cumulative
impact was cataclysmic: the loss
of around 100,000 jobs and the closure of well over 200 mills with the
human and social toll felt across
rural Canada. Many believed that

Canada’s forest industry was a
sector fading to black.
But sometimes dramatic challenges lead to heroic innovation. Instead of sinking into the
sunset, the industry reinvented
itself. Investments in new technologies opened vast new markets for bio-products extracted
from wood fibre including fuels,
chemicals, and health products.
Mill managers and workers
found ways to improve productivity that left both U.S. competitors and the rest of Canadian
manufacturing behind.
Ambitious efforts to open
markets made forest products
Canada’s most successful exporter to China and India. Worldleading improvements in environmental practices won the support of big-name environmental
groups. In short, Canada’s forest
products industry found a new
footing and now faces the future
with sober self-confidence.
How does an industry reverse
itself from an accelerating downward spiral to a profitable path?
Through my 10 years of living in
economic turbulence, three factors stood out: courageous leadership, rethinking the business
model, and smarter government.
We tend to underestimate the
pressures on industry leaders when
change is occurring. Major economic shifts might be seen as an
opportunity to transform but what
is actually experienced from inside
is loss, confusion and threat. And
while it may be clear that change is
needed, it’s rarely clear what type
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Forestry product talk: The transformation of the forest industry is well launched, but not complete, says Avrim Lazar.
of change will work. Making the
right changes only happens if leaders take risks, yet support for risktaking is often perversely lowest
when things are the most insecure.
It takes courageous leadership to
identify the uncertain path to success and commit to it.
Improving productivity and
innovating are necessary. But
being better at what we do is
rarely sufficient. Rethinking the
business model is more powerful
than simply improving productivity: new partnerships, new products, new markets and new positioning are essential in addressing a new economic reality.
And yes government matters. Government policies and

programs often create barriers
to change. And in times of stress
governments feel pressure to
slow down painful transformation or may step in to freeze the
status quo. Smart government
does the opposite: it provides
support to accelerate the pace of
industry adaptation.
The transformation of the forest industry is well launched, but
not complete. However the downward spiral has been reversed and
industry leadership, the rethinking
of business models and government support for change helped
achieve this shift in direction.
It’s also clear that changes were
only possible because they were
grounded in the industry’s enduring

character: an innovative resource
based industry, a global trader, an
industry aware of its dependence
on nature, and a creator of human
value from natural resources. Those
remain the fundamentals that will
see Canada’s forest products industry into the future.
Few industrial sectors in
Canada are insulated from the
threats of the rapidly shifting
global economy. And all have the
capacity to adapt, prosper and
continue to support the quality of
life Canadians enjoy.
Avrim Lazar is retiring after
10 years leading the Forest Products Association of Canada.
news@hilltimes.com
The Hill Times
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OPINION: RCMP & SENATE COMMITTEE

Sen. Kenny should stick to the facts, himself

vations were downright defamatory, as was the general tone.
It was a smear job, not a useful
examination of the RCMP.
We argued over that draft
report in committee, clause by
clause, and in the end Parliament
was prorogued before the report
was ever finalized.
Thus thwarted, the committee’s Liberals put out their own
private “position paper” on the
RCMP. They weren’t “forced” to
do this, as Sen. Kenny writes.

The Liberals chose to do it. They
didn’t like how things went in
committee so they decided to
have their say regardless.
They should not have done it,
not using materials gathered at
taxpayers’ expense for a Parliamentary committee.
Finally, Sen. Kenny says
that I could, if I wished, release
transcripts of the committee’s
in-camera talks about his draft
report—which would prove that
no one suggested calling the
RCMP “a rent-a-wreck.” No, Sen.
Kenny, I cannot release those
transcripts and you know it.
Under your leadership, the committee voted to destroy them at
the end of the Parliamentary
session. Even if they did exist, I
couldn’t release them without the
committee’s consent.
My last observation would be
that Sen. Kenny just can’t seem
to accept that he’s no longer
running the Senate National
Security and Defence Committee.
He keeps wanting to fight past
battles. Sen. Kenny, it’s time for
you to move on.
Saskatchewan Conservative
Senator Pamela Wallin is chair of
the Senate National Security and
Defence Committee.
The Hill Times

treatment from the CRA once it
was discovered they were stashing money in Liechtenstein.
In response to a written question
I tabled in the Senate, CRA revealed
that as of June 2010, 20 residents
of Canada who have accounts in
Liechtenstein had availed themselves of the CRA’s voluntary disclosure program (VDP).
For a disclosure under the VDP
to be valid, it must be voluntary.
CRA’s own definition of “voluntary”
disqualifies disclosures where
“the taxpayer was aware of, or had
knowledge of an audit, investigation or other enforcement action
set to be conducted by the CRA .
. .” (CRA Income Tax Information
Circular IC00-1R2, Voluntary Disclosure Program, October 2007).
Since CRA publicly revealed
that all 106 Canadians with
accounts in Liechtenstein were
subject to some level of compliance action, none of them should
have been eligible for the voluntary disclosure program.
In fact, CRA had previously
stated that “as compliance action
has been commenced on all of
the listed taxpayers, they are no
longer eligible for consideration
under the VDP,” (response to written question tabled in Parliament).
The CRA then changed its policy position. Put simply, at least 20
rich Canadians have avoided prosecution because they have been
given special treatment. Why? It is
unacceptable that after receiving a
tax holiday, this government gave
these wealthy tax dodgers a vacation from prosecution.
Tax fairness, like justice, must be
seen to be done. Honest, law-abiding, taxpaying Canadians should
not have to feel let down by a federal government unable or unwilling

to make a serious effort to recoup
monies from Canadians who try to
avoid paying their fair share.
Since Liechtenstein, the Government of Canada has been
handed the names of Canadians
with secret accounts in a bank in
another tax haven, Switzerland. As
an example of the size of the problem facing the federal government,
these two banks had accounts for
over 1,800 Canadians. Imagine
how many other accounts exist
throughout the world?
The Harper government must do
the right thing. In addition to charging these individuals with tax evasion, the federal government should
make the names of Canadians with
overseas bank accounts public.
These wealthy tax cheats benefit
from taxpayer-funded services, such
as Canada’s health-care system,
when they or a family member get
sick, but they refuse to fund their
fair share of the system. These people must be judged by Canadians in
the court of public opinion.
The government has
announced that 60,000 Canadians
will receive the Queen’s Diamond
Jubilee Medal. I am certain that no
Canadian would want that medal
to be awarded to an overseas tax
cheat, but if the names are not
made public, how will we know?
It is unconscionable that this
government would introduce cutbacks while allowing overseas
tax cheats off the hook; when this
government has searched the tax
havens of the world, recovered the
taxes owed, and punished those
who illegally hid their money there,
then we can talk about cutbacks.
Liberal Percy Downe is a Senator from Charlottetown, P.E.I.
news@hilltimes.com
The Hill Times

What I will not do, for the sake of publicity, is conduct
hearings on issues that properly belong before the
courts—allegations of sexual harassment within
the RCMP. Ours is the National Security and Defence
Committee, so we’ll stick to those topics.

BY Conservative
Sen. Pamela Wallin

R

e: “Sen. Wallin should stick
to the facts,” The Hill Times,
by Liberal Senator Colin Kenny,
March 19, p. 12). Sen. Kenny said
I should wash my mouth out with
soap. He’s the one who should
take a bite of the bar, given the
kind of language he has used to
describe the RCMP—language I
don’t want to repeat here. So it is
precious that he, as he often does,
blatantly misrepresents the facts
to fit his peculiar world view.
The force and the new RCMP
Commissioner Bob Paulson have
a lot on their plates. A lot. The
committee I chair has already

heard from Commissioner Paulson and will hear from him again
before the summer on progress
being made on the wide range of
issues facing the RCMP, including allegations of discrimination
against female members.
What I will not do, for the
sake of publicity, is conduct
hearings on issues that properly
belong before the courts—allegations of sexual harassment within the force. Ours is the National
Security and Defence Committee,
so we’ll stick to those topics.
It is ironic, given their interest in studying the RCMP, that
just this last week the Liberals refused to support a return
appearance by the new commissioner unless they got to
set terms and conditions. It
makes me wonder, do they want
answers or just a show? Despite
Liberal opposition, Commissioner Paulson is being invited back.
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RCMP: Despite Liberal opposition, RCMP Commissioner Bob Paulson is being invited
back to the Senate’s National Security and Defence Committee, says Sen. Wallin.
I believe that the RCMP
deserves the same scrutiny as
any other important publiclyfunded organization. Unfortunately, when Sen. Kenny
produced a draft report two-anda-half years ago it included a lot
more than witness testimony.
It was full of quotations and
observations by people who
hadn’t testified, including journalist Paul Palango. He had
called the RCMP “a rent-a-wreck”
of a force. Some of these obser-

OPINION: BUDGET & OVERSEAS TAX CHEATS

Feds bring in cutbacks
while overseas tax
cheats get off the hook
When this government has searched the tax
havens of the world, recovered the taxes owed,
and punished those who illegally hid their money
there, then we can talk about cutbacks.

P

BY Liberal Sen.
Percy Downe

ARLIAMENT HILL—The
Conservative government has
plunged our public finances into a
deficit, which Prime Minister Stephen Harper now plans to solve by
reducing retirement benefits for
seniors, cutting services to Canadians, and laying off public servants.
And yet, there are billions of
dollars in taxable assets illegally
hidden by wealthy Canadians
in overseas tax havens, and this
government’s efforts to recover
the tax on this money—thereby
lessening the burden on those
law-abiding Canadians who
already pay their fair share—is
simply unacceptable.

Four years ago, the Canadian
federal government was given the
names of 106 Canadians with secret
bank accounts in Liechtenstein by
the Government of Germany. The
information the Canadian government was handed showed that the
amounts in Canadian-held Liechtenstein bank accounts totalled
more than $100-million, ranging
from a minimum of $500,000—to
one account with over $12-million.
Not one account contained
less than half a million dollars.
These are very rich Canadians.
Last year, the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) claimed to
have recovered only $6-million
in back taxes, interest, and penalties on the money hidden by
these Canadians in Liechtenstein.
And amid the talk of interest
and penalties, another fact becomes
clear: not one penny has been
assessed in fines. That is because
not one charge has been laid. In the
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Money tracker: National Revenue
Minister Gail Shea. Why the double standard for very rich Canadians
with foreign bank accounts hidden in
well-known tax havens, asks Liberal
Senator Percy Downe.
four years since this information
has come to light, not one of these
Canadians who have hidden their
money abroad to avoid paying taxes
in Canada has stood before a judge,
in Canada or overseas.
Any ordinary resident of
Canada who is found to not be
declaring their income would be
hounded by the CRA. Why the
double standard for very rich
Canadians with foreign bank
accounts hidden in well-known
tax havens? Where is Canada
Revenue Minister Gail Shea? Why
is she allowing this to happen?
In fact, these tax cheats
appear to have received special
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OPINION: BUDGET 2012-2013

Canada’s growing inequality gap
The richest one per cent of Canadians enjoying 32 per cent of all income gains from economic growth in this
period and the richest one per cent increasing their share of total income to almost 14 per cent.

BY

T

david crane

ORONTO—Finance Minister Jim Flaherty’s upcoming
budget is being advertised as an
austerity budget. This would be a
mistake. What Canada needs is a
growth-enhancing budget because
the outlook for growth is too low
and unemployment is too high.
Restoring growth and jobs will help
restore fiscal health by boosting
government revenues and creating
room for future spending reforms.
While the unemployment rate
fell to 7.4 per cent in February, the
rate fell because the number of
people looking for work declined,
according to Statistics Canada.
Moreover, many of those working
part-time—902,000 Canadians last
year—were doing so because they
could not find full-time jobs. The
job market is especially challenging for young Canadians.
Growth is also too low. As the
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives points out in a pre-budget
report, while real GDP growth
between 1998 and 2007, before the
financial crisis, averaged 3.3 per
cent a year, the projections of both
Finance Canada and the Parliamentary Budget Office are for annual
average growth of just 2.3 per cent to
2.4 per cent a year from 2012 to 2016.
Compounding these problems
is growing inequality. As the Centre for Policy Alternatives points
out, while Canada enjoyed strong
economic growth between 1997
and 2007, it also saw in this same
period “unprecedented growth in
income inequality” with the richest one per cent of Canadians
enjoying 32 per cent of all income
gains from economic growth in
this period and the richest one per
cent increasing their share of total
income to almost 14 per cent.
The Bank of Canada’s Tiff
Macklem, in a recent speech which
looked at the financial crisis and
the Great Recession it precipitated, acknowledged that the crisis
focused much greater attention on
rising inequality.“The ensuing recession inflicted the greatest hardship
on the most vulnerable. And this
comes against the background of a
disturbing trend,”he said.“Not only
have lower- and middle-income
households borne a disproportionate share of the cost of the Great
Recession; they reaped less than
their proportional share of the
income gains during the Great Moderation. Those gains were skewed to
higher-income households.”
With concerns over the health
of the economy this year, Flaherty
has room to promote growth and
jobs. The International Monetary
Fund endorses Flaherty’s plan to
eliminate the federal deficit over
the next several years, but adds
that “there is policy room to pause
if downside risks to growth keep
rising.”That’s where we are today.
There are a number of steps Fla-

herty can take to strengthen growth.
One of the most effective ways
would be to push hard on innovation in the business sector, especially for small and midsize companies
developing new technologies, since
many new jobs will have to come
from new business activities.
The budget allocation for the
Industrial Research Assistance program (IRAP) could be significantly
increased. This highly-regarded program helps companies develop new
technologies. Flaherty could also
make use of the R&D tax incentive
much simpler for small and midsize
companies and improve the ways
in which companies that currently
do not qualify for refundable R&D
tax credits to monetize their unused
credits—for example through the
use of flow-through shares, which
are already permitted in the mining
industry. Some of these proposals
are contained in the recent expert
panel report on innovation chaired
by Tom Jenkins of Open Text Corp.
Another proposal, from the
Jenkins panel, could see the establishment of a Canadian version of
the U.S. Small Business Innovation
Research program, which allocates
2.5 per cent of extramural research
budgets in all U.S. government
agencies with research budgets of
more than U.S. $100-million to contracts or grants to small businesses.
A company can receive grants totalling U.S.$1.15-million to help it fund
a project that meets the R&D need
of government or commercializes
research out of government labs. At
the same time, more effective use of
government procurement could be
made to boost the innovation capacity of Canadian companies.
Support for innovation is even
more important, as Canada’s petrodollar is hurting Canada’s high-tech
manufacturing industry (and our
tourist industry as well). We cannot
rely on a raw materials economy to
sustain our way of life. The budget
needs to focus on ways to strengthen Canada as a knowledge-based
economy with high-value manufacturing and services as well as
exploiting of our resources.
Canada also needs—at all three
levels of government—significant
investment in infrastructure, from
urban transit and water systems
to highway construction, airport
expansion, high-speed broadband
and new sources of clean energy. A
federal infrastructure bank, with a
relatively small equity infusion by
government and the bulk of its capital from the sale of bonds to pension
funds and other long-term investors,
could be a major source of funding
for infrastructure development. This
too would, be a productive way to
boost growth and jobs.
Austerity will not deliver the
growth and jobs Canada needs.
Without growth and jobs, the
burden of deficit elimination can
only be achieved through even
bigger cutbacks. Properly done,
measures to generate growth and
jobs can also reduce the deficit.
David Crane can be reached
at crane@interlog.com.
The Hill Times
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The economy: The Bank of Canada’s Tiff Macklem, right, pictured with Bank of Canada Governor Mark Carney in
Ottawa. In a recent speech which looked at the financial crisis and the Great Recession it precipitated, Mr. Macklem
acknowledged that the crisis focused much greater attention on rising inequality.
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POLLING & POLLSTERS: PROVINCIAL SHOWDOWNS

Photographs courtesy of Alison Redford and Danielle Smith

Alberta provincial election, come on down: Alberta Premier Alison Redford will get a run for her money in the upcoming provincial election from Wildrose Party Leader Danielle Smith. Ms. Smith’s party poses a serious problem for Ms.
Redford’s Progressive Conservatives who have governed the province since 1971, writes columnist Éric Grenier.

Incumbents challenged from
right in provincial showdowns
In Alberta and Quebec, incumbent governments are set to face fierce opposition
from upstart parties on the right. But that is not where the similarities end.

BY

O

Éric Grenier

TTAWA—Both Alison Redford and Jean Charest will

have to fight two-front campaigns when their provinces
next head to the ballot box. But
whereas Redford enters Alberta’s
spring campaign as the frontrunner, Charest will have to
mount a comeback if and when
he calls the next vote.
The next provincial election

in Quebec does not have to be
held until the end of 2013, but
with a public inquiry into corruption in the construction industry
scheduled to begin in the fall,
Jean Charest is rumoured to be
favouring a vote this spring. The
campaign in Alberta is already
underway.

The two premiers occupy
some of the same political territory in the centre of their province’s spectrum, and both are
being challenged by newish parties on the right.
In Alberta, the Wildrose
Party has contested elections
before and traces its heritage
even further back, but with
strong fundraising and a charismatic leader running in her
first election, Wildrose is a very
different animal than what it
has been before. In Quebec, the
Coalition Avenir Québec was
only launched late last year but
has swallowed up the Action
Démocratique du Québec and is
following in some of their footsteps, making it a new party to
some and the ADQ with a new
coat of paint to others.
Wildrose is posing a serious
problem to Alison Redford’s Progressive Conservatives, who have
governed the province since 1971.
Though the Tories likely hold a
lead of around 11 points over
Danielle Smith’s party, a recent
survey has put that margin as
low as five points. The edge the
PCs have in Edmonton, where
Wildrose is weakest, means that
Redford still has every chance of
forming a majority government
even if she falls behind in Calgary and the rest of the province.
But if the campaign takes a turn,
a strong possibility with rookie
leaders heading the Tories, Wildrose, and the provincial Liberals, things could go very bad very
quickly for Redford.
This makes her appeal to centre-left voters in Alberta all the
more important. The New Democrats appear set to increase their
share of the vote but the Liberals
have hemorrhaged almost half of
the support they had in 2008. If
the Tories can keep that Liberal
vote down, they will be able to
stay ahead of Wildrose in Calgary and salvage enough seats in
the rural parts of the province to
pad their majority, even if Smith
proves to be a strong campaigner.
Jean Charest faces a far
different set of obstacles.
The most recent polls put the
governing Liberals around 30
per cent support, some four
to six points behind the Parti
Québécois. Both the Liberals
and the PQ have had some of
their support flip to François
Legault’s CAQ. But Legault’s
star has fallen rapidly in Quebec, where he was leading in
the polls as recently as the end

of January. Support for his
party has dropped to the mid20s since then.
But like Redford, the Quebec
premier has to campaign in two
directions to have any chance of
pulling off an improbable fourth
consecutive electoral victory. The
Parti Québécois has returned
from the brink of disaster, polling
in the mid-30s after dropping to
below 20 per cent support only a
few months ago. The PQ is drawing much of their new support
from the CAQ’s francophone
base in the suburbs north and
south of Montreal, where the
Liberals are also competitive.
Charest will have to campaign
against Pauline Marois in order
to get back some of that support
by stoking fears of a third referendum and speaking out against
the unpopular federal government, a tactic he has used before
with some success.
Legault, too, will need to be
the target of his attacks. The
CAQ is fading but has nevertheless the support of a large constituency that might otherwise
vote for the Liberals. These are
nationalist (but not sovereigntist) Quebecers who care more
about pocketbook issues than
language or national unity. Last
week’s Liberal budget, which
promises a return to balanced
books by 2014, is a step in that
direction. Emphasizing his
northern development plan,
Jean Charest will undoubtedly
make the argument that he is
the best steward of Quebec’s
economy and that the province
cannot take a chance on the
unproven Legault, the kind of
message that gave Prime Minister Stephen Harper his majority
government in 2011.
But if Charest fails in his
bid for re-election and Pauline
Marois becomes the province’s
next premier, 2012 will be the
year in which two major provinces elect female premiers for
their first time in their respective
histories (the two parties with a
shot at winning in Alberta are
both led by women).
While the two elections feature upstart parties on the right
taking a run at long-standing
incumbent governments, their
results might end up have something more historically significant in common.
Éric Grenier writes about
politics and polls at ThreeHundredEight.com
The Hill Times
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OPINION: HEALTH CARE & FEDS

Privatization where necessary,
but not necessarily privatization.

BY

H

Charles Cirtwill

ALIFAX, N.S.—I recently attended a
lecture in Halifax delivered by André
Picard entitled,“Medicare: Can It Survive 25
More Years?”To a large extent, I got exactly
what I expected from a “Canadian intellectual.”There was the jingoistic anti-Americanism, the snide jibes at Republicans, a
Euro-centric love-in, repeated references to
Canadian history and core Canadian values,
and, of course, the de rigueur slams of Prime
Minister Stephen Harper and “this” federal
government. The crowd ate it up (note to

self, need to hate-on Americans more when
speaking in Canada).
But I also heard some very interesting
things about evidence-based decisionmaking in health care and the fundamental instability of our current 1950s
approach. I heard a clear condemnation
of the Canada Health Act as a barrier to
needed reform. I heard a call to stop talking about two-tier health care because
we, like everyone else around the globe,
already have multi-tiered health care. I
heard a litany of what we should add to
publicly-funded services in Canada but it
was accompanied by an equal, if not longer, list of what we should remove from
that publicly covered pool.
Consider Picard’s observations on
health care’s administrative costs. They
have risen some 50 per cent over the last
25 years, but in his view they are still too
low and he used private-sector administrative practice as his justification for that
assessment. For example, he argued that
electronic health records are not a tool to
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Picard on health: mixed medicine and messages

The health files: Health Minister Leona Aglukkaq, pictured seated at a recent announcement in Ottawa.
control spending, but to increase value
from that spending. But he repeatedly
emphasized that administration should
be done by administrators, not doctors
or nurses. At the same time, he defended
high wages for all health professionals,
provided they are practising their pro-
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fessions and not counting bedpans. In
Picard’s view it seems, if we improve how
we spend we will get more for what we
spend, and over the long term will likely
then need to spend less.
Central to this thesis was a surprising
point (at least for me). Picard offered a
strong endorsement of mixed public-private delivery, a relatively strong approval
of at least mixed private management
where appropriate, and an unequivocal endorsement of private insurance as
a means to enhance services available
through public funding: “it has always
been there and always will be.” Picard
cited not only global evidence that it
works everywhere, but he went for the
heartstrings too, highlighting that Tommy
Douglas held similar views of the private
sector’s needed role in sustainable universal health delivery.
Of course, these positive remarks about
the necessity to blend private and public
delivery and finance of health services
were followed a few minutes later by a
blanket condemnation of “calls for total
privatization.” Given the applause after the
latter remark and the silence following
the former, I suspect the audience missed
the nuance of Picard’s presentation. A
nuance that sounded to me like it fell into
the category of what I believe the Canadian Medical Association once described
as privatization where necessary, but not
necessarily privatization.
It was as if Picard’s better evidence-based
angels were warring with his socialist collectivist ideological demons (feel free to
reverse that sentence structure depending
on your own personal world-view). After all,
while slamming “this” federal government for
“disengaging” on health reform, he made the
very case the federal government is making
for what the upside of that disengagement
might be—provincial action. Too long the
provinces have waited for Ottawa to lead the
way, with Ottawa holding out this time, provincial leadership becomes not only possible
but necessary, and he urged them to step up
(just as Harper has done).
Similarly, while unilaterally dismissing
out of hand some views he considers too
hard line (on both the left and the right),
he called for a more respectful national
debate; one where leaders are free to lead,
not just to follow, where diverse views
are tolerated and the right to hold them is
accepted without question and where the
merits of the idea and not the morals of
the individual are what we discuss. Picard
is a double morality tale on this front—
showing us not only why it should be
done, but how hard it will be to do it.
With talks like this one it is no wonder
that Picard prefaced his remarks by highlighting he gets attacked from both left and
right. If you attack both left and right, neither are likely to love you all the time. Fortunately, it also increases your odds of being
right, as, on this evening, Picard largely was.
Charles Cirtwill is president of the
Atlantic Institute for Market Studies, an
independent social and economic policy
think tank based in Halifax, N.S.
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WISEGUYS: ROBOCALLS

‘Ringy, Dingy, Time for PM Harper
Thingy,’ or the to show some
robocalls storm chutzpah and call
inquiry into robocalls

Sure, robocon has
hurt Tories, but
how about those
Dippers, eh? Wow.

To me it is just one damn big confusing
mess that in many ways reflects poorly on
all parties regardless of how legitimate
New Democrats are worried because the confidence The magnitude of the NDP’s ongoing strength is
it is for parties to connect with voters
Canadians have in our democratic system is eroding. nothing short of historic. Against all odds, against
through automatic telephone technology.
experienced opponents like Harper and Rae, and
despite the mistaken forecasts of soothsayers like
me, the NDP have prevailed.

BY
BY

I

Tim Powers

n Newfoundland, we like to call it the “Ringy, Dingy,
Thingy.” For those of you who aren’t familiar with
my province’s dialects you refer to it as the “robocall
controversy,” or worse, depending on your position
on the political spectrum or partisanship. To me it is
just one damn big confusing mess that in many ways
reflects poorly on all parties regardless of how legitimate it is for parties to connect with voters through
automatic telephone technology.
The centre of the “Ringy, Dingy, Thingy” storm is
Guelph, Ont. A variety of reliable reports inform us that
Elections Canada is conducting an investigation into
calls people in that district received from a robotic caller
claiming to be from Elections Canada and directing voters to a polling station that did not exist.You can’t split
hairs here. There is a saved voice message which proves
it is a real verifiable fact and not some trumped up partisan charge. That sort of call is wrong. Against the law.
Whoever did it, and let us hope Elections Canada finds
them, must suffer the full consequences of the law. If that
person or persons is found to come from a political party
that political party should also kick them out and ban
them from ever working on another campaign.
We have also learned that Elections Canada is looking into 700 other election related complaints. That is
marginally up from the 500 related complaints they
got in the 2008 campaign. After that the “Ringy, Dingy,
Thingy” has all sorts of dimensions that go down a variety of paths depending on your pursuits. If you are a
supporter of Stephen Harper and the Conservative government you are inclined to accept the CPC’s argument
that anything beyond what Elections Canada is investigating is some sort of political smear job. If you are an
opponent of the Tories this is manna from heaven and
you employ the narrative to its fullest dimensions—real
but more likely imagined—that this is proof of a vast
political conspiracy to ensure the Tories won the election no matter what the cost. If you are a real human
with no direct and immediate attachments to the parties or the debate, you are probably shaking your head
saying those damn politicians are all alike as you take
a wait-and-see approach while Elections Canada works
to get to the bottom of the “Ringy, Dingy, Thingy.”
My guess is the Prime Minister is none too thrilled
that this is dominating debate in Ottawa. One recent
poll from Environics suggests it might be impacting
the government while others have said that is not the
case. The Prime Minister will want to turn the page
and take back the agenda. He’ll also want, more than
anyone, to get to the answer here—he came to power
on an accountability agenda and knows how that
still remains important to the vast membership of his
party. He is well aware that these things, real or not,
can eat at the credibility of government.
The opposition will work to keep the “Ringy,
Dingy, Thingy” alive for a while. That is their job.
Facts won’t matter to them but they will to Elections
Canada. Let us see what they say.
One take away I’d like to see from this saga regardless of outcome is more ethics guidance and training
for all participants in election campaigns across all
parties—from candidate to canvasser. Just about every
other organization known to man has some educational model that is mandatory. Political parties need
to catch up.

Karl Bélanger

W

hen the foundations of our entire democratic system
are under attack, the reaction of our elected officials
needs to be swift, forceful, and meaningful. Sadly, what we
saw from the Conservatives was their typical communications strategy: dismiss, deny, delay and blame others.
At the heart of this latest Conservative scandal is a
systemic attempt to undermine our electoral system,
suppress votes and ultimately alter the democratic wish
of the people of Canada. Tim seems to be hoping against
hope that this is all isolated to Guelph, but I wouldn’t bet
on that myself. There are confirmed reports of Elections
Canada interviewing people in other ridings.
The technology used to do so is irrelevant despite the
media’s drive to make this scandal about robocalls. It might
be a sexy label, but it is intellectually lazy. Not all allegations
were made with automated calls, and not all automated calls
made during the campaign were about suppressing votes.The
Conservatives were more than happy to add to the confusion,
blaming the Liberals for their use and misuse of the technology, ignoring the substance of the issue: electoral fraud.
The NDP has been relentless in pushing the Conservatives for answers. New Democrats have come to the
conclusion that it is time to clear the air, clean up politics, and fix Ottawa—a commitment made by the NDP in
the last election and one of the reasons Canadians gave
New Democrats the official opposition mandate.
Conservatives have been hurt by this scandal and are
dropping in the polls. New Democrats should feel very
good since Environics shows the NDP is tied with the Conservative for first place. Nycole Turmel is handing the new
leader a party that has never been in a better position to
form the first NDP government in the history of Canada.
But the truth is, New Democrats are worried because the
confidence Canadians have in our democratic system is
eroding. Once cynicism sets in and trust disappears, it is
hard to restore. And that is not good for Canada.
This is why, while it is important to support Elections
Canada in its investigation, it is also equally important
for the Prime Minister to call a public inquiry into this
whole mess. One doesn’t prevent the other from happening, and there are precedents for this, namely the Gomery
Commission into the Liberal Sponsorship Scandal while
the RCMP was investigating. Stephen Harper should
show leadership and be a Prime Minister, instead of playing defence as leader of the Conservative Party.
We also have to look for the way forward to avoid
new scandals, to prevent further attempts to suppress
votes through fraudulent calls and prevent the infamous
‘in and out’ method. We need to reinforce the powers of
Elections Canada and allow the chief electoral officer
to request all documents from political parties that he
deems necessary for all of his investigations.
This is why the NDP presented a motion to direct the
government of Canada to bring forward legislation to
increase the authority of Elections Canada’s CEO and
increase transparency for voter contact service providers. It is ridiculous that if the chief electoral officer
needs more information, he needs to call in the RCMP.
If Elections Canada had had this power in 2006, the
Conservatives wouldn’t have been able to drag the ‘in
and out’ scandal out for five years. The truth would have
come out earlier. The NDP motion can restore a bit of
Canadians’ confidence in our democratic system. We
were glad to see the Conservatives support it. Now, we
need the Prime Minister to respect the democratic will
of the people’s elected representative, and act on it. It’s a
question of respect for voters.
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Warren Kinsella

as Robocon hurt Tim’s party? Obviously.
Case in point: the NDP.
I tip my hat to Karl’s party—who, by the time you read
this, has a newly-minted leader.
They suddenly lost the charismatic, much-loved Jack Layton in the summer. They had an interim leader, Nycole Turmel,
who used to be a card-carrying separatist. They had a leadership race that was duller than dishwater. They have a caucus
bursting at the seams with children, none of whom were
expected to get their deposits back, let alone get elected. They
haven’t said or done anything of significance inside or outside
the House of Commons since May 2011. In fact, they have had
a year that has been remarkably unremarkable.
But here’s the thing: as of last week, the pollsters at Environics tell us, they are tied for first place with the governing
Conservative Party. And their extraordinary victory in last
May’s general election, which every pollster and pundit (including this one) regarded as temporary, an anomaly?
Well, it’s increasingly looking like it isn’t temporary at all.
Bob Rae—the interim leader who isn’t either—is seen by
the commentariat as a capable, quotable, and experienced
politician. Against a lightweight like interim NDP boss
Nycole Turmel, they prognosticated a few months back,
Rae would vault into second place, and the Liberal Party
would shortly resume its traditional role as government, or
government-in-waiting.
But that didn’t happen, did it? Turmel—as unexceptional
a politician as you will ever encounter, albeit with a nice
smile—kept her party in second place in the polls, whilst Rae
remained mired in third. Simultaneously, a parade of Dipper
leadership aspirants had dreary debates and disagreed about
little. Heeding the lessons of the Liberal Party’s decade-long
leadership fratricide, the New Democrats deliberately kept
their internal affairs as boring as possible. It worked.
The Conservatives, meanwhile, have done just as badly.
They hover at or near single digits in the NDP’s Quebec
stronghold, and they haven’t yet laid a glove on Turmel or
any of the NDP leadership candidates. They’ll turn their guns
on the new Dipper leader starting this week, naturally. But,
when nobody was looking, the Cons plummeted 10 points in
Environics’ stunning poll—and they are now tied, as noted,
with the New Democratic Party.
Stephen Harper, Conservatives regularly remind us, is the
“uber-strategist. The guy who a succession of Liberal leaders
have been unable to dislodge. The guy who the Parliamentary
Press Gallery grudgingly regard as a magician.
But against the meek-as-a-church-mouse interim leader—
against the inexpert youngsters in the New Democrat caucus,
and against the leadership contestants nobody could pick out in
a police lineup—Harper, the supposed magician strategist, has
dropped like a proverbial stone.
The magnitude of the New Democratic Party’s ongoing
strength is nothing short of historic. Against all odds—against
experienced opponents like Harper and Rae, and despite the mistaken forecasts of soothsayers like me—the NDP have prevailed.
They have done what nobody, one year ago, ever thought
possible.
Politics is full of ups and downs, with the latter tending
to outnumber the former. The New Democratic Party is currently up, in a big, big way.
This spring, at least, they deserve to feel good about
themselves.
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NEWS: PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS & CONSTRUCTION

Public Works says restoring
Parliament Buildings to
original heritage ‘fundamental’
Continued from Page 1
functions,” says Rob Wright, Public Works’
director general of major Crown projects.
“What we’re trying to do is to retain the
heritage character, or in some cases go back
to the heritage character of the building that
has been lost over the past century.”
Heritage conservation is a fairly recent
practice, not just in Canada but across the
world, said Thierry Monpetit, director of
the Wellington Building project.
Mr. Wright said all the architectural firms
hired for precinct projects are either experts
in heritage conservation or have hired some.
“That’s something that we require
through our contractual documents,” said
Mr. Wright.
Working in partnership with the Federal Heritage Building Review Office, the
Heritage Conservative Directorate within
Public Works, the Canadian Conservation
Institute and the curator of the House of
Commons, among others, Mr. Wright said
the first thing Public Works does is run a
detailed assessment of the heritage components in both the interior and exterior of
the buildings.
“The design for the project is driven
by this assessment, these heritage components, and we integrate the heritage elements into the design process,” he said.

Mr. Wright said he and his officials went
back through archives to get a sense of the
aesthetic as well as the original designs of
the buildings. The historic Confederation
Room 200 in the West Block building is a
good example of efforts to return the buildings to their original character, he said.
“In the 1960s there was a project to shift
the use of the West Block from public service to accommodating Members of Parliament [and] the offices were reconfigured
significantly,” said Mr. Wright. “We’ll be taking that portion of the West Block back to its
original design intent, its original heritage
character. We’ll be putting in actually a new
floor slab to take it back so that they’ll be
two floor levels, as it was, [and] restoring
the exterior windows as they were when
that was originally built.”
West Block’s Confederation Room 200,
used for ceremonial events, parties, and
large meetings by Parliamentarians, is
being permanently relocated to the Sir
John A. Macdonald building (the former
Bank of Montreal building on Wellington Street). The construction contract for
the full rehabilitation of the Sir John A.
Macdonald building, worth approximately
$66-million, was awarded to the EllisDon
Corporation on Dec. 16, 2011.
Additionally, all throughout the corridors
of West Block are suspended ceilings but Mr.
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Construction zone: The Wellington Building’s restoration is expected to cost a total of $245-million.
Wright said, “in fact, there is a high-arched
ceiling throughout the building … so we’ll be
taking out the suspended ceiling, which has
no heritage value, and we’ll be going back to
the heritage character of the building.”
In determining the heritage value of
elements in each building, Mr. Wright said
there are a number of criteria, but, in general
terms, “uniqueness is very important, whether it has historical value. Obviously if it was
part of the original heritage building that’s a
defining aspect of it having heritage value.”
Mr. Wright said the masonry of the West
Block building is a fundamental heritage
element of the building—something he said
they’ve taken “great pains to restore.” He said
a number of features within the building’s
corridors, such as handrails and some doors,
are heritage features, as well as a few offices around the Mackenzie tower. The tower
itself, he said, has original heritage value.
The exterior of the western side of the
Wellington Building is considered a “key
heritage character-defining element,” said
Mr. Montpetit. Originally built as the Metropolitan Life’s “flagship headquarters in
North America” in 1927, the building doubled in size in 1959. The building’s western-most section is the original structure,
and is thus considered of heritage value,
whereas the eastern-most section is not.
The federal government expropriated
the Wellington Building in 1985. The division between the two building sections is
noticeable from street-level, if you know to
look for it said Mr. Monpetit.
Aside from the Wellington Building’s
exterior, Mr. Montpetit said there are some
heritage elements inside, such as a large
mosaic that was installed in 1927.
“It’s kind of an allegory of mother insurance protecting citizens against pestilence
and disease and all of that…it’s beautiful,”
said Mr. Wright. The mosaic is in the main
lobby on the western-side of the building,
the marble lining the lobby walls and floor,
and a few doors on the west side stairwell.
Mr. Montpetit said the mosaic is of the
same vintage and by the same firm as the
artisan installations at the Rockefeller Center in New York. With such an historic piece,
Mr. Wright said “great care” is taken to protect the artwork, which, for obvious reasons, couldn’t be removed for protection.
“In fact, we have sensors on the mosaic
to make sure that there’s no displacement
of the mosaic tiles [and] we’re working
very closely with the Canadian Conservation Institute on the mosaic, so a huge
amount of effort is being taken to ensure
there’s no damage during the construction
and there will be a full refurbishment of
that mosaic. That’s a core part of this project,” said Mr. Wright.
When construction began, heritage components were either protected “in situ” in the
building—using plywood or another material to protect them—or removed and stored if
there’s potential for damage, said Mr. Wright.
Heritage pieces that are removed from
the West Block or Wellington Building
are then kept in one of two storage facilities: a climate-controlled storage facility
on Sacré-Coeur Boulevard in Gatineau,
Que., or a regular warehouse on Pink Road

in Ottawa, depending on the nature and
needs to the piece, said Mr. Wright.
Some of the marble from the Wellington Building lobby, for example, had to be
removed.The pieces of marble have been numbered and are being stored in the Pink Road
warehouse until they can be reintroduced.
Mr. Wright said they have done their
best to reincorporate all heritage elements
into the buildings, but if a piece can’t be
reintegrated they consider whether it could
be incorporated into another project and if
reuse is found, pieces “may be put in longterm curatorial storage until a high alternative use can be determined.”
Displaced items with no heritage value
(things such as chairs, tables, electric
motors) can be sold through the Crown
Asset disposal process—the funds from
which are used to offset the projects cost—
or, if they have no commercial value, may
be turned over to the building’s contractor
for disposal, said Mr. Montpetit.
Mr. Wright said the only example he could
recall of a heritage piece not being reincorporated into the West Block or Wellington
Building was the grand chandeliers that were
removed from West Block’s Room 200.
The old, high-ceilinged Confederation
Room in the West Block is being split into
two floors, and the new space being fitted to serve as its replacement in the Sir
John A. Macdonald building already has
its own heritage chandeliers. “At this point,
it’s hard to incorporate those chandeliers.
Now we are assessing how else they can
be used; those are being retained. That’s a
rare case where it’s not being incorporated
into the design,” said Mr. Wright.
According to a section of Parliament’s website about the House of Commons’heritage collection, these chandeliers were already more
than 100 years old when they were installed in
the room at its opening in 1964.
The escalators in the Wellington Building lobby, on the other hand, were installed
in the late 1950s and aren’t considered of
heritage value. They are, however, considered out-of-date—Mr. Wright said they
didn’t even operate in the last few years
before renovations began.
“That’s been taken completely out, and
it’ll be replaced with something that is
functional,” said Mr. Montpetit.
The West Block was completely emptied
by January 2011 and demolition work, the
first phase of the building’s construction,
began in March. The EllisDon Corporation
won the contract for West Block demolition work in February 2011, worth approximately $358.5-million. Overall, West Block’s
renovation is expected to cost $863-million
and is scheduled to end in 2017-18.
Demolition work on the Wellington
Building has been ongoing since April
2010 and includes asbestos removal, a seismic upgrade for the building, and more.
In March 2010, PCL Constructors was
awarded the approximately $39.29-million demolition phase contract. Overall,
the Wellington Building’s restoration is
expected to cost a total of $245-million and
be complete in 2015.
lryckewaert@hilltimes.com
The Hill Times
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MINISTER Q&A

Heritage Minister James
Moore says the federal
government’s top priority
is the economy, and
creating jobs and growth.
That includes arts and
culture. p. 24
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MINISTER MOORE: LEADERSHIP

Heritage Minister James Moore gets high marks as a strong advocate for arts and culture
within Tory government, but critics skeptical of feds’ commitment. By CHRIS PLECASH p. 22

FUNDING: AN OVERVIEW

Without support for arts and culture, government ‘doesn’t have a plan for economic growth
and recovery,’ says Heritage Minister James Moore. By CHRIS PLECASH p. 26

CANADIAN IDENTITY

More than just a reflection of our identity, arts and culture represent a crucial pillar of
our society. Economically, they drive as much as 10 per cent of Canada’s GDP, stimulating
sustained growth in several high-value sectors and accounting directly for more than a
million jobs nationwide. By NDP MP TYRONE BENSKIN p. 29

C U LT U R E
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POLICY BRIEFING
WHAT’S WITH THE MONARCHY?

Feds call Crown revival a celebration of Canadian history, but observers call it a ‘political
exercise.’ By CHRIS PLECASH p. 28

WAR OF 1812 CELEBRATIONS

Spending $28-million to commemorate the War of 1812’s bicentennial this summer during
a time when the federal government is expected to cut billions of dollars is ‘irresponsible,’
say opposition MPs. By MIKA REKAI p. 30

CANADIAN VISION

Feds should embrace vision of a culturally-vibrant Canada. The Prime Minister has stated
he believes that ‘ordinary Canadians’ don’t care about cultural issues and his policies have
followed this line of thinking. By Liberal MP SCOTT SIMMS p. 27
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ARTS & CULTURE POLICY BRIEFING: CABINET LEADERSHIP

Heritage Minister Moore
gets high marks as a
strong advocate for
arts and culture within
Conservative government,
but critics skeptical of
feds’ commitment
Despite spectre of cuts to arts funding and
unpopular copyright reforms, Canada’s artistic
community gives James Moore positive reviews
for commitment to $85-billion industry.
By CHRIS PLECASH

C

onservative governments are
often accused of being out of
touch with the arts and culture
sector, but Canadian Heritage
Minister James Moore has spent
the last four years working to
change that perception.
Since entering the House of
Commons as a Canadian Alliance MP in 2000 at the age of 24,
James Moore (Port Moody-Westwood-Port Coquitlam, B.C.) has
emerged as an adept frontbencher and Prime Minister Stephen
Harper’s (Calgary Southwest,
Alta.) B.C. lieutenant after being
appointed minister of Canadian
Heritage and Official Languages
in 2008. He also serves on Cabinet’s Priorities and Planning
committee. Responsible for strategic management and medium
and long range planning, the
committee is considered the
Prime Minister’s “real Cabinet.”
“Any government that doesn’t
have a plan for arts and culture
simply doesn’t have a plan for
the economy,” Mr. Moore told The
Hill Times in this week’s Arts and
Culture Policy Briefing. “[We]
didn’t cut, didn’t maintain, but
rather increased our funding for
the arts,” Mr. Moore said.
Throughout the government’s fiscal response to the
recession, Mr. Moore has been
a strong advocate for arts and
culture funding. Since the 20082009 recession, the federal
government has increased and
stabilized funding for a host of
programs under the auspices of
Canadian Heritage, including the
Canadian Media Fund, the Canada Council of the Arts, and the
Canada Cultural Spaces Fund.
Overall the government has committed to investing $1.5-billion in
Canada’s arts and culture sector
between 2010 and 2015.
Arts and culture is an $85-billion industry directly and indirectly employing more than
one million Canadians, and the

industry accounts for an estimated seven per cent of GDP.
The minister has also used his
Cabinet clout to offer movie and
music nights at the National Art
Centre. The popular galas showcase Canadian film and music
and draw cross-partisan crowds
from Ottawa’s political set.
“I’m surprised at how universally liked he is by the people in
the field, by the arts and culture
community. He’s well-respected
in that community which makes
my job a lot easier,” observed
Conservative MP Paul Calandra
(Oak Ridges-Markham, Ont.),
who was appointed parliamentary secretary to the minister of
Canadian Heritage following last
spring’s federal election. “People
recognize that he’s a very strong
and aggressive advocate for arts
and culture. He’s got a pretty
strategic mind and wants to get
things done.”
Micheline McKay, publisher of
cultural policy and government
relations magazine Arts Advocate, described the minister as a
“very strong advocate” for arts
and culture in Canada.
“He’s very much out there in
front for the cultural sector within this government, and I think
people within the community
recognize that,” she said.
Mr. Moore’s strong support
for arts and culture occasionally
puts him at odds with Conservative colleagues and allies. Six
Conservative MPs have tabled
petitions calling for the CBC
to be defunded of its $1.1-billion annual public subsidy since
last fall, but the Minister has
defended the public broadcaster
for its important role in connecting Canadians and has spoken
favourably of the CBC’s five-year
plan to bolster regional coverage
and expand its digital presence.
He also raised the ire CBC
nemesis Sun Media for defending the public broadcaster’s more
risqué programming and accusing Sun Media personality Kris
Sims of “being in the business of
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Cabinet ministerial leadership: Heritage Minister James Moore has demonstrated a certain level of commitment for arts and culture, unfortunately, says
NDP MP Tyrone Benskin, that commitment isn’t shared by the rest of the party.
going after the CBC,” leading the
Quebecor-owned outlet to call for
his removal from Cabinet.
Although Mr. Moore has been
outspoken in his support for
federal arts and culture funding, in December of last year he
acknowledged to the Heritage
Committee that his department
would be among the hardest hit
when the government begins to
reduce the deficit with the 20122013 budget. Under the government-wide strategic and operating review, all federal departments were called on to draft
proposals to cut their operational
budgets by 5 and 10 per cent over
the next three years.
However, the minister made it
clear that he wanted the cuts to
be made within the department
of Canadian Heritage and minimize the effects on current funding programs.
Bob Sirman, who serves as
CEO and director for the Canada
Council of the Arts, admitted
that just like every other federal
agency that participated in the
review, staff at the Canada Council are anticipating cuts, but he’s
encouraged by signals that the
government will not drastically
target arts and culture funding.
“It’s natural for [Canadian
Heritage] to have a strategy in
how they wish to meet whatever the targets will be that are
assigned to their department.
That includes their direct spending and the spending of their
various Crown corporations,

including the Canada Council,
the CBC, the National Arts Centre, and others,” acknowledged
Mr. Sirman, who added that he
was reassured by the government’s pre-budget language that
arts would not face drastic cuts.
“The signals they have sent
out, generally, are that they are
not disproportionately targeting
the cultural sector.”
Ms. McKay said that the
beneficiaries of federal arts and
culture funding were concerned
about the government’s approach
to eliminating the deficit, but said
the minister has made an effort
to calm concerns.
“He’s indicated that he wants
to ensure that the least impact of
the cuts would be to artists and
organizations,” said Ms. McKay
in reference to recent statements
by Mr. Moore. “How that translates, nobody knows.”
Nobody with the exception of
Minister Moore and Finance Minister Jim Flaherty (Whitby-Oshawa, Ont.) knows how the cuts
will affect Canadian Heritage.
Mr. Flaherty will unveil the government’s budget for 2012-2013 on
Thursday, March 29, but last week
he described the coming spending
reductions as “modest.”
Mr. Moore also gave reassurances to stakeholders in his own
portfolio, telling media last week
in Vancouver that the arts were
an important part of economic
growth and the government
would continue to support the
sector.

“We like what we hear,” said
Joanne Deer, national director
of public policy and communications for the Alliance of Canadian
Cinema, Television and Radio Artists (ACTRA).“Arts and culture is
clearly important to our national
identity. It’s definitely not a frill,
it’s a key piece of our economy. We
like that he recognizes that, and
hopefully when he’s at the Cabinet table he’s making that case to
the Finance minister and his colleagues so that they also realize
it’s smart to invest in culture.”
However, ACTRA has also
been an outspoken opponent of
certain aspects of Bill C-11, the
Copyright Modernization Act,
specifically the legislation’s fair
dealing and mash-up provisions,
which allow users to reproduce
works for non-commercial use.
Ms. Deer said that her organization’s membership was “quite
disappointed” that the minister
and the committee charged with
reviewing C-11 had rejected
amendments to the legislation
that would have giving artists
greater power to “control and
profit from their work.”
Responsibility for defending
and promoting the legislation,
which was introduced in September of last year after the original
legislation died on the order paper
with the last election, has been the
responsibility of Minister Moore
and Industry Minister Christian
Paradis (Mégantic-L’Érable, Que.),
who have adamantly defended
the legislation as striking a fair
balance between consumer and
producer rights.
On the positive side, Ms. Deer
noted that under Mr. Moore’s
leadership funding to the Canadian Media Fund had remained
stable. The CMF invested more
than $350-million in 558 television, digital, and interactive projects last year.
“In the film and television industry like any other industry, predictability is very important and not
having long-term stability created
some problems, so we were very
happy last year when the minister
said it would be permanent going
forward,”said Ms. Deer.
When it comes to giving the
Canadian Heritage Minister
a performance review, even
NDP Canadian Heritage Critic
Tyrone Benskin (Jeanne-Le
Ber, Que.) had positive, albeit
measured, praise.
“Minister Moore has demonstrated a certain level of commitment for arts and culture, unfortunately I don’t think that commitment is shared by the rest of
the party,” said Mr. Benskin, who
is himself a member of ACTRA
and previously served as the
union’s national vice-president.
Mr. Benskin criticized the
governing Conservatives for creating a “precarious situation” for
the arts in Canada by continually
urging for the privatization of the
CBC, while the lack of transparency in the strategic and operating review process had added to
uncertainty throughout the arts
and culture industry.
“The lack of transparency in
terms of how they’re spending
the money, where they’re planning on cutting, creates a sense
of instability in the sector,” Mr.
Benskin told The Hill Times. “If
you look at any business, you
can’t grow based on instability.”
cplecash@hilltimes.com
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Moore says a government without a plan for arts
and culture is one that has no plan for economy
Heritage Minister James Moore says the federal
government’s top priority is the economy, and creating
jobs and growth. He says that includes arts and culture.
By CHRIS PLECASH

C

anadian federal Heritage
Minister James Moore is
credited as being a strong voice
for the arts within Prime Minister
Stephen Harper’s government.
Canada’s artistic and cultural
industries were major recipients
of stimulus funding following the
2009 recession, and Mr. Moore,
who has been on the file since
the fall of 2008, has consistently
advocated for the arts while
other members of the government petition to defund the CBC
and conservative commentators
attack public funding for the arts.
Mr. Moore (Port Moody-Westwood-Port Coquitlam, B.C.), who
declined an in-person interview
with The Hill Times to talk about
arts and culture and the federal
government, responded to email
questions on the upcoming War
of 1812 celebrations, the monarchy, changes at the CRTC, and
the future of the CBC.
This year marks the 200th anniversary of the War of 1812. What
are going to be the highlights as
far as events commemorating
this conflict in 2012?
“Already this year our government has made several important announcements. On March
19, I was pleased to announce
support for a major exhibit at
Vancouver’s Canada Place that
will tell the stories of some of the
major naval battles of the war.
Fisheries and Oceans Minister
Keith Ashfield has announced
support for the Saint John River
Society in New Brunswick to reenact the 104th Regiment of Foot
which saw British troops march
more than 1,100 kilometres from
Fredericton to Kingston to thwart
an American invasion during the
war. We are supporting the Historica-Dominion Institute to recreate
its famous Heritage Minutes.
“Prime Minister Harper has also
announced important upgrades
to 1812 battle sites in the Niagara
region. All of these investments create economic growth while boosting tourism and educating Canadians about our history.”
Your government has made
efforts to re-establish the British
monarchy in Canada’s cultural
identity, but a recent poll by
Léger Marketing found only 29
per cent of respondents favoured
this policy. Some 49 per cent had
an unfavourable view of this policy, and 22 per cent didn’t have
an answer. Is this policy of promoting the Royals out of touch
with the majority of Canadians?
“Not at all. When I travel the
country I am always struck by
how proud Canadians are of
our institutions, especially the
Crown. For example, I saw literally tens of thousands of people

attend events across the country
during Her Majesty’s Royal Tour
in 2010. Last year’s Canada Day
celebrations with the Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge were the
largest in Parliament Hill’s history. This year Canadians will have
had the honour of hosting the
fourth Royal Tour in just two-anda-half years—tours that saw three
generations of our Royal Family.
The year 2012 also marks Her
Majesty’s Diamond Jubilee. Anniversaries such as these are rare.
There has only been one other
Diamond Jubilee of a reigning
sovereign ever celebrated in
Canada—that of Queen Victoria in
1897. Canadians are very proud
of their history and our Government is proud to celebrate these
important Canadian institutions.”
Are you concerned that promoting the monarchy could alienate
Quebecers?
“Canadians are very proud of
our institutions. There is always
speculation when members
of the Royal Family tour Quebec that they will not receive
as warm a welcome than in other
parts of the country. That’s been
clearly proven false in every
Royal Tour we’ve hosted. There
certainly is room for disagreement regarding our institutions,
and the Crown will always be
a source of debate. But these
debates have typically been
respectful across Canada.”
Konrad Von Finckenstein recently
ended his term as CRTC chairman.
You’ve said that his permanent
replacement will be bilingual—but
this is the same government that
appointed an anglophone auditor
general after advertising the proficiency in French was“essential”to
the role. Why is it any more important that the head of the CRTC be
bilingual?
“The next chair of the CRTC
will be the most competent candidate for the position, he or she
will be bilingual, and we will be
following through on our publicly-advertised selection process.”
Mr. Von Finckenstein has been
replaced by acting chair Leonard
Katz. When do you expect to
have a permanent CRTC chair?
“As you know, the government
has a well-established process to
fill senior positions in the public
sector. A process is underway and
the permanent chair of the CRTC
will be announced in due course.”
Long-time Canadian publishing
house McClelland & Stewart was
recently acquired by Germany’s
Bertelsmann media empire. Are
you concerned that this could
limit the amount of distinct
Canadian literature that is published in the future?
“Our government’s decision
to approve this investment was

Heritage Minister James Moore, pictured in this file photo
on the Hill, says his favourite Canadian movie of 2011
was Ken Scott’s Starbuck and his favourite Canadian
album was Oh Fortune, by Vancouver’s Dan Mangan.
Photograph by Jake Wright, The Hill Times

based on a number of commitments made by Random House
Canada, first and foremost, was
its commitment to support and
promote Canadian authors in
Canada and internationally. The
objective of our Government’s
Book Fund is to ensure the availability of Canadian-authored
books for readers everywhere. It
supports the production of about
6,500 new Canadian-authored
books each year from publishers
in 80 cities in all 10 provinces.
That certainly won’t change. ”
What’s the best Canadian film of
2011?
“My favourite movie of 2011
was Ken Scott’s Starbuck. An
outstanding, funny and heartwarming Quebec film I would
recommend to anyone.
Best Canadian album of 2011?
“Without question, Oh Fortune, by Vancouver’s Dan Mangan. Rows of Houses and PostWar Blues are the album’s two
strongest tracks, in my opinion.”
Your party criticizes the opposi-

tion for promoting big government policies. Isn’t trying to foster Canada’s cultural identity just
another big government solution?
Why should the government be
in the business of promoting arts
and culture when the economy
is struggling and we’re running multi-billion-dollar deficits?
“Our government’s top priority
is the economy, and creating jobs
and growth. Any government that
doesn’t have a plan for arts and
culture simply doesn’t have a plan
for the economy. Canada’s cultural
industry is three times the size of
our insurance industry. It’s twice
the size of our forest industry. It
represents 640,000 jobs in our
economy. In challenging economic
times, our Economic Action Plan
contained key investments in culture. While other governments
in other countries were making
decisions to heavily cut their support for culture, we chose a different path. Our Economic Action
Plan didn’t cut, didn’t maintain,
but rather increased our funding
for the arts. We did these things
because supporting arts and cul-

ture is absolutely essential to keeping our economy on track.”
Several Conservative backbenchers have tabled petitions in the
House calling for the defunding of
the CBC, which is expected to have
its public funding reduced by 10
per cent over the next few years.
Why are some of your colleagues
so focused on cutting funding to
the public broadcaster, which has
had an essential role in fostering
Canada’s cultural identity?
“The CBC always has been, and
always will be a source of intense
public debate. The CBC is Canada’s
national public broadcaster and
will continue to fulfill this role. This
doesn’t mean, however, that the
CBC cannot eliminate waste and
improve the way it does business.
Far from it. In fact, everyone must
be doing their part to contribute to
balancing the budget. Conservative
Members of Parliament are simply
doing their job in holding the CBC
to account, which is exactly what
Canadians elected them to do.”
cplecash@hilltimes.com
The Hill Times
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Without support for arts and culture, government ‘doesn’t have
a plan for economic growth and recovery’: Minister Moore
Federal funding for arts and culture has stabilized in recent years, but James
Moore has warned that his department will face the deepest cuts in 2012.
By CHRIS PLECASH

T

he government has been tightlipped when it comes to the
details of this week’s federal budget, but Canadian Heritage Minister James Moore already knew
that his department would see the
deepest cuts when he appeared
before the House Canadian Heritage Committee last December.
“We will have the biggest cut in
the operation of my department,
more than anybody else, in order to
protect the integrity of the Canada
Council, our national museums and
festivals across the country,” Mr.
Moore (Port Moody-Westwood-Port
Coquitlam, B.C.) told the committee
on Dec. 1, 2011, when he appeared
to review his department’s supplementary estimates for the year.“We
will lead by example. The largest
reduction in spending will be in my
department.”
Canadian Heritage is one of
sixty-seven departments and
agencies charged with reducing
their operational budgets by as
much as 10 per cent over the next
three years.
However, Mr. Moore said that
support for the arts was essential
to any government’s plan for economic recovery.
“Any government that says
that they have a plan for economic recovery, growth and future
growth that doesn’t include a
strong plan to support the arts is
a government that doesn’t have
a plan for economic growth and
recovery,” he told media following
a funding announcement last week
in Vancouver, a point he reiterates
in this week’s Hill Times Arts and
Culture policy briefing.
The comment has been interpreted by many in the arts and
culture sector as a signal that they
won’t be on the receiving end of
the deepest cuts, but all departments and agencies are bracing to
do more with less in the coming
years. Here’s a look at the where
Canadian Heritage could begin to
see cuts when Finance Minister Jim
Flaherty (Whitby-Oshawa, Ont.)
delivers the 2012-2013 budget on
Thursday:

Canada Council of the Arts

Since 1957, the Canada Council has served as an arm’s-length
distributor of federal arts funding. The council has seen its budget stabilize around $180-million
in recent years, with $150-million
going to Canada’s arts and culture industry through multi-year
funding grants.
Today, the council supports artists in film and television, writing
and publishing, visual arts, music,
dance and performance arts.
Canada Council director and
CEO Bob Sirman acknowledged
that the council is anticipating
budgetary constraints in the
coming years just like any other
government agency.

“The signals sent out by the
government are that they are not
disproportionately targeting the
cultural and artistic sectors,” Mr.
Sirman told The Hill Times.
In his December testimony
to the Heritage Committee, Mr.
Moore praised the Canada Council as “a model program” for funding arts and culture in Canada.

CBC/Radio-Canada

Canada’s public broadcaster
celebrated its 75-year anniversary last year, but the CBC has seen
better days. While the broadcaster’s national reach makes it the
go-to network for federal Cabinet ministers to communicate
with Canadians, it has also been
attacked repeatedly by Conservative backbenchers petitioning
to have its $1.1-billion in annual
public funding eliminated.
Mr. Moore has promised that
won’t happen on his watch. He’s
gone on the record as saying
that the broadcaster will have
the funding to meet it’s five-year
plan to improve regional service
and continue to shift towards
digital programming.
The CBC is expected to see a full
10 per cent cut to its budget over the
next three years, but the minister
has made a point of highlighting
that the public broadcaster saw its
funding cut by $400-million—33 per
cent—in the mid-nineties under the
Chrétien government.

Books

The federal government
provides support to the book
publishing industry in Canada
through the Canada Book Fund.
Established to develop a national
book industry that produces
Canadian-authored content, the
fund provided Canadian organizations with nearly $5.5-million
and publishers with over $30-million in funding in 2010-2011.
The publishing industry has
been protected from foreign
ownership under 1974’s Foreign
Investment Review Act and later
the Investment Canada Act of
1985, but in January longstanding Canadian publisher McClelland Stewart was taken over
by Random House Canada, a
subsidiary of German media
conglomerate Bertelsmann. Mr.
Moore, who personally approved
the takeover, reportedly received
assurances from Random House
that the takeover would be in the
“net benefit” of Canadian culture
and the economy in return for
an exemption from the foreign
investment restrictions.
Canadian Heritage initiated
a review of foreign investment
of the book publishing industry
in 2010, but the review’s findings have yet to be translated
into legislative reforms. As the
department looks to cut costs
in the coming years Canadians
could see more foreign takeovers
of domestic publishers.

Magazine and newspapers

The federal government provided magazines and non-dailies
with more than $70-million in
funding in 2011-2012 as part of the
Canadian Periodical Fund, which
supports publishers and funds
initiatives to sustain the industry
and develop new business models.
Of the $70-million, $53-million
went to magazine publishers, and
$17.5-million went to a wide range
of local non-daily papers across
the country.
The Canadian Periodical Fund
replaced Publications Assistance
Program and the Canadian Magazine Fund in 2010. The change has
been criticized for capping the
amount of funding larger publications can receive. For example,
newsweekly Maclean’s received
$1.5-million in funding last year,
along with Canadian Living, Chatelaine, and Reader’s Digest. Under
the Periodical Assistance Program,
which was also based on circulation, but not capped, Maclean’s
received more than $3-million in
2009-2010. The new program has
also been a challenge for smaller
publications. Non-dailies and magazines require a minimum circulation of 2,500 to meet the threshold
for funding.

Broadcasting and Digital Media

The Canadian Media Fund
(CMF), a partnership between
Canada’s cable and satellite producers and the federal government, provided $325-million in
2011-2012 to fund 513 projects
through the fund’s “convergent
media” stream. The fund defines
convergent media as having a
broadcast component (television)
and a digital (online) component.
Producers can apply to the fund
directly, or receive CMF funding
through broadcasters.
Local stations are also eligible
for funding through the CRTCadministered Local Programming
Improvement Fund, which was
established in 2008 to support the
production of local programming
in “non-metropolitan markets.”
However, the CRTC recently
announced that it would be holding
a public hearing on the future of
the fund beginning on April 16. The
fund provided more than $106-million in support to 75 local stations
across Canada in 2010-2011.

Interactive Media

Funding for Canada’s growing
interactive and digital media industry has increased in recent years as
creators move towards interactive
new media platforms. Under the
Canadian Media Fund’s “experimental” stream, which supports
innovative digital media projects
such as software design, interactive web content, and video games,
45 projects received $33-million in
funding in 2011-2012.
Canadian Heritage also
recently established the Canadian Interactive Fund, which
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Let’s do this: James Moore, pictured at the Gunless screening in Gatineau, Que.,
on April 27, 2010, with the film’s producer, Niv Fichman, and star Paul Gross.
will fund as much as 60 per cent
of approved interactive media
projects valued up to $500,000.
Funding is targeted to official
language minority, aboriginal,
and ethno-cultural communities;
non-profit cultural organizations;
educational institutions; and provincial, territorial and municipallevel cultural institutions.

Film

Established in 1967, Telefilm
Canada was created with a mandate to support and promote films
expressing Canadian culture
within Canada and internationally. In 2010-2011 the crown corporation invested $88.5-million in
the development, production and
marketing of Canadian cinema
through the Canada Feature Film
Fund. With additional funding for
documentary, independent film,
marketing, and festivals, Telefilm
invested more than $103-million
in Canada’s film industry.
The world-renowned National
Film Board of Canada invested
an additional $45-million into the
production of audiovisual content through 97 original and coproduced films in 2010-2011. The
NFB has also increasingly been
promoting the development of
digital content—it funded 107 films
for the web in the same year. The
organization, which will turn 75 in
2014, has also archived much of its
library online and made it accessible through smartphone apps.
The fed also provides a 25 per
cent tax credit on film production
labour costs through the Canadian
Film/Video Production Tax Credit
(CPTC), and a 16 per cent tax credit on film production service costs
through the Film/Video Production
Services Tax Credit (PSTC).

Music

The Canada Music Fund (CMF)
provides financial assistance to
the domestic recording industry
through targeted funding to a
number of streams, including musicians, artist associations, music
publishers, and record labels.

Last year the CMF provided
21 Canadian record labels with
$8.5-million, 13 publishers with
$420, 000, and two musical organizations with $1-million in funding through its Musical Entrepreneur Component (MEC).

Festivals & Performing Arts

The federal government offers
a host of funding programs for
local festivals and performance
arts across the country. One of
the largest is the Canadian Arts
Presentation Fund (CAPF), which
Canadian Heritage has promised
will enjoy stable funding from
2010 until 2015. In 2010-2011
the program provided nearly
$28-million in funding to 590 cultural events across Canada.
The government also invested
more than $22-million in 39 artistic organizations and institutions
to provide artistic training to
aspiring performers in 2010-2011.
Other funds include the Building Communities Through Arts
and Heritage Program, the Canada Cultural Investment Fund, the
Canada Cultural Spaces Fund,
and Cultural Capitals of Canada.
Niagara Falls and Calgary are
recipients of Cultural Capitals
funding for 2012, which will provide up to $2-million to each city
to celebrate arts and culture and
incorporate the arts into community planning.

Museums and cultural spaces

In addition to Crown corporations such as the National Arts
Centre, the National Gallery, and
the Canadian Museum of Civilization, the federal government also
provides a number of funding
streams to support and maintain
museums and cultural spaces in
communities across Canada.
Programs include the Canada
Cultural Investment Fund, the
Canada Cultural Spaces Fund,
the Museum Assistance Program, and the Movable Cultural
Properties Grant.
cplecash@hilltimes.com
The Hill Times
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Nice iceberg: In Liberal MP Scott Simms’ riding in central and northeastern Newfoundland, residents of Fogo
Island and Change Islands are developing a new way to
integrate the arts, geo-tourism and social enterprise, led
by Zita Cobb, pictured, and the Shorefast Foundation.
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Feds should embrace vision of a culturally-vibrant Canada
The Prime Minister has stated he believes that
‘ordinary Canadians’ don’t care about cultural issues
and his policies have followed this line of thinking.

BY GRIT MP Scott Simms

P

ARLIAMENT HILL—Arts
and culture are central to the
Canada’s identity and the federal
government has an important
role to play in supporting artistic
and creative activities. The arts
allow communities to tell their
stories, to share them across
Canada, to celebrate our heritage. These narratives are important to who we are as Canadians.
Cultural expressions can take
many forms: community festivals
in outport Newfoundland and
Labrador, uniquely francophone
music from Quebec, multicultural
exhibitions in Toronto, and indigenous soapstone carving and
printmaking in the North. The
arts contribute to the quality of
life and the social and economic
vitality of many small and rural
towns in Canada, while enriching
and creating learning communities within larger centres.
Instead of embracing this

vision of a culturally-vibrant
Canada, the Conservative
government has moved in the
opposite direction. The Prime
Minister has stated he believes
that “ordinary Canadians” don’t
care about cultural issues and his
policies have followed this line
of thinking. In 2008, Conservatives cut $45-million in arts and
culture funding for programs like
the PromArt and Trades Routes
which promoted and supported
Canadian artists in exhibiting
and promoting their work outside Canada. They introduced
legislation to give the Heritage
Minister the power to penalize
“objectionable” cultural productions by withdrawing federal tax
incentives and they cut funding
for SummerWorks, a decision
which was driven by politics, not
the criteria for the funding. This
is not acceptable. It’s time for the
Conservative government to realize that “ordinary” Canadians do
care about arts and culture.
In my riding in central and
northeastern Newfoundland, residents of Fogo Island and Change
Islands are developing a new way
to integrate the arts, geo-tourism
and social enterprise.

Led by Zita Cobb and the
Shorefast Foundation, the arts
are being used not only to preserve and protect the islands’
unique culture, but to allow new
creations and to provide a sustainable economic future. This
is one of a hundred examples of
how arts and culture is bringing Canadian communities
together and providing a better
future. According to the Conference Board of Canada, the
cultural sector generates more
than $80-billion in direct and
indirect economic benefits every
year, and creates 1.1 million jobs
across the country.
We must support artists and
creators to the fullest extent
possible. The Conservative government has used copyright
amendments to strip away revenue for artists. This is not right.
Authors, musicians, dancers,
painters, directors and actors
inspire us, teach us, and promote
our uniquely Canadian values.
Liberals have always been committed to the value of cultural
expression and we will continue
to advocate for arts and cultural
funding and programming.
We also recognize the indispensable role played by CBC/
Radio Canada in providing
national, regional and local programming, including news coverage and services to linguistic
minorities throughout Canada.
Meanwhile, the Conservatives

have conducted a ruthless attack
on the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation, with many in the
Conservative caucus calling for
the outright privatization of the
CBC. The Conservatives have
made it clear that the CBC will
be forced to absorb a huge cut of
as much as 10 per cent of their
operating budget, while some say
cuts could go even higher, even
though total funding for the CBC
is already six per cent lower than
it was when the Conservatives
came to power.
In 2017, Canada will celebrate
its 150th birthday. A great deal of
content, by way of movies, documentaries, news programs, and
digital media, will be produced
to commemorate and explore our
Canadian identity. The creation
of a great deal of this content
will be facilitated and supported
by the CBC/Radio-Canada, our
public broadcaster. To truly celebrate who we are as Canadians,
this content must be available for
all Canadians in all regions of
the country. Without our public
broadcaster, who will make sure
that these stories are shared?
In this fragmented media
environment, public broadcasting is an essential promoter and
defender of Canadian culture, in
both French and English. In addition, every dollar that Canadians
invest in public broadcasting
creates almost four dollars in
economic value for the Canadian

economy, regional and local
economies, as well the cultural
sector, independent production,
technology and Canadian talent. The direct public funding of
$1.1-billion, together with CBC/
Radio-Canada’s self generated
revenues, generates $3.7-billion
in economic value. Cuts to CBC’s
budget do not make sense and
we must continue to challenge
the Conservative government in
order to protect this important
public institution.
There are many challenges
facing artists and cultural organizations in Canada. Continued
investments are essential to
sustain and develop artistic and
cultural activity, while making
it possible for more Canadians
to be able to experience the
country’s rich diversity of arts
and cultural offerings. We must
also look to the new digital environment as a way of exposing
Canadians to galleries, museums,
performing arts, books, films
and music from all over our
vast country. Arts and cultural
endeavours help us to express
our values, build communities,
and bring us together to celebrate our uniqueness and diversity as a country.
Liberal MP Scott Simms, who
represents Bonavista-GanderGrand Falls-Windsor, Nfld., is his
party’s heritage critic.
news@hilltimes.com
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It’s Kate and Will: Kate and Will, the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, pictured last summer in Ottawa on the first day of their Canadian tour with Laureen
Harper, Governor General David Johnston, and Prime Minister Stephen Harper.

Monarchy a defining trait of
government’s cultural policy
Feds call Crown revival a
celebration of Canadian
history, but observers call
it a ‘political exercise.’
By CHRIS PLECASH
The federal government continues to pay homage to the British monarchy with policies that
outside observers say are motivated more by politics than pride.
This spring the federal government is marking Queen Elizabeth
II’s 60-year reign with Diamond
Jubilee celebrations across Canada. The Tories have invested more
than $7-million to host celebrations in capitals across the country and award 60,000 Canadians
with well-deserved Queen’s jubilee medals honouring community
service and volunteerism.
“Canadians are very proud of
their history and our government
is proud to celebrate these important Canadian institutions,” says
Heritage Minister James Moore
(Port Moody-Westwood-Port

Coquitlam, B.C.) in this week’s
arts and culture policy briefing
in The Hill Times. Mr. Moore will
host Prince Charles and his wife,
the Duchess of Cornwall, when
they tour Canada to mark Diamond Jubilee ceremonies in May.
It will be the third royal tour to
visit Canada in less than three
years, following a 10-day visit by
Queen Elizabeth II and the Duke
of Edinburgh over Canada Day in
2010, and a week-long visit during
Canada Day in 2011 by the Duke
and the Duchess of Cambridge.
The noticeable frequency of
royal visits throughout six years
of federal Conservative government rule and the current Diamond Jubilee fanfare are just a
few of the many policies aimed
at re-establishing the Crown as a
culturally relevant institution in
Canadian society.
In the lead up to last summer’s
royal visit the federal government made a frenzied push to
make the Queen’s image prevalent at the Department of Foreign
Affairs and other federal buildings throughout Ottawa, and by
the end of the summer Canadian
embassies were required to have

a portrait of the Queen on display.
The federal government also
reattached the ‘Royal’ title to the
Canadian Air Force and Canadian Navy last summer in a move
that the Department of National
Defence described as “restoring
a recognizable part of military
heritage.” The move came after a
44-year absence of a royal title
to Canada’s Armed Forces. In
1968, the title was dropped when
the Air Force, Navy and Army
were unified under the title of the
Canadian Armed Forces.
In addition to recent policies by
Canadian Heritage, Foreign Affairs
and National Defence, Citizenship and Immigration has made
the monarchy a central figure in
citizenship ceremonies and education. The department’s Discover
Canada handbook for new immigrants puts the Crown at the top
of the list of Canadian symbols,
and describes it as “a symbol of the
state in Canada for 400 years.”
“This is all, I would argue, part
of a strategy of getting Canadians to rethink their identity in a
more partisan way and displace
values associated with the Liberals,” observed Richard Nimijean,

professor of Canadian studies at
Carleton University.
Prof. Nimijean describes the
cultural policies as “value politics” meant to instill Canadians
with certain values that they will
associate with Conservative governance. Although previous Liberal governments were generally
receptive to the country’s historical ties to the British Empire,
royal iconography never became
a defining trait of the party’s rule.
“It’s well known that part of
the Prime Minister’s strategic
vision is to ensconce the Conservatives as the dominant political
party the way the Liberals once
were,” he told The Hill Times.
It’s not just royal symbols,
noted Prof. Nimijean. The military
has also become a more prominent institution with a presence
in citizenship ceremonies and a
collaboration between the Department of National Defence and
the re-established Winnipeg Jets
in the design of the team’s new
logo—an agreement unlikely to be
approved without the consent of
the Prime Minister’s Office.
Prof. Nimijean contends that
as the debate over economic policy has become increasingly narrow, political movements must
increasingly rely on being associated with Canadians’ values to
gain popular support.
“What was the big economic
issue in the last election? Corporate tax rates where people were
arguing over a few percentage
points. There were no bold visions
of how to renew and restructure

the economy,” he said, referring
not only to the economic platform
of the Conservatives, but also the
Liberals and New Democrats. “So
what distinguishes these parties?
It’s really about articulating values and who embodies Canadian
values—it’s about who gets to
define those values.”
Th e p o l i t i c i z at i o n o f t h e
Crown is something that Robert Finch, dominion chairman
of the Monarchist League of
Canada, dreads. His organization is a strong proponent of
celebrating Canada’s royal history, and has existed for more
than 30-years with that purpose.
While he’s pleased at the renewal of the monarchy’s visibility in
federal events and institutions,
Mr. Finch said he is concerned
that the Crown will emerge as a
political wedge issue as political
parties compete to distinguish
themselves from one another.
“It’s unfair and untrue to portray the monarchy as the property
of the Conservatives. In fact, I think
it’s quite dangerous because you
risk having the institution become
a partisan issue. The last thing we
need in this country is to have one
party say, ‘I support the monarchy,’
and another party say ‘I don’t support the monarchy,” Mr. Finch said.
“The monarchy is not the property
of one political movement in Canada, it belongs to all of us.”
While Mr. Finch took exception
to the suggestion that the monarchy as a symbol lends itself especially well to conservatism, Prof.
Nimijean described the Crown as
an “inherently political” symbol.
“Patriotism has been a core element of the Conservative communications strategy, so there is a partisan dimension to it. Where it gets
tricky is that symbols are potentially divisive as well as uniting,”
he noted.“Conservative voters tend
to be older, and older Canadians
outside of Quebec have a different
relationship with the monarchy.”
So far it’s unlikely that the
opposition will make the Crown
an election issue in the coming
years. At last January’s Liberal
Policy Convention in Ottawa,
party membership strongly rejected a policy proposal by the Young
Liberals of Canada to reopen the
national debate on Canada’s ties
to the British Crown.
The New Democrats have also
shied away from entering a political debate on the future of the
monarchy in Canada.
NDP Canadian Heritage Critic
Tyrone Benskin (Jeanne-Le Ber,
Que.) said that his party includes
both monarchists and republicans, and while the role of the
monarchy in Canada is an “ongoing discussion,” the party has yet
to settle on an official policy.
NDP MP Pat Martin (Winnipeg
Centre, Man.) has gone on record
as saying that the cost of royal
visits alone was enough to warrant abolishing the Crown as head
of state, a view that Tom Mulcair
(Outremont, Que.) has backed.
Asked what his own position
on the Crown was, Mr. Benskin
responded that he was the “wrong
person to ask.”
“I was born in England so it’s
personal for me—it’s the country
I was born in,” said Mr. Benskin. “I
can’t speak for all Canadians. I recognize the journey that we’ve taken
as a country from Dominion, to
Commonwealth, to its own country.”
cplecash@hilltimes.com
The Hill Times
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Feds needs to do more to foster a vibrant
arts and culture sector in Canada
More than just a reflection of our identity, arts and culture represent a crucial pillar of our society. Economically, they drive as much as 10 per cent
of Canada’s GDP, stimulating sustained growth in several high-value sectors and accounting directly for more than a million jobs nationwide.

BY NDP MP Tyrone Benskin

A

s Canadians we have arrived
at a defining moment in our
history. At stake is the history
and tradition we have built for
ourselves versus the homogenizing prospects of culture as
defined by economic interests.
More than just a reflection of
our identity, arts and culture represent a crucial pillar of our society.
Economically, they drive as much
as 10 per cent of Canada’s GDP,
stimulating sustained growth in
several high-value sectors and
accounting directly for more than
a million jobs nationwide.
Our television and film industries continue to produce a varied
repertoire for both domestic
and international distribution.
Our rich and regionally diverse
live theatre production scene
enriches communities across the
country and across the world.
The international recognition of
Canadian musicians and artists
shows no sign of slowing down.
In fact, Quebec’s explosively
creative cultural milieu—particularly its film industry—continues
to capture the world’s attention
with its powerful and passionate
expression of its distinctiveness.
The ballooning growth of the
entertainment software industry
and the major festivals and events
that add to the tourist industry
provide a good example of the
economic impact and potential
of the Canadian arts and culture
sector.Yet amidst such impressive
successes, driven by the sheer creative capacity of our society, decisions taken by the Conservative
government have been a concern.
What is especially disturbing is
the ideology that government
gets to decide what goes on our
screens and our stages.
Canada’s creative industries
have had to emerge, survive, and
flourish in bold defiance of the
ideological practices of this Conservative government. Supporting the arts isn’t simply about
how much money is spent, it is
also about how money is spent.
There are a number of
emerging issues that need to be
addressed. In a culture and economy that is inextricably linked
with the digital world, we must
explore and decide on new ways
to ensure that artists receive fair
rewards for their creations. The
Local Programming Improvement Fund is a crucial initiative
for local content, but it is up for
review in April. The NDP strongly believes this important protection for local content should be
renewed. The recent examples
of growing foreign interests in
Canadian publishing and the
possibility of foreign ownership

NDP MPs Andrew Cash, Tyrone Benskin, Pierre Nantel and Charlie Angus pictured shortly after last year’s election discussing the state of arts and culture.
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Tuning in: Finance Minister Jim Flaherty, Heritage Minister James Moore, and Treasury Board President Tony Clement. Mr. Benskin writes that there’s internal
battle going on inside the Conservative Party regarding the CBC and Radio Canada. He says Mr. Flaherty and Mr. Clement are looking to further paralyze it
with even deeper cuts. Mr. Moore defends the CBC, ‘yet hides behind the vague veil of accountability.’ The budget will come on down on March 29 in Ottawa.
in the upcoming spectrum auction need to be carefully examined to ensure they are in the
best interests of Canadians.
It is this government’s responsibility to ensure that Canadians
not only have access to content
that reflects who we are on Canadian airwaves, but have the ability and the means to create and
deliver that content.
Nowhere is this more evident
than in the internal battle within
the ConservativeParty regarding
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and Radio Canada. Ministers Jim Flaherty and Tony Clement are looking to further paralyze
our public broadcaster with even
deeper cuts, continuing the work
of the Liberal government, and
egged on by backbenchers who
are calling for the complete disintegration of CBC/Radio Canada.

Heritage Minister James Moore
defends the CBC yet hides behind
the vague veil of accountability.
The misguided notion that government should have no part in the
dissemination or support of arts
and culture is troubling. When an
adviser suggested to Sir Winston
Churchill that he cut arts funding
and put the money towards the war
effort, he replied, and I paraphrase,
then what are we fighting for?
At the heart of the New Democratic Party and my role as the
critic for culture is the understanding that the arts and culture sector
are a vital part of the Canadian
economy and more importantly a
significant part of the well-being of
Canadians. The NDP’s policies on
arts and culture have at their core
initiatives that would move towards
stabilizing this sector in a way
that would allow organizations to

plan ahead—to develop long-term
marketing strategies which would
allow better use of public funds
and better ability to maximize their
revenue-generating potential. This
stability would also allow for time
to be invested in the development
of new works that would expand
the catalogue of Canadian creations, something that is severely
threatened in this climate.
For this reason, I will soon
table a private member’s bill that
would allow artists to average
their income so that they are not
punished for one high-income
year that is the fruit of multiple
years of labour and creativity.
Stabilizing the arts and culture
sector, including government supported agencies such as the CBC/
RC, Telefilm Canada, the National
Film Board, and our national
museums, is key to ensuring the

continued viability of Canadian
culture and its institutions. This
stabilization is merited by the continued quality of the work being
produced by Canada’s artists and
the support they get from established government agencies.
My NDP colleagues and I continue to be inspired by our artists. As
the official opposition, we will continue defend their rights and contributions in the face of an agenda of
indifference and ignorance. When
we celebrate and study the great
civilizations of the past, seldom, if
ever, do we remark on the genius of
their economic plan. We remark on
the stories they left us that helped
us understand who they were and
what we could be.
NDP MP Tyrone Benskin, who
represents Jeanne-Le-Ber, Que., is
his party’s Canadian Heritage critic.
The Hill Times
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Commemorating the War of 1812: Liberal MP David McGuinty, Heritage Minister James Moore, and Green Party Leader Elizabeth May. The federal government will be rolling out commemorations of
the War of 1812, but Mr. McGuinty and Ms. May say, in a time of economic belt-tightening, the federal government doesn’t need to spend $28-million doing so. The federal government disagrees.

Feds roll out War of
1812 commemorations,
critics says it’s too much
Canada would not exist had the American invasion not been repelled
during the War of 1812, and for that reason, the war is a defining chapter
in our country’s history,’ says Canadian Heritage Minister James Moore.
By MIKA REKAI
Spending $28-million to commemorate the War of 1812’s
bicentennial this summer during
a time when the federal government is expected to cut billions
of dollars is “irresponsible,” say
opposition MPs.
“I think most Canadians are
despondent when they see almost
$30-million being spent to commemorate one war,” Liberal MP
David McGuinty (Ottawa South,
Ont.) told The Hill Times last
week. “A fundamental war, yes,
and an important part of our history, but … I think most Canadians would think spending that
sort of money is irresponsible.”
Green Party leader Elizabeth
May (Saanich-Gulf Islands, B.C.)
agreed. “If Stephen Harper’s Cabinet wants us to believe that this
is the time for tightening belts,
how on earth do you manage to
spend $28-million on commemorating the War of 1812?” she said.
“I love our history. I think that
marking an important moment
in our growth as a nation is just
great to do, but $28-million?”
Having campaigned during
the last election to mark the 200th
anniversary of the war, the federal government announced $5-million last week to 24 organizations
which will promote education
and tourism for commemorations
across the country. The latest
funding is part of a $28-million

commitment the government has
made to commemorate the war
over the next three years.
“Canada would not exist had
the American invasion not been
repelled during the War of 1812,
and for that reason, the war is a
defining chapter in our country’s
history,” Canadian Heritage Minister James Moore (Port MoodyWestwood-Port Coquitlam, B.C.)
said during the funding announcement on March 19 in Vancouver.
“We invite all Canadians to learn
more about this important part of
our past and to take part in many
of the activities and events that
will pay tribute to our heroes.”
Mr. Moore was one of five ministers that made funding announcements regarding the 200th anniversary of the War of 1812 the same
day. The investments, which were
made through the Department of
Canadian Heritage’s Celebration
and Commemoration Program,
the War of 1812 Commemoration
Fund, and Canadian studies program, are meant to raise awareness about Canadian history as
well as boost tourism.
The War of 1812 formally
began when the newly independent Americans chose to resolve
a number of trade, diplomatic and
sovereignty disputes with Great
Britain by invading their territory
in North America.
The land beneath the boots of
those two armies now belongs to
an independent Canada, historians say that while some Cana-

dian-born farmers and militia
men took part in the conflict, as
well as a large contingent of First
Nations, it was soldiers from Britain that did the vast majority of
fighting and dying.
“The footprint of the war was
relatively small,” Mr. Moore said
at House Canadian Heritage Committee meeting last fall. “But the
impact of the war was pan-Canadian in consequence, which is why
we’re supporting documentaries
and educational materials that
will be spread across the country.”
Ms. May said, however, that
the program is an underhanded effort by the Conservatives
to further tie Canada’s national
identity to its military, and oversimplify a multifarious conflict
in the interest of blind patriotism.
“Of course, it is the 200th anniversary so it’s the right time [to
commemorate 1812] and there is
a reason for it, but it’s being done
through a lens that’s more about
current political advantage then it
is about historical knowledge and
awareness,” she said.“There are certain anniversaries that get marked
and there are certain anniversaries
that don’t. Our military history, and
the militarization of our memory of
Canadian history is a project that
particularly has been pushed by
Stephen Harper. I don’t think we
would ever see the government
mark the achievements of women
with the kind of largess that they
splash around the War of 1812. …
I don’t think he has any interest in

commemorating the anniversary of
the Exxon Valdez oil spill.”
Mr. McGuinty agreed that the
largesse of the 1812 commemoration is part of a larger cultural
shift that Prime Minister Harper (Calgary Southwest, Alta.) is
trying to impose on the country.
Instead of promoting a history of
peacekeeping, social justice and
equality—hallmarks of Canadian
identity since the Trudeau era—the
government is reaching back to an
earlier time when the military and
imperialism where a greater part
of the Canadian identity.
“This goes part and parcel with
the renaming of the branches of
the military and using the prefix
‘royal.’ It seems to go with the
orders of [Foreign Affairs Minister John] Baird and Mr. Harper to
change paintings from our national Foreign Affairs department,
insisting that the Queen’s portrait
hang anywhere and everywhere
possible,” Mr. McGuinty said. “It’s
Mr. Harper trying to reclaim in
a certain respect, in his mind,
another Canada, a Canada from
the 1920s and ’30s.”
Ms. May suggested that promoting militarism and traditional values are an attempt to co-opt patriotism as a Canadian value and part
of a larger Canadian culture war.
“What’s the purpose? Well, it’s
the larger scale notion of inserting, into the Canadian psyche,
very reminiscent of the American
Republicans, the ability to wrap
yourself in the flag of your country. … They are trying to remake
our iconography,” Ms. May said.
“Any celebration of war needs to
be done very cautiously. What we
want to mark is our evolution as
a nation, and the important features of Canadian history.”
Mr. McGuinty added: “It’s
important obviously to commemorate the war in an impartial,
objective and honest way but if
we’re going to do the commemoration let’s at least make sure it’s
historically accurate.”
In a column for The Globe and
Mail last fall, Jeffrey Simpson
suggested that celebrating the
actual history would not necessarily be a very patriotic affair.
The conflict, he said, was “messy”
and many colonists in Canada

sympathized with their Republican aggressors and federalists
within the United States supplied
intelligence to British forces.
“Commemorating this war,
then, risks turning it into an
exercise not of accurate historical account but of contemporary
nationalistic propaganda,” he
wrote.“To this danger can be added
the Harper government’s relentless
attempt to appropriate and invent
symbols of Canadian pride, and to
associate itself with them.”
Moreover, the War of 1812
marked the beginning of the end
for many First Nations. After
peace was declared and the prewar borders were redrawn in
the Treaty of Ghent in 1815, the
British agreed to stop supporting their Native American allies
in the interest of resuming trade
relations with the United States.
The same aboriginal peoples who
fought fearlessly in Canada’s
defence were deprived of weapons as American settlers moved
westward into native lands.
While it is still unclear whether the commemoration will recognize the British betrayal of their
native allies and mixed loyalties
of Canadian settlers, Ms. May and
Mr. McGuinty said the price tag is
simply too high.
Much of the funding Mr. Moore
announced on March 19 will go to
refurbishing the 40 1812 historical
sites that exist in southern Ontario, including Fort York in Toronto
and Fort George in Niagara-onthe-Lake. Other projects receiving support include Heritage Minutes (which are produced by the
Historica-Dominion Institute), the
KA’NATA Foundation and the
Royal Nova Scotia International
Tattoo (which will be incorporating themes from the War of 1812
into it’s programming this year).
There will also be a reenactment
of the 1,100 kilometre march that
New Brunswick’s 104th Regiment
of Foot made during the conflict
to save the city of Kingston from
American forces. The Municipality of Lacolle will be receiving
$265,750 to commemorate the
contributions of French Canadians in the conflict.
mrekai@hilltimes.com
The Hill Times
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Where’s Eugene Forsey when you need him?
Eugene Forsey, the late, illustrious constitutional expert and Senator, was known for his sharp wit and his distinctive view of Canadian society. As his
daughter, Helen Forsey, writes in her new book, Eugene Forsey: Canada’s Maverick Sage, Forsey brought deep research, high principle, and irascible
tenacity to the cause of constitutional democracy, justice and equality for all. He was one of a kind and is missed today in federal politics.
By HELEN FORSEY

O

MPAH, ONT.—There’s a line
in a Newfoundland folk song
that reflects the proper order of
things aboard Canada’s ship of
state. It says: “The captain’s below
making tea for the crew.” Likewise
in Eugene Forsey’s view of government: the captains are there
to serve the passengers and crew.
The fundamental duty of every
government, whatever its stripe, is
to pursue the public interest, and
every government is ultimately
responsible to the people.
The principle that the state
exists to serve the people is part
of a longstanding Canadian tradition in which governments play a
wide-ranging and creative role in
our national life. My father insisted on this principle throughout
his long career as trade unionist,
constitutional expert and Senator.
For him, the fundamental duty of
every government is to pursue the
public interest and be responsible
to the citizenry.
At a time when many people
treat “government” as almost a
dirty word, this understanding
of its role and purpose takes on
special importance. It stands in
sharp contrast to the notion—
prevalent in the United States
and increasingly being pushed
on Canadians—that the less “government” there is, the better.
“I sometimes find a tendency
for people to think that if a public
authority spends money it is terrible, but if it is spent by some
private body, then that is magnificent,” he told a young audience
in 1960.“They think taxes are an
unmitigated evil; that public activity of any kind is to be cut down to
the smallest possible proportion;
that private enterprise is always
good and public enterprise always
bad. These seem to me extraordinarily silly and irrational attitudes,
which may be disastrous.”
A few years before medicare
became a national program, he
spoke to a group of doctors to
urge the plan’s adoption. Some,
he said, objected that medicare
would be “socialistic.”
“My answer to that is, ‘Oh!
Fudge!’ So are public sewage and
garbage disposal, public water
supply, public highways, the public
post office, public education. The
only sensible question to ask about
any of them is not, ‘Is it socialistic?’ or ‘Is it free enterprise?’ but,
‘Will it do the job, and do it better
than any alternative plan?’”
In contrast to this pragmatic
approach, the right wing in Canada has adopted this disingenuous appeal for “less government”
as a rallying cry. A multi-faceted
campaign has been under way
for years to favour corporate
interests by denigrating government in the public mind.
One prong of this attack is the
ongoing pressure for deregulation.
For my father, fair and sensible
regulation was a necessary part

of every government’s mandate to
protect the public interest. He was
as critical as anyone of bad regulations, but he was equally clear
on the need for good ones. Nor
could his position be dismissed as
a remnant of socialistic thinking
from bygone days. Recalling his
own Conservative upbringing, he
reminded his Senate colleagues
of the “old Conservative tradition,
both in this country and in Great
Britain, that the state should intervene whenever sufficient cause is
shown for doing so.”
“Sufficient cause” might be
social, economic, or environmental, and this last was a dimension
Dad addressed with increasing
urgency in his later years.
“Pollution in its myriad forms,”
he warned, “threatens to destroy
life on this planet, and here the case
for ‘free enterprise’ and ‘the free
market’ is about as weak as anything can be. Governments must
intervene, massively and decisively,
or we shall all disappear.”
He foresaw a growing need
for “massive government regulation, planning, and in some cases,
spending” to save the environment.
He knew, of course, that
although regulation is an integral
part of Canada’s characteristic
mix of public and private, it is also
highly controversial. Regulations
raise the ire of business executives,
urban developers, property rights
proponents, and a host of others
who view private interests as paramount. Unfortunately, numerous
examples of ill-conceived or badlyimplemented regulations have
given the whole concept a bad
name in many circles.
The unsurprising exception is
in the field of “security,” where
regulation is enjoying an unprecedented heyday. Elsewhere, though,
it is either being watered down or
left to the tender mercies of industry itself. “Self-regulation” often
involves imported systems with
trendy labels like “HACCP,” widely used in the mega-food industry.
Officially, the acronym stands for
“Hazard Analysis Critical Control
Points,” but people who have seen
it in operation call it “Have A Cup
of Coffee and Pray.”
The usual pretexts for this
kind of thing are “efficiency” and
“competitiveness,” buzzwords
much beloved by industries like
oil, agri-business, and pharmaceuticals, where giant corporations
constantly clamour for speedy
approvals and the loosening of
applicable restrictions. Too often,
business-oriented governments
comply, invoking “efficiency” and
“competitiveness” for the benefit of those corporations—the
bureaucracy’s so-called “clients”
—regardless of the consequences
for anyone else.
As my father pointed out, the
legitimate purposes of regulation—fairness, protection of the
public, and the planet—may also
be subverted by governments
themselves to serve vested interests or other nefarious ends. Once

Eugene Forsey
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Eugene and Harriet in Ottawa, 1971, top. The ‘Forsey Foursome,’
Harriet, Eugene, Margaret, and Helen, in Ottawa, 1952.
efficiency and competitiveness
are accepted as primary, legislation can be drafted so that key
provisions can be defined later on
by order-in-council, without Parliament’s involvement. Other such
finagling may involve widening
ministerial discretion, replacing
government oversight with industry “self-regulation,” or off-loading responsibilities to compromised bodies like the Canadian
Food Inspection Agency.
Interestingly, John Ralston
Saul suggests that efficiency and
democracy are, to some extent,
incompatible.
“The rise of democracy,” he
says,“is tied closely to the idea that
the citizen should slow down the
leaders; slow down their efficiency.
... Democracy isn’t about decisiveness; it is about consideration. It is
intended to be inefficient.”
This resonates with Dad’s
insistence that democracy means
using our heads, not just counting them; that “government by
discussion” is the essence of
the Parliamentary system; that
diligent committee work and
the Senate’s function of “sober
second thought” are essential to
good government.
Views like these have gone
out of fashion in many quarters.
Bureaucratic restructuring, “regulatory reviews,” trade deals, and
cross-border “harmonization” have
knocked the teeth out of some legislation and prevented other regulatory measures from seeing the
light of day. There are now constant
attempts to phase out or privatize
publicly-run regulatory mechanisms and services like the Cana-

Born: In Grand Bank, Nfld. May 29, 1904
Died: Feb. 20, 1991
Senator: 1970-1979
Politics/Career: Supported the Conservative Party led by
Arthur Meighen, but later converted to democratic socialism
and was a delegate at the founding convention of the CCF in
1933 in Regina, Sask. He served as a lecturer in economics and
political science at McGill University from 1929-1941, and also
taught at Carleton University, the University of Waterloo, and
served as chancellor of Trent University.
• A “constitutional conservative,” he wrote a PhD thesis
on the King-Byng Affair, published in 1943 as The Royal Power
of Dissolution of Parliament, considered a major work on the
reserve powers of the Crown.
• He was president of the CCF in Quebec in the 1930s,
spent years working for the CCF, ran unsuccessfully for the CCF
in 1948 in the byelection in Carleton, and ran and lost again
in 1949.
• Forsey was appointed by John Diefenbaker’s Progressive
Conservative government to the Board of Broadcast Governors
and remained in that position until 1962.
• After the NDP was formed from the alliance of the CLC
and the CCF, he left the party because of its constitutional
policy that viewed Quebec as a nation within Canada. In the
1960s, he joined the Liberal Party of Pierre Trudeau and was
appointed to the Senate in 1970. He resigned from the Liberal
Party in 1982 over proposed changes to the Constitution of
Canada.
• Forsey was made an Officer of the Order of Canada in
1968, promoted to Companion in 1988, and appointed to the
Queen’s Privy Council for Canada in 1985.
• His publication, How Canadians Govern Themselves, is
his most enduring legacy, a simple, yet comprehensive guide
to Canadian government that is continuously edited and
published with posthumous credit.
—Source: Wikipedia

dian Grain Commission, independent government laboratories, and
experimental farms. Despite recent
spectacular system failures in sectors like transportation and food
safety, monitoring and enforcement
is often neglected, while public
concerns about the resulting loss
of accountability and democratic
control are largely ignored.
Former NDP MP Svend Robinson recalled that Dad was
“appalled” by these trends. “This
turning things over holus-bolus
to the corporate sector and
abandoning any kind of public
accountability was just complete
anathema to him,” he told me.
Global corporations and powerful trading partners continue to
pressure us to let the fox guard,
own, and manage the chicken coop.
But for the sake of both present
and future, we need to resist those
pressures and reclaim Eugene Forsey’s understanding of government
as defender of the public good.

Free enterprise is not the
same thing as a free society

One of the distinguishing characteristics of Canadian society
that my father always emphasized
was its flexible mix of public and
private endeavour in an overall
context of freedom. “‘Free enterprise’ is not the same thing as a
free society,” he pointed out. “Nor
is ‘the free market.’They may serve
the free society, but they are not
the same thing. They are means,
not ends. ... That is why we live in a
mixed economy, not a ‘free enterprise’ or ‘free market’ economy.”
In this regard, Canada is very
different from the United States,

where what Dad called the “doctrinaire notion of the primacy of
private enterprise” is so widely
embraced (although there, too,
business is heavily supported by
government). He believed a more
sensible way to decide about public
or private enterprise was to ask in
each case: “Can such-and-such an
industry be safely left to private
exploitation, with or without public
regulation? Or is it safe only in the
hands of a public authority? Can
this other industry be better run by
private enterprise or public?”
This pragmatnism, he noted,
was also part of a long, non-partisan, and very Canadian tradition.
“It was not socialist zeal, or
abstract theories on public ownership that led Whitney and Beck to
set up Ontario Hydro, or Borden
and Meighen to nationalize three
railroads, or R. B. Bennett to establish the CRBC (the predecessor of
the CBC), or Mackenzie King to
make the Bank of Canada wholly
publicly owned, or C.D. Howe to
create Trans-Canada Air Lines, or
Borden to advocate nationalization
of the telephone industry. It was
solid, practical reasons.”
As he and his colleagues in
the League for Social Reconstruction had pointed out back in
the 1930s, those practical reasons
often had at least as much to
do with providing benefits and
advantages for Canadian capitalists as with serving the public
interest. But the point still stands:
in Canada, pragmatism has regularly trumped ideology on questions of public versus private.

Continued on Page 32
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Fundamental duties
of government to
pursue public interest,
responsibility to people
Continued from Page 31
My father’s pride in our
matter-of-fact acceptance of the
public ownership option was disturbed, however, by signs that this
sensible Canadian approach was
being eroded. One such sign was
a section in a 1971 report of the
Senate Finance Committee that
recommended “a constant search
for governmental activities ripe to
be handed over to the private sector.” Dad objected to the Committee’s “sweeping, a priori theoretical pronouncements” on a subject
that was not even germane to the
substance of the report.
“The thing that worries me,”
he told his fellow Senators, “is
this remark about government
activities being ripe to be handed
over the private sector. [It] seems
to suggest that all the duds, all
the deficit-producing enterprises,
should be left to the government.
But the minute there is any sign of
revenue comign out of it—oh, horror, shades of Karl Marx, red ruin
and revolution!—and we must
immediately hand these things
over to private enterprise …. For
the life of me, I cannot see why
this general principle should be
adopted. It savours of the American dogmatism on economic
subjects which is one of our most
noxious importations into the
country from the United States.”
For Dad, the trend towards
privatization or dismemberment
of Crown corporations and other
public institutions and services
meant placing ideology above
common sense. He argued that if
the reasons those entities were an
institution was established in the
first place still existed, to jettison
it would be foolish. They should
continue to exist as well. Today, the
same logic would apply to government laboratories and research
stations, the Canadian Wheat
Board, and the CBC, all of which,
having served the public good for
decades, have either been disabled
in whole or in part, or are increasingly threatened with extinction.
He was, of course, a strong
advocate for the CBC and its public, non-commercial status. During
a 1971 Senate debate on broadcasting, one Senator contended
that the public broadcaster ran a
“deficit.” Dad responded: “I do not
think there is a deficit. There is a
grant made out of public funds to
the CBC as a public service. It was
never set up to be a paying commercial proposition; that was not
the intention at all. Just as you do
not expect the National Gallery
to show a commercial profit, you
cannot expect the CBC to. That is
not what it is there for. I believe
the CBC, with all its faults—and it

has some, like any other organization—has been a major factor
in preserving the two distinctive
Canadian cultures which we possess... . We must maintain the CBC,
and strengthen it.”
His skepticism about the
supposed superiority of private
for-profit enterprise in radio and
television had been reinforced by
his experience on the regulatory
Board of Broadcast Governors
between 1958 and 1962. As he
explained in the same Senate
speech, those four years of close
contact with private broadcasters had left him with “a very poor
opinion of them.”
“Over and over again we got
the impression that when these
people spoke—often in purple
passages—about their devotion to
the public interest and their desire
to promote Canadian programming and Canadian talent, it was
very much what the Irish call ‘big
offers and small blows’—a lot
of talk, but very little action. In
general, the impression left on me
was that the theme song of private broadcasters could very well
have been taken from that Gilbert
and Sullivan opera, The Pirates of
Penzance:
“‘Oh! I am a pirate king. Yes, I
am a pirate king;
“And it is, it is a glorious thing
to be a pirate king.’
“To get rid of the CBC and
turn our broadcasting over to this
collection of gentlemen fills me
with horror.”
Transportation was another
sector of the mixed economy
where my father urged a strong
role for government. He was convinced that it was not an option
to leave the whole transportation sector in private hands. In
a country as large and sparsely
populated as ours, the movement
of people and goods could not be
expected to always turn a profit,
particularly in more remote areas.
Since adequate transportation
was obviously essential for the
public good, he believed it was a
matter for government to address.
The Canadian Constitution
itself, Dad pointed out, reflects
the recognition of this reality. In
order for each of the four Atlantic provinces and British Columbia to agree to join Confederation, there had to be detailed
provisions for railway and ferry
linkages, and these were written
right into the terms of union.
“[Without] this essential factor
of transportation in our Constitution,” he said, “you would simply
not have the Maritime provinces,
or Newfoundland, or British
Columbia... . It is a matter of fundamental national importance,
a fundamental undertaking that

was given to the peoples of these
provinces when they came into the
union... . [These provisions] have
been treated in a rather lighthearted and cavalier fashion sometimes
since... .This is not the way in
which a solemn undertaking given
by a great nation to its constituent
parts should be treated.”
The dismantling and privatization of Canada’s transportation
and energy sectors have continued since his death, under both
Conservative and Liberal governments. Petro-Canada, for example,
went to the private sector in 1991,
CN Rail in 1995. Current proposals
at various levels to try to combat
budget deficits by continuing to
sell off federal or provincial Crown
assets—some of them, like Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited, of strategic importance and delicacy—
would appall him.
He summed up his view of
these trends in a 1980 article in
Maclean’s magazine.“ ‘Neo-conservatism,’ of which ‘privatization’
is the first installment, looks to
me like just a fancy name for the
biggest international romp ever
mounted by the rich for something very far from ‘neo’ and much
closer to the very old ‘Every man
for himself and devil take the
hindmost.’‘ Privatization’ and the
‘neo-conservatism’ from which it
springs should be consigned to the
rubbish heap where they belong,
before they rob and enslave us.”
Given the wide range of functions involved in good government,
how are those responsibilities
shared within the complex framework of a federation? In Canada,
the Constitution specifies certain
provincial and federal powers, but
within that framework there is
often flexibility. The balance, and
the mechanisms for implementing
it, continue to evolve.
Eugene Forsey believed that
jurisdictional issues between Canada and the provinces should be
decided based on what would best
serve the public good in every
part of the country. For him, this
most often meant that the central
government should be in charge.
Foremost among his “solid, practical reasons” for taking this position was the need for what he called
“a real country,” a national presence
strong enough to preserve and build
on what Canadians have already
achieved in the way of shared prosperity, social programs, and regional
equality. “Only a real country, with a
powerful national government and
Parliament, can have any hope of
controlling inflation and restoring
full employment,” he said. “Only
a real country can maintain the
unemployment insurance, the old
age and disability pensions, the family allowances and child tax credits,
the medicare, which we now enjoy.
Only a real country can give the
people of the poorer provinces anything like modern educational and
social services.”
Another major concern was
the huge and growing challenge
of maintaining some control over
our own economy in a globalized world. “If we are going to do
anything in the way of promoting
Canadian economic independence,”
he declared, “we are going to need
a strong central government.” Up
against the enormous power of
global corporations, a fragmented
collection of smaller governments
operating from the provincial level
would, he believed, be especially
vulnerable. “We certainly cannot have international controls of
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Nice hat: Eight-year-old Eugene on the
wharf at Grand Bank, Nfld., 1912.
multi-national corporations unless
we have effective national states.
The problem of creating such controls from a series of fragments of
existing nations simply compounds
the enormous difficulties which
already confront us.”

Eugene Forsey:
Canada’s
Maverick Sage,
by Helen Forsey
486 pp.,
Dundurn,
$35
Dad’s commitment to equality and fairness for all citizens
was another reason why he was
reluctant to see any further provincialization of powers. As a
fifth generation Newfoundlander
and part Nova Scotian, he was
particularly aware of the risks of
requiring smaller provincial governments to take on what were
essentially national responsibilities: dealing with macro-economic
problems; shouldering the costs of
health care and social programs to
meet national standards; providing support for culture and heritage. Downloading more federal
responsibilities to the provincial
level, he predicted, would widen
the gaps between richer and
poorer provinces, and weaken the
broader Canadian identity.
He warned that if large chunks
of national jurisdiction were
handed over to the provinces, the
central government and Parliament would be reduced to “merely
marginal conveniences, to do
for the glorious and immortal
Provinces the odd jobs they could
not somehow do for themselves.”
Canada would risk becoming
nothing more than a collection of
semi-independent minor states
with little power or influence, at
home or in an increasingly interdependent world.
Over the past few decades,
various provincial governments

have indeed used their growing
power to wage war on federal
involvement in areas like labour,
health care and the environment.
In too many cases, enforceable
national standards aimed at
ensuring equality among citizens,
regardless of region, have fallen
by the wayside, despite their constitutional legitimacy and their
practical benefits.
Dad frequently pointed out the
dangers of replacing enforceable,
legislated national standards with
vague phrases like “compatibility
with national objectives.” When
all that’s left are broad generalities, the stage is set for a deteriorating patchwork of policies and
programs that weaken the whole
system and aggravate disparities
between provinces. The vision of
equality for Canadians from coast
to coast to coast gets blurrier, and
the ability of our national government to do anything about it
effectively disappears.
The years since my father’s
death have seen a serious diminishment of the role of government
in Canada, in terms of both perception and reality. With the notable exception of “security matters,” there has been a relentless
push to reduce the ability of governments to develop pro-active
policies, implement regulations,
build effective programs or own
and control economic entities.
Many of the government functions that he fought so hard to
win and defend—policies and
programs like universal medicare,
unemployment insurance, affordable housing, the CBC—have
been picked away at, starved of
funds, or stripped of effective
authority. Almost all political
parties now promote tax cuts in
their election platforms, feeding the resentful ignorance that
defines all taxes as infringements
on personal liberty, rather than
as payment for public services
and investments in the common
good. Governments at all levels
too often put their authority and
resources at the service of global
corporations and a privileged
national elite. This is ultimately a
betrayal of their oath of office—
their responsibility to act in the
best interests of the people as
symbolized by the Crown.
As Canadians come to realize the consequences of what
has been happening, we have the
option of changing course. We
need not go on maligning government as evil. We need not continue
the downward slide of deregulation, privatization, and provincial
power grabs. Our political structures may be battered and bruised,
but we still possess the essential
framework for responsible government—a Constitution that allows
us, if we so choose, to take back
our country and restore the vital
role of government in our lives. We
can follow my father’s example,
demand that our governments
fulfill their true role as servants
of the people, and implement our
traditional shared values of equity
and compassion.
Writer and activist Helen
Forsey is the daughter of the late
Senator Eugene Forsey, one of
Canada’s leading constitutional
experts. This is an excerpt from
her new book on her father’s
legacy. This chapter is titled,
“Serving the Common Good: The
Role of Government.”
news@hilltimes.com
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NEWS: VIKILEAKS & HOUSE PROBE

Vikileaks30 mastermind Carroll ready to appear
before Ethics Committee, Toews to testify Tuesday
Ethics, House Affairs committees charge
ahead with study of Vikileaks, Anonymous.
Continued from Page 1
convenient for him,” Mr. Champ
told The Hill Times last week.
M r. C a r r o l l s t a r t e d t h e
@Vikileaks30 account after the
federal government introduced
Bill C-30, the Protecting Children from Internet Predators Act,
which will greatly enhance the
ability of federal law enforcement to conduct surveillance of
the public’s internet activity on
Feb. 14. Soon after Public Safety
Minister Vic Toews (Provencher,
Man.) defended the legislation in
the House by telling opposition
members that they “stand with us
or stand with the child pornographers.” Mr. Toews’ comments
created strong reaction and
within 48 hours the @Vikileaks30
account was airing details of Mr.
Toews divorce to more than 7,000
followers.
Mr. Carroll was initially asked
to appear before the committee on
March 13, but Mr. Champ informed
the committee that his client
would not appear at that time due
to health issues. A summons was
subsequently issued, and Mr. Carroll was expected to appear at the
March 15 meeting but again he
was too sick to attend.
A l t h o u g h M r. C a r ro l l i s
now cleared to appear before
the House Ethics Committee
to answer questions about his
orchestration of the @Vikileaks30
Twitter campaign against Mr.
Toews, at this point he is not
scheduled to appear before the
committee on Tuesday of this
week, or at any time in the future.
Mr. Champ, the Ottawa-based
lawyer, who specializes in human
rights law, will appear alongside
Mr. Carroll at any future appearance before the House Ethics Committee. Mr. Champ said any public
statement from Mr. Carroll would
be made at the committee where
his client is prepared to provide
detailed information about how
the @Vikileaks30 Twitter account,
which aired salacious details from
the Public Safety Minister’s divorce
file, was set up, operated and used
between February 14 and 17.
Mr. Champ said that Mr. Carroll’s undisclosed ailment made
the House Ethics Committee’s
summons a human rights issue
“to an extent.”
“The disability issue is something that I’ve raised with the
committee and I’ve indicated
to them that they have a duty
to accommodate any medical
restrictions that he may have in
his appearance,” Mr. Champ said,
adding that Mr. Carroll was also
dealing with financial hardship
after being dismissed from his
duties as a researcher for the federal Liberal Party, where he had
worked for eight years. “We’ve
communicated this to the committee and if the committee refused
to respect those conditions or

restrictions then we would have
other matters to deal with. We’ll
see how it unfolds at this stage.”
Mr. Carroll could be found in
contempt of Parliament if he fails
to appear before the committee.
Within the House Ethics Committee though, opposition members seem to want the committee
to lose its focus.
Conservative members of the
House Ethics Committee have frequently moved to hold meetings in
camera, but on March 15 there were
only two Conservative members
present at the start of the meeting
and opposition MPs quickly jumped
on the opportunity to take the scheduled in-camera meeting public.
“We think this is a discussion
the public deserves to hear, and
they deserve to hear how our committee is being high-jacked by
Dean Del Mastro and this witchhunt,” said NDP MP and committee member Charlie Angus (Timmins-James Bay, Ont.).
Once public, Mr. Angus quickly moved to rescind the summons
asking former Liberal staffer Mr.
Carroll to appear before the committee to testify.
“Under the Parliamentarian
code, if someone apologized for
something in the House, and the
Speaker accepts it, then the matter is closed…someone has to
take responsibility and someone
has to apologize, and they [the
Liberals] did that within the confines of the House, so the Speaker
ruled that closed, but that wasn’t
good enough for the Parliamentary secretary [Mr. Del Mastro],”
said Mr. Angus at the meeting.
House committees have the
authority to report facts to the
House and suggest remedies, but
only the House—that is, effectively, the House Speaker—has the
authority to make a ruling, and it
is up to the House whether or not
to adopt a committee report.
“Why we would be expected
to take something back to the
Speaker when the Speaker’s
already ruled on this, again, turns
this into a monkey show,” said Mr.
Angus at the committee meeting.
Not long into the meeting’s
televised session, with more MPs
having arrived, the Conservative
majority on the Ethics Committee was restored and Conservative MP and committee member
Blaine Calkins (Wetaskiwin,
Alta.) moved the proceedings
back in camera.
Meanwhile, Conservative MP
Joe Preston (Elgin-Middlesex-London, Ont.), chair of the Procedure
and House Affairs Committee, said
the committee will likely spend
around five more meetings on their
study of hacker collective Anonymous and already has witnesses in
mind, including the RCMP.
Following the shut down of the
@Vikileaks30 account by Mr. Carroll on Feb. 17, Anonymous posted
a YouTube video demanding—in
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Not so Anonymous: Public Safety Minister Vic Toews will appear before the House
Affairs Committee to discuss the activities of hacker collective Anonymous.
a computer-generated voice—that
Mr. Toews scrap Bill C-30, and step
down as minister. In the video,
Anonymous threatened to expose
further details of Mr. Toews’ personal life.
“You will cease your efforts to
defy the will of your own citizens
immediately. If you do not, rest
assured that public outrage and
protests will only grow and you
will find yourself not only mocked,
but jobless and despised. A man as
deceitful as yourself is bound to
have many skeletons in his closet,”
said the video’s voiceover.
On March 6 House Speaker Andrew Scheer (ReginaQu’Appelle, Sask.) ruled that the
Anonymous video constituted a
“direct threat” to the minister and
found it to be a question of privilege. Immediately after, Mr. Toews
tabled a motion—which the House
passed that evening—to send the
matter to the Procedure and House
Affairs Committee for study.
The committee’s study is a puzzling one due to the nature of the
Anonymous group: a fluid and faceless collective of ‘hacktivists,’ Anonymous is better described as a meme
than a group, as any hacker-activist
is open to protest under the name.
“We all come here to do our job
and to do the work of the country.
When a minister of the Crown can
be threatened because he’s doing
his job, because he’s putting forward a piece of legislation, I think
all Parliamentarians and perhaps
all democracy is a bit threatened
by that,” said Mr. Preston. “I think
sometimes things like this are
taken just a little bit too lightly
and it’s a very serious matter.”
On March 15, the House Affairs
Committee heard testimony from the
Clerk of the House, Audrey O’Brien,
Sergeant-at-arms Kevin Vickers, and
chief information officer Louis Bard
on the state of the House of Commons’ internet security as part of
their study on Anonymous.
Mr. Preston said the meeting’s
purpose was to learn more about
Parliament’s internet security and
monitoring systems, and determine the safety of MPs’ personal
and classified information on their
Hill computers or BlackBerries.

“Many people think we somehow have to discover Anonymous
in order to finish this study, and
I don’t think that’s the case. We
have to prove that there was a
breach of a member’s privilege…
and then we have to come up with
a remedy or prevention for the
future. That may be a bit tougher,
but I’m not certain we have to
identify Anonymous to get that
answer,” said Mr. Preston.
Liberal MP and committee
member Marc Garneau (Westmount-Ville-Marie, Que.) said that
while he thought it was important
for the RCMP to investigate the
threats, he was still scratching his
head over the decision to send the
matter to committee.
NDP MP and committee member Chris Charlton (Hamilton
Mountain, Ont.) noted that the committee has three responsibilities—
to confirm if there is a finding of
privilege, to find the culprit, and
to explore possible remedies—and
asked the witnesses for advice on
how to frame the committees’ study.
“Frankly speaking, I’m not
sure that seeking out a culprit as
such wouldn’t be a giant waste of
time, because I think the nature
of these attacks is that they’re
extremely fluid,” said Ms. O’Brien.
Ms. O’Brien said it’s important
to put things in context of what’s
happening in the world today so
as not to “engender unwarranted
anxiety about the thoroughness
of our security posture.”
Moreover, Ms. O’Brien also
noted that due to the fact that
the video was posted on YouTube,
“it’s completely outside any of
our controls or environment,” and
questioned where the committee
was taking its study.
In terms of remedies Ms.
O’Brien said that “awareness is the
most important thing,” and added
that the committee needed to make
peace with the idea that they can’t
control what goes on in cyberspace.
Committee members asked
the witnesses questions about the
House’s ability to trace emails, how
vulnerable it is to hackers, and how
secure constituency office internet
systems are. Conservative MP and
committee member Bob Zimmer

(Prince George-Peace River, B.C.)
asked on behalf of a colleague
whether it was possible for a hacker to put a document onto an MP’s
Parliamentary computer.
Mr. Bard said while it was possible, “in every instance we’ve
been the first one to detect this
on Parliament Hill.” Mr. Bard said
there is extensive monitoring of
the House system.
“The chief information officer and his team are in constant
contact with the Communications
Security Establishment to monitor
cyber threats,” said Ms. O’Brien.
Ms. O’Brien said there are also
outside partners who continuously monitor the threat level facing
the Parliamentary precinct and
MPs, and said “we adjust our posture here appropriately in order
to respond to that.”
Mr. Bard estimated that 70
per cent of emails sent to Parliament’s system—that is, to any
email address ending in parl.
gc.ca or a close variation, not just
main MP email addresses—are
rejected before they enter Parliament Hill. Mr. Bard said an email
falls into that 70 per cent when
it’s origins can’t be traced back.
“Security is evolving every
day.… It’s like peeling an onion,
there’s always something new to
discover. I think the strength we
have is the ability to react, and I
think we’ve proved that several
times,” said Mr. Bard, adding that
when something like the Anonymous video happens the House
strengthens its monitoring system
and reinforces security measures.
Mr. Bard pointed out that constituency offices’ internet access
is outside the Parliamentary Precinct system and therefore it’s not
monitored by Parliament’s security team. He suggested that, if it
hasn’t already been done, MPs
should develop a security plan for
internet use to implement in their
constituency offices and teach
to constituency staffers. He said
House information services could
provide consultation to help MPs
develop plans for their offices.
Mr. Toews is set to testify
before the committee for an hour
on March 27.
Though the Procedure and
House Affairs recently received
another question of privilege to
study on March 15 when the House
Speaker ruled that tight security
measures during the recent visit
of Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu may have breached
MPs’ privileges by hampering
their movements, Mr. Preston said
for now, the committee remains
focused on its Anonymous study.
“I expect that we’ll probably
speak to a couple of police groups,
whether it’s the RCMP or other
police groups around the world
about Anonymous, but they will look
at how we prevent this. In this case
it was a threat through a YouTube
video,”said Mr. Preston.“I’m not sure
there’s prevention but there may
need to be some thought of remedy.
What can Parliament do to stand up
for Members of Parliament?”
The Hill Times
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CIVIL CIRCLES: BUDGET 2012-2013

Flaherty to release
‘terribly important’
budget, says Crowley
Treasury Board President Tony Clement says details in
cuts will be in acts introduced in the spring and fall.

BY

Jessica Bruno
Continued from Page 1

“This will be really the first
budget for which they will be fully
answerable to the population,” Mr.
Crowley, who helms the Macdonald-Laurier Institute, added.
Speaking to reporters March
22, Finance Minister Jim Flaherty
(Whitby-Oshawa, Ont.) said that
the billions of dollars of cuts to
public services expected in the
budget will be “moderate” but
didn’t give details.
The government has been
looking for at least $4-billion to
$8-billion in annual cuts to federal departments, for a total of five
to 10 per cent of their operating
budgets. The goal is to balance
the government’s books by 20152016 after years of deficit.
In a report released March 21,
TD Economics predicted that the
deficit will come in at $26-billion
for 2011-2012, which is almost
$5-billion less than predicted in the
government’s fall economic update.
The update estimates that taking the strategic and operative
review into account, the government will return to surplus in
2014-2015, and have $10-billion
in the coffers in 2016-2017.
Mr. Flaherty said that budget
would return to balance in the
“medium-term.”
Mr. Crowley noted that the
government has excluded transfers to people or provinces from
their spending review, giving the
government “a relatively small
sandbox to play in.”
Predictions and government
signals on the severity of the
cuts have varied widely in recent
weeks, with some putting the
severity of the cuts at even more
than 10 per cent.
“I think people are over-estimating the size of what’s going to
happen. I also think that a lot of
the reforms are going to involve
relatively small incremental
changes that have a long-term
effect,” said Mr. Crowley
“The sense I get from people
in the government is that they’re
pretty committed to OAS/GIS
reform. The sense I got is they
were going to do the very best they
could to get this in the budget and
defend it,” Mr. Crowley stated.
Prime Minister Stephen
Harper (Calgary Southwest, Alta.)
and Mr. Flaherty have indicated
that the government is looking at reforming Canada’s Old

Age Security system, which the
Conservatives have argued is
unsustainable in its current state.
Reforms include the possibility of
raising the age of eligibility to 67,
from 65. The government has indicated that any changes would be
phased in over years or decades.
OAS reform, as well as a decision to move federal-provincial
health funding transfers to a percapita based system after the current agreement expires in 2014,
are two examples of current
decisions with implications in the
long-term, noted Mr. Crowley.
“What they’ll do is they’ll send
the long-term fiscal position of
Canada off on a different trajectory,” he said.
University of Manitoba professor emeritus Paul Thomas said that
he thinks the outcry against changes to OAS may have “scared off”
the government for now, and that
they may instead test the waters
first with a discussion paper.
TD Bank predicted that the current state of Canada’s finances gives
the government some extra“wiggle
room”and could alleviate the need
for more harsh austerity measures.
Last week, Mr. Flaherty said
that those focusing on the government’s program of cuts would
miss the bigger budget picture.
It’s “about long-term sustainability for jobs, growth and
prosperity, looking at retirement
income, making sure our social
programs are sustainable in the
long-term for Canada,” he said.
But the lack of information
and consultation in the lead-up
to the budget has alarmed public
servants. Mr. Flaherty has said
recently not to expect the details
of exactly what is cut to appear
in the budget.
Treasury Board President
Tony Clement (Parry SoundMuskoka, Ont.) told the House of
Commons Government Operations Committee on March 14
that the details will be in acts
introduced in the spring and fall
to implement budget measures,
as well as departmental spending
requests tabled later in the year.
“Our commitment to you is
when we have detailed information that is accurate, we will, of
course, post that in the normal
course,” he said.
The Public Service Alliance
of Canada, which represents
almost 175,000 public servants
nation wide held a press conference March 21 to denounce the
upcoming cuts.
“We’re also here to tell the
government to end the secrecy
and the mixed messages,” said
John Gordon, PSAC president.
Mr. Gordon said he expects
the cuts will be closer to 10 per

Show me the budget:
Finance Minister Jim
Flaherty says the
expected cuts in the
budget will be ‘modest.’
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cent, and he said that he thinks
that Canadians will learn of what
was cut only when they try to
access programs or services that
have disappeared.
Service Canada worker Heather Millar, a member of PSAC who
works on processing Old Age
Security applications, said that
attrition and a hiring freeze has
hollowed out her department and
contributed to lengthy wait times
for government assistance.
“Am I worried about what this
government’s austerity plan may
mean for me and my colleagues?
Of course, but I’m also very worried about what the cuts to the
work I do for the Old Age Security program would mean for the
people I serve,” she said.
She and other public servants
at the event said they and their
colleagues are at a loss for information on where their departments and the programs they
provide will be cut.
Merv Wiseman, a member of
the Canadian Coast Guard for 35
years and PSAC member, said
that two Coast Guard employees
have been fired for speaking out
against the cuts publicly, and that
he himself was currently under
investigation by the department.
He said he was being pressured
to stop talking about the cuts.
“We have this process here
that is just absolutely untoward
and covert,” he said.
A spokesperson for Mr. Clement said that PSAC’s stance
against the cuts is predictable.
“It’s not surprising that selfinterested union bosses would

launch another salvo calling [for]
more spending, higher taxes and
big, wasteful government,” said
Sean Osmar.
Liberal finance critic Scott
Brison (Kings-Hants, N.S.) said
that the government has been
preparing the public for “significant cuts.” He said he is worried
for government science and
research programs.
Peter Julian (Burnaby-New
Westminster, B.C.), finance critic
for the New Democrats, echoed
economists’ warnings that austerity measures that cut too deeply
could result in further harm to
Canada’s fragile economy.
“We’ve been hurt over the last
few months with economic slowdown,” he said, noting that 3,000
jobs were lost in February and
40,000 unemployed Canadians
stopped looking for jobs that month.
Mr. Brison stated that Canada’s economic recovery has centred on oil and gas in two provinces, Alberta and Saskatchewan.
He said a harsh federal budget
had the potential to harm vulnerable provinces like Ontario, Quebec and the Maritimes.
The budget comes out March
29, two days before the start of the
fiscal year. Mr. Julian said he hopes
the reason it is coming out so late is
because the government has given
it some “sober second thought.”
TD Bank revised its predictions for growth in Canada’s
GDP upward last week, from 1.7
per cent to 2.2 per cent in 2012.
In light of better economic numbers, the government could have
done some last-minute tweaking

to the budget and austerity measures, noted Mr. Thomas.
But he also noted that the
machinery of government “has a
life of it’s own.”
“It’s hard for that giant supertanker of official Ottawa to
change course,” he said.
Decisions on the strategic and
operating review were the responsibility of a Cabinet sub-committee led by Mr. Clement, and filled
out by seven Cabinet ministers
and Conservative MP Laurie
Hawn, who has reportedly been
tasked with liaising with caucus.
Under program review in the
mid-1990s, led by then-finance
minister Paul Martin, decisions
were also made by a Cabinet subcommittee. A Caucus Committee
on Expenditure Review and an
Expenditure Review Secretariat in
Treasury Board were also involved.
“I don’t see this process as
being as lucid and as powerful as
the one that we used in the mid1990s,” said Mr. Crowley, who
said the decision to exempt transfers from cuts was “a mistake.”
Currently, PSAC and the NDP
have called for the exemption of
Veterans Affairs from austerity.
Signals suggest that the CBC
will face harsh cuts, as well as
the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency, said Mr. Thomas.
ACOA and the four other
federal regional economic development agencies are vulnerable,
said Mr. Crowley. He added
that the Prime Minister and the
Finance Minister don’t like them.
In total, federal economic
development agencies spent
$1.4-billion in 2010-2011 and
employed the equivalent of 1,518
full-time workers.
Mr. Thomas explained that the
regional agencies could be seen
as treading on provincial jurisdiction, going against the PM’s
philosophy of open federalism.
“I think he could make the argument that provincial growth is a
matter for provincial governments
to take care of, and we’ll create a
favourable tax climate,” he said.
Mr. Crowley said that the “evidence is thin” that development
agencies actually promote economic growth in the regions.
“If they decided to go after
regional development agencies,
I think there’s a good case for it.
Politically, they’ll have to take the
heat for it, but I think they can
make a good case that it’s not
been money well spent,” he said.
Mr. Julian said that the regional
agencies have a role to play in
Canada’s economic recovery, and
it “doesn’t make sense” to cut them
while trying to spur job creation.
He also noted that Canada
was ranked 131st worldwide for
economic growth by the IMF in
2011, and is projected to fall to
152nd this year.
Mr. Crowley said that the
Conservative government’s
spending record has been worse
than recent Liberal governments,
even prior to the introduction of
stimulus spending in 2009.
Larry Rousseau, regional vicepresident of PSAC for the National
Capital Region, noted that it is the
Conservatives’ high-level of spending that has put Canada into deficit.
“First you create the crisis,
then you solve the crisis by
throwing out public services and
bringing in private corporatelydelivered, for-profit services. Welcome to the new reality,” he said.
The Hill Times
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Fantino hires
new director
of issues
management,
Parliamentary
affairs
Photograph by Jake Wright, The Hill Times

Hill staffer news: Associate Defence Minister Julian Fantino, right, pictured recently with Defence Minister Pete MacKay, at a National Defence
Committee meeting on the Hill. The F-35 issue is heating up and Fantino and MacKay staffers will likely be working extra hard behind the scenes.

As the F-35 jets issue
heats up, Associate
Defence Minister Julian
Fantino hires new director
of Parliamentary affairs
and issues management
Terence Scheltema.

BY Laura Ryckewaert

D

world

InterVac opened on the
U of S campus in 2011.

Lorne Babiuk, University of Saskatchewan professor
emeritus and alumnus, has been honoured with a
prestigious Canada Gairdner Wightman Award, one
of the world’s most important biomedical prizes.
Lorne is an outstanding leader in Canadian vaccine
research. Now vice-president research at the
University of Alberta, he led the U of S Vaccine and
Infectious Disease Organization (VIDO) for 14 years,
and built the organization into an international
powerhouse carrying out major research in
immunology, pathogenesis, virology, molecular
virology and vaccinology.
His vision also led to construction of the International Vaccine Centre (InterVac) at the U of S. This stateof-the-art facility will advance the next generation of vaccines to protect animal and human health in
Canada and around the world.
The U of S is the only university in Canada that combines a containment level three vaccine research
centre with veterinary, agricultural and medical schools on a single campus. Lorne has helped put the
U of S at the forefront of integrating human, animal and ecosystem health to address threats to the ‘one
health’ we all share.

We congratulate Lorne whose leadership will have an impact
on the health of Canadians for decades to come.

Vaccine and Infectious Disease Organization –
International Vaccine Centre

Curious
Prestigious
Ingenious
Ambitious
Ad t

ebate over the government’s F-35
fighter jets purchase—expected to cost
$30-billion for 65 F-35 planes—is heating
up again as the federal government now
seems to be in a holding pattern on the
controversial procurement as it awaits an
auditor general’s report, and in the meantime, Associate National Defence Minister
Julian Fantino, the minister responsible
for military procurement, has been in the
Question Period spotlight. So it’s probably
good timing that Mr. Fantino, who is also
the MP for Vaughn, Ont., has just welcomed
a new director of Parliamentary affairs and
issues management to his ministerial office
in the National Defence Building on Colonel By Drive in Ottawa.
Terence Scheltema joined Mr. Fantino’s
staff from the office of Conservative MP
Ed Holder, the MP for London West, Ont.,
where he had been working for some time
as Mr. Holder’s executive assistant.
Mr. Scheltema has been on the Hill
since the late 1990s, during which time
he has worked for a number of MPs and
ministers.
At the beginning of 2007, Mr. Scheltema was working as director of Parliamentary affairs for then minister of
National Revenue Carol Skelton, the former MP for Saskatoon-Rosetown-Biggar,
Sask. The next year, when Conservative
MP and now Chief Government Whip Gordon O’Connor, the MP for Carleton-Mississippi Mills, Ont., took over the Revenue
Canada portfolio, Mr. Scheltema stayed
on, and went on to serve as a senior policy
adviser to Mr. O’Connor.
Interestingly, during this time, Mr.
Scheltema was working alongside one of
his (not so) new co-workers in Mr. Fantino’s office. Grayson Shanahan, who is
currently serving as director of policy for
Mr. Fantino, worked in Mr. O’Connor’s
National Revenue office with Mr. Scheltema as a policy adviser.

Continued on Page 37
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Ministers Oda, Aglukkaq, and Kenney hire new staffers
A string of smaller
staffing changes have
taken place in the offices
of a number of Cabinet
ministers in recent weeks.

for Red Deer, Alta.; and Earl
Dreeshen, the MP for Red Deer,
Alta., as his legislative assistant.
“I know he will make a tremendous contribution to our
team in London and Ottawa. I am
excited to welcome him abroad,”
wrote Mr. Holder in a recent
newsletter put out by his office.

Continued from Page 36

Ministers Oda, Aglukkaq, and
Kenney change staff

Over the past 14 years, Mr.
Scheltema has worked for
a range of MPs and Cabinet
ministers including the office
of now Independent Conservative MP Peter Goldring, the
veteran MP for Edmonton East,
Alta., who was first elected as a
Reformer in 1997. Mr. Goldring
voluntarily left the Conservative caucus recently after he
was charged with refusing
to give a breath sample after
he was stopped by police last
December. Mr. Goldring has
stated that he only had one
beer and plans to fight the
charge in court.
Mr. Scheltema graduated
from Brock University with a
bachelor of business economics
in 1996; it was shortly after that
he made his way to the Hill.
Currently working in Mr. Fantino’s office are: Mr. Shanahan,
chief of staff Dan Mader, director of communications Chris
McCluskey, executive assistant
to Minister Fantino Elecia Elliott,
special assistant Victoria Shore
and assistant Nicole Bussiere.
Over in Mr. Holder’s office,
Doug Rice has been hired to
serve as the MP’s new executive
assistant. Like his predecessor,
Mr. Rice has a long history on the
Hill and has been working as a
staffer since 1996.
During his time on the Hill
Mr. Rice has worked for former
Reform, Alliance and now Conservative MPs, including Mike
Scott, the former MP for Skeena,
B.C.; Eric Lowther, the former
MP for Calgary Centre, Alta.;
Betty Hinton, the former MP for
Kamloops-Thompson-Cariboo,
B.C.; Bob Mills, the former MP
Power in the PMO: The gloriouslyappointed Langevin Building in
Ottawa, home to the PMO.

A string of smaller staffing
changes have taken place in the
offices of a number of Cabinet
ministers in recent weeks.
International Cooperation
Minister Bev Oda, who is also the
MP for Durham, Ont., welcomed
Allison Filleul to her ministerial office as her new scheduling
assistant around a month ago.
The position had previously
been vacant in Ms. Oda’s office,
according to the government’s
electronic directory service.
Most recently, Ms. Filleul was
working as a communications
assistant in the office of Conservative MP Paul Calandra, who is also
the MP for Oak Ridges-Markham,
Ont., during which time she was
responsible for putting together
press releases for the MP.
The office of Minister of State
for Transport Steven Fletcher,
who represents Charleswood-St.
James-Assiniboia, Man., has yet
again shrunk in size. Mr. Fletcher, a quadriplegic, has temporarily removed himself from his
ministerial duties for personal
health reasons. Until he returns,
Canada’s federal Transport Minister Denis Lebel, who is also the
MP for Roberval-Lac-Saint-Jean,
Que., will be covering Mr. Fletcher’s ministerial responsibilities.
Mr. Fletcher’s minister of
state office staffing roster has
largely remained intact on
GEDS. Mr. Fletcher’s press
secretary, Brayden Akers, has
declined to comment on how Mr.
Fletcher’s temporary departure
has affected his ministerial staff
or whether or not they are currently helping Mr. Lebel.
That said, Kyle Nordman is
no longer working
for Mr. Fletcher. Until
recently, Mr. Nordman
has been serving as a
senior special assistant to the minister.
According to
GEDS, Mr. Akers,
senior policy adviser
John-David Bridges,
policy adviser James
White, special assistant for caucus Madison Howe and special
assistant Shawn Sylvestre remain in the
office.
Canada’s federal
Health Minister Leona
Aglukkaq has a new
special assistant
working in her ministerial office. Carla
Hanvold-Walker
has made her way
down south from the
Northwest Territories
to work in Ms. Aglukkaq’s office. This is
her first time working
on the Hill.
However, it isn’t

her first time working in politics
and Ms. Aglukkaq’s office won’t
be an entirely new experience.
After working as an administrative assistant at the Yellowknife
Foster Family Association, Ms.
Hanvold-Walker began working
as a constituency assistant for the
then Northwest Territories MLA
for Range Lake, Sandy Lee. Ms.
Lee was first elected as an MLA
in 1999, but stepped down in
March 2011 to run as the Conservative candidate for the federal
riding of Western Arctic, N.W.T.
Ms. Lee came second to NDP
incumbent Dennis Bevington,

who won 45.8 per cent of the votes
to Ms. Lee’s 32 per cent. Ms. Lee
joined Ms. Aglukkaq’s office last
July as her director of regional
affairs for the Northwest Territories.
In addition to working with
her former boss, Ms. HanvoldWalker is one of two special
assistants in Ms. Aglukkaq’s
office; the other is Ted Laking,
special assistant for policy.
Citizenship, Immigration and
Multiculturalism Minister Jason
Kenney, also the MP for Calgary
Southeast, Alta., has said goodbye to special assistant Alexandra Fortier.

Prior to last May’s election,
Ms. Fortier worked as a member’s assistant to then Conservative MP Josée Verner, the former
MP for Louis-Saint-Laurent, Que.
Ms. Verner was defeated in the
May election by NDP candidate
Alexandrine Latendresse who
garnered 39.8 per cent of the vote
to Ms. Verner’s 37.7 per cent. Ms.
Verner was appointed to the Senate last June.
In other news, Mr. Kenney’s
private secretary got married
recently; formerly Agnes Kim
she is now Agnes White.
The Hill Times

Cabinet’s Directors of Communications
and Chiefs of Staff List 2012, updated
Minister
Harper, Stephen

Department
Prime Minister

Aglukkaq, Leona Health/Northern
Economic Development
Ambrose, Rona
PWGSC/Status of Women
Ashfield, Keith
Baird, John
Blaney, Steven
Clement, Tony
Duncan, John
Fast, Ed
Finley, Diane
Flaherty, Jim
Kenney, Jason
Kent, Peter
Lebel, Denis

Chief of Staff
Nigel Wright

D. Comm
Angelo Persichilli

Scott Tessier

Steve Outhouse

Michele Austin

Michelle Bakos

Fisheries and Oceans/
Fred Nott
Atlantic Gateway
Foreign Affairs
Garry Keller
Veterans Affairs
Frédérik Boisvert
Treasury Board/Federal Economic
Tenzin Khangsar
Development Initiative for Northern Ontario
Aboriginal Affairs and
David McArthur
Northern Development
International Trade/
Bill Hawkins
Asia-Pacific Gateway
Human Resources and Skills Development Ann Matejicka
Finance
Kevin McCarthy
Immigration
Howard Anglin
Environment
Stephanie Machel
Transport/Economic Development
Yan Plante
Agency for the Regions of Quebec

Press Secretary
Andrew MacDougall*
Carl Vallée, Julie Vaux

Telephone
613-957-5555

*associate director of communications and spokesperson

Cailin Rodgers

613-957-0200

Amber Irwin

Erin Filliter

819-997-5421
(Public Works)
(Status of Women) 819-956-4009
Barbara Mottram
613-992-3474

Chris Day
Codie Taylor
Jennifer Gearey

Joseph Lavoie
Jean-Christophe de le Rue
Sean Osmar

613-995-1851
613-996-4649
613-957-2666

Jason MacDonald

Jan O’Driscoll

819-997-0002

Adam Taylor

Rudy Husny

613-992-7332

Alyson Queen
Chisholm Pothier
Ana Curic
Rob Taylor
Vanessa Schneider

Mary Ann Dewey-Plante

819-994-2482
613-996-7861
613-954-1064
613-997-1441
613-991-0700
(Transport)
514-496-1282
(Quebec Development)
613-943-0756

Adam Sweet
Genevieve Sicard

LeBreton, Marjory Government Senate Leader

Sandra Melo

-

Johanna Quinney*

MacKay, Peter
Moore, James
Nicholson, Rob
Oda, Bev
Oliver, Joe
Paradis, Christian

John MacDonell
Joanne McNamara
Maureen Murphy
Neil Desai
Neil Drabkin
Marc Vallières

Jay Paxton
James Maunder
Julie Vaux
Stephanie Rea
Patricia Best
Richard Walker

Josh Zanin
Sébastien Gariépy
Julie Di Mambro
Justin Broekema
Alexandra Fortier

Sandra Buckler
Douglas Smith
Aaron Gairdner
Ian West
Andrew House
Chief of Staff

Niklaus Schwenker
Meagan Murdoch
Nancy Bishay
Michael Patton
Fraser Malcolm

Cory Hann
Ashley Kelahear
Jeffrey English
Julie Carmichael
-

Dan Mader

Chris McCluskey

-

613-996-3100

John Babcock*

-

613-944-2300

Penashue, Peter
Raitt, Lisa
Ritz, Gerry
Shea, Gail
Toews, Vic
Van Loan, Peter

Defence
Heritage
Justice/Attorney General
International Cooperation
Natural Resources
Industry/Minister of State
for Agriculture
Intergovernmental Affairs/Privy Council
Labour
Agriculture/Wheat Board
National Revenue
Public Safety
Government House Leader

ASSOCIATE MINISTER
Fantino, Julian

Defence

MINISTERS OF STATE
Ablonczy, Diane

*communications adviser

Foreign Affairs (Americas and
Stephen B. Snell
Consular Affairs)
Bernier, Maxime Small Business and Tourism
Marc-André Plouffe
Fletcher, Steven Transport
Gary Toft
Goodyear, Gary Science and Technology/Economic
Jeannie Smith
Development Agency for Southern Ontario
Gosal, Bal
Sport
Dustin Van Vugt
Menzies, Ted
Finance
Shawn Fried
O’Connor, Gordon Whip
John Nieuwenhuis

-

Scott French
Brayden Akers
Stephanie Thomas*

Jenny Van Alstyne
Bram Sepers
-

Andrea Walasek*

Uppal, Tim
Valcourt, Bernard
Wong, Alice
Yelich, Lynne

Kate Davis
Sophie Doucet
Robert Lynch
Jerra Byrne

Andrea Richer
Nicholas Insley

Democratic Reform
ACOA/La Francophonie
Seniors
Western Economic Diversification

Shane Bourke
Mélisa Leclerc
James Yousif
Stacey Gairdner

PRIME MINISTER’S PRESS OFFICE

Angelo Persichilli (Director of communications)
Stephen Lecce (Deputy Director of communications)
Mike White (Deputy Director of communications)
Andrew MacDougall (Associate Director of communications and spokesperson)
Carl Vallée (Press secretary)
Julie Vaux (Press Secretary)

PRIVY COUNCIL OFFICE COMMUNICATIONS
Raymond Rivet (Director, corporate and media affairs)

613-996-3100
819-997-7788
613-992-4621
819-953-6238
613-996-2007
(Industry) 613-995-9001
(Agriculture) 613-773-1107
613-943-1838
819-953-5646
613-773-1059
613-995-2960
613-991-2924
613-995-7226

*Senior communications adviser

*special assistant

*Parliamentary communications

613-943-6183
613-991-0700
613-947-2956
819-934-1122
613-996-7861
613-995-2291
613-995-3611
613-941-7241
819-953-1144
613-952-9831
613-992-4211
613-952-7699
613-957-5555
613-957-5555
613-957-5555
613-952-7344

613-957-5233
—Updated to March 8, compiled by Laura Ryckewaert (lryckewaert@hilltimes.com)
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420 BERKLEY AVENUE PH 6
Westboro Village-$639,900 or $2500/
month. Spectacular open concept penthouse. Over $100K in quality upgrades.
Hardwood floors. Gorgeous views from
large terrace. Underground parking. Susan
Chell, Broker, RE/MAX metro-city realty
ltd., Brokerage, Independently owned and
operated. www.susanchell.com
AYLMER, PRESTIGIOUS MANOIRS
CHAMPLAIN, MINUTES FROM OTTAWA

Luxurious bungalow on 1/2 acre, no rear
neighbours, 3+2 bdrms, 3 full baths, insulated double garage, Novoclimat, $499900.
MLS_8698139. Joanna Jasinska, Real Estate
Broker Remax Vision (1990) 819-351-5151
joanna.jasinska@live.com
AYLMER, RIVERMEAD FOR SALE
OR RENT

0015 OUT OF TOWN PROPERTIES

0030 CONDOS FOR RENT

0040 HOUSES FOR RENT

0041 APARTMENTS FOR RENT

DISTRESS SALE
Get a FREE list of Bank Owned and
Distressed Properties in Ottawa. No cost
or obligation. Visit: www.DistressHome.
com. Asokan Thurairajah, Broker, Keller
Williams Ottawa Realty, Brokerage.
NEW EDINBURGH
Modern 3 bedrooms/2.5 bathrooms, 1
parking space plus a garage, $849,000.
Sale by owner. 613-749-8695
SPECTACULAR WATERFRONT ON
PRINCE OF WALES DRIVE

PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY
4000 sq. ft. restored farm home,
1100 sq. ft. studio, 115 acres.
www.3327countyroad8.com $1,299,000.
Renovated century home, perfect weekend getaway, www.58weststreet.com
$239,000. Jim Wait, SRep., Re/Max
Quinte 1-888-546-9248.

Gatineau – Park Place Luxury Condo
for rent or sale.
Minutes from Parliament Hill. 1,527
sq. ft., three bedrooms, many extras.
Views of the Ottawa River. Parking space
included. Exercise facility with swimming
pool across the street at l’UQO. Condo is
model suite 401 at http://parkplaceduparc.com. Contact: 506-743-0123, or
raymondarsenault@rogers.com
Gatineau – Place du Parc, condo de
luxe à vendre ou à louer

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
New Luxury 4 bed, 3.5 bath Home,
$3200/mo AND Executive 2 bed, 1.5
bath Penthouse Suite $1800/mo, 613691-1111, www.SoundPM.ca
CENTRETOWN
Lovely 3 bedroom renovated home close
to malls, restaurants/bars and only minutes away from Parliament Hill and other
tourist attractions. Walking distance to
both Carleton and Ottawa Universities.
Includes a full floor master suite loft, with
an en-suite bathroom that must be seen,
an open kitchen, gas fireplace, and 6
appliances (choice of furnished or unfurnished). Avail. April 1, $2495, 613-2881500 www.homes-for-rent.com
CHAPEL HILL
Executive 4 bedroom, 3.5+ bath, 5
app, hardwood, finished basement, 2
car garage, cedar deck, $2600 + util,
613-290-4240
CLOSE TO
DOWNTOWN
Beautiful Executive 4 bedroom, 2.5
bathroom, 2 storey single house, double
garage, Immediately, $2,200+utilities.
613-748-6678.
GLEBE
Executive home in the heart of the
Glebe, just steps from Canal. 4 bed,
3 bath, modern renovations, 2 parking spots, great backyard. Call Steve
613.769.1440. ottawarentersonline.
com ID#16929
MARKET AREA
A fully furnished three bedroom house
with two and a half bathrooms, six appliances, gas heating/cooling, gas fireplace, separate garage. Minimum rental
period is one Month. For more information contact marketrental@gmail.com
ORLEANS
$2,900.00 backing on River, 4 bedrooms/4 bathrooms, totally renovated
executive home. Nina Gazalé, Century
21 Goldleaf 613-762-7734.

DOWNTOWN OTTAWA
Studio & 2 bdrm apts. The luxurious Juliana
offers spacious suites with spectacular views
of the city, Ottawa River, & Gatineau Hills.
Short walk to Parliament Hill and the best
shopping, dining and arts venues in Ottawa.
Please cal to view: 613-688-2222 or visit
www.osgoodeproperties.com.
OGILVIE TOWERS
Large, bright one and two bedroom.
Newly renovated and balcony units available. Minutes away from St. Laurent
Shopping Mall, dozens of great restaurants, movie theatres, transit and other
amenities. Laundry room, fitness center,
hot tub, sauna and party room and library.
Indoor and Outdoor parking available.
Parking and Hydro extra. One bedrooms
starting at $995 and two bedrooms
starting at $1089. For more information
please call 613-745-1140 or visit our
website at www.bonaproperties.com.
ROCKCLIFFE-216 RIDEAU TERRACE
May-2 bedroom + den. Elegant, bright
and spacious. Hardwood, wood fireplace,
three appliances. A/C and dedicated
garage. $1800. 613-723-2691 or 613724-0289. No smoking or dogs.
SOMERSET MANOR
Somerset at Elgin, one and two bedroom
units. Newly renovated units available. Some
balcony units available. Minutes away from
fabulous shopping and restaurants and transit. Indoor and Outdoor parking available.
Parking and Hydro extra. One bedrooms
starting at $900 and two bedrooms starting
at $1200. For more information please call
613-234-1802 or visit our website at www.
bonaproperties.com
THE BONA VISTA APARTMENTS
Large, bright one and two bedroom units
available. New energy efficient appliances.
Close to transit and downtown, minutes
away from shopping and restaurants.
Indoor Swimming pool, hot tub, fitness
and laundry centers and outdoor tennis courts. Indoor and Outdoor parking
available. Parking and Hydro extra. One
bedrooms starting at $979 and two bedrooms starting at $1259. For more information please call 613-565-8520 or visit
our website at www.bonaproperties.com.

0041 APARTMENTS FOR RENT

0211 ARTICLES FOR SALE

THE CITADEL APARTMENTS
Large, bright one and two bedroom
units. Newly renovated units available.
Close to transit and downtown, minutes
away from shopping and restaurants.
Laundry room, fitness center, hot tub
and outdoor tennis courts. Indoor and
Outdoor parking available. Parking and
Hydro extra. One bedrooms starting at
$939 and two bedrooms starting at
$1129. For more information please call
613-565-4444 or visit our website at
www.bonaproperties.com.
WEST CENTRE TOWN
For Rent-Fabulous New Zen Apts 1-2
Bedrooms, Den, 5 Appliances, Gas BBQ
Connection, Storage, Indoor Parking. Call
Suzanne Robinson, Century 21 Action Power
Team Ltd., 613-837-8833/837-3800.

#1 HIGH SPEED INTERNET
$28.95 / Month. Absolutely no ports
are blocked. Unlimited Downloading.
Up to 5Mps Download and 800Kbps
Upload. ORDER TODAY AT www.acanac.
ca or CALL TOLL-FREE: 1-866-281-3538.
SAWMILLS
from only $3997 - MAKE MONEY &
SAVE MONEY with your own bandmill
- Cut lumber any dimension. In stock
ready to ship. FREE Info & DVD: www.
NorwoodSawmills.com/400OT 1-800566-6899 Ext:400OT.
STEEL BUILDINGS FOR ALL USES!
Beat the 2012 steel increase. Make
an offer on sell-off models at factory
and save thousands NOW! Call for FREE
Brochure - 1-800-668-5111 ext. 170.

0041 APARTMENTS FOR RENT

0041 APARTMENTS FOR RENT

0029 PROPERTY RENTALS

RENTINOTTAWA.
COM

Ottawa apartments, houses and condos
for rent. Call Joe 613-706-0177. www.
rentinottawa.com
SUMMER LUXURY
Beautiful lakefront home on large, quiet private
lake, 40 min from Parliament Hill. Sleeps 8+.
$2500/week. Call 613-240-6907.
Beautifully landscaped 2 storey property facing Rideau River. 4 bed, 3 full baths,
upgraded kitchen with stainless steel appliances, huge family room and formal dining
room. Gleaming hardwood floors, 2 sun
rooms, 3 patios, exercise room, central air,
alarm, oversize double garage. MLS.ca#
821370. Stephen Weiner, Coldwell Banker
First Ottawa Realty. (613)728-2664.

0012 WATERFRONT PROPERTIES
STUNNING WATERFRONT
Spectacular, new, custom built open concept, modern design 4 bdrms 3+2 baths,
mezzanine, walk-out basement, garage,
2 fireplaces. $775,000. Joanna Jasinska
Real Estate Broker Remax Vision (1990).
819-351-5151. joanna.jasinska@live.com
http://pages.videotron.com/showcase
B AND B
OPPORTUNITY
4bd/5bth Century home renovated
2006, additional 2 bd/1bth Carriage
House Renovated 2007. $599,900.
See: http://www.christineabennett.com
613-457-5000.
Sale Price: $ 1,075,000
Exclusive Revelstoke Drive, 5br, 3bth, hdwd,
lrg lot, sprinkler, total reno - top appliances.
Perfect for embassy portfolio or home. Neg
if can close by June 15. Can also be rented
furnished. Contact 613-986-3840.
DESIRABLE ISLAND PARK ADDRESS
Beautifully maintained 3 + 1 Bedroom
/ 3 Bath home now For Sale. A Century
21 Fine Home and Estate Exclusive,
please call Wendy Lepine or Jonathan
Roy. 613-619-5529, / 613-406-1549.

45 Hobbs Drive, Sand Bay, Quebec. This architecturally stunning 3+1 bedroom, 3 bathroom
home has been designed to take full advantage of the natural light and spectacular views
of the Ottawa River. This waterfront property
boasts 180-feet frontage on the Ottawa River.
Separate buildings on the property include
a double car garage plus other buildings to
house boating equipment, tools, wood
and more. By the water, the property sits
on a shoreline protected by a rock wall.
This house offers all the modern amenities
(high speed internet) and lifestyle for a busy
family or a perfect quiet setting for nature lovers. With over 2,500 sq. ft. of living space,
this home is surrounded by natural beauty. Full
photo viewing at MLS# 8685889. For more
information or to view this scenic beauty call
613-799-1802 or 819-647-1937.

0030 CONDOS FOR RENT
179 GEORGE ST. 18th FLOOR BYWARD
MARKET – EXCEPTIONAL VIEWS
Pictures at MLS 816041, 2 bed, 2
bath, utilities, underground parking, incl.
$2000. monthly, flexible moving date,
available furnished. Gerald Sinotte, Sales
Representative, Royal LePage Team
Realty. Office: (613)725-1171, Cell
(613)762-2134.
700 SUSSEX DRIVE
Fully furnished and equipped 2 bedroom
+ work area condo. $3600/month short
or long term lease. 1-888-443-7326.
90 GEORGE
Executive 2BD, 2BTH & Den for rent in
5 star Condo in the Heart of the Byward
Market. Corner Suites, approx. 1,300 sq
ft 9’ ceilings, floor to ceiling windows, hardwood throughout, gourmet kitchen with
granite, large balconies, stunning views,
valet parking, 24 hour security, 9,000 sq
ft Byward Market Terrace and much more.
Please call 90 Sales Office at 613-2345957 or Catherine Mullen 613-863-5600
or email catherine.mullen@canril.com
AYLMER CENTRAL
Two storey, 2 BDR + studio, 1.5 BTR, 3
appliances, wood fireplace, balcony, 1
interior parking, a second one available
for $45 per month. rent for $1,350 or
buy for $239,000. 819-682-6615
BAY/LAURIER PLACE
2 bedroom, 1.5 bathroom unfurnished
$1,549+hydro. Parking extra. Contact
613-852-5824 cacecar@gmail.com.
Details: http://www.ottawaliving.ca/
rental.php?rentalJ_id=9487

À quelques minutes de la Colline parlementaire, condo de 3 chambres à
coucher (1527 pi ca), plusieurs extras.
Vue panoramique sur la rivière des
Outaouais, stationnement intérieur, centre de conditionnement physique avec
piscine en face à l’UQO. Condo témoin
401,http://parkplaceduparc.com/.
Renseignements : 506-743-0123 ou
raymondarsenault@rogers.com
HUDSON PARK
2 BDR+Den Condo. Hardwood & granite
throughout. Unobstructed view of donwtown. Walk to Parliament Hill. Available
Now. 613-769-9302.
570 LAURIER WEST
Luxury 1 bedroom + Den, fully furnished, all inclusive. Call 613-552-0628
or 613-794-8729

0031 DUPLEX FOR RENT

ALTA VISTA UNIQUE DUPLEX
Renovated, luxurious, large (2,200 sq. ft.) 3
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms. Hardwood flooring
throughout. Living room has cathedral ceiling
and fireplace. Separate dining room. New
European granite kitchen. 5 appliances. Garage
with long driveway. Exterior lawn maintenance
and snow removing services included. heating
and hydro utilities extra. $2,100 /month.
Phone 613-738-3088 for info and viewing.
See also Kijiji Ad ID 322554743.

0040 HOUSES FOR RENT
3 BEDROOMS HOUSE ON 271 CRESTVIEW
IN ALTA VISTA, GENERAL HOSPITAL AREA
2 storey, 2 bath, hardwood floors, appliances, $2100/Month, Debbie Gibbons
Sales Representative, Royal Lepage
Gale. 613-723-5300
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DOWNTOWN FURNISHED PENTHOUSE
Panoramic view of the Ottawa River.
Walking distance to Parliament Hill and
Rideau Centre. Luxurious one bedroom
with den. Hardwood flooring throughout.
Central air-conditioning. fireplace in living
room. 1.5 Bathrooms. fully equipped
internet, cable TV, telephone and indoor
parking included. $2,500. Phone 613738-3088 for info and viewing. See
also Kijiji Ad ID 337848665.
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0041 APARTMENTS FOR RENT

And they have some of the highest incomes in Ottawa
71% earn over $75.000, 42% earn over $125,000
compare that to just 9% of the total Ottawa
population who earn over $75,000

69 Sparks St. • 613-232-5952 • hilltimes.com • embassymag.ca

*Pollara reader market survey 2007

E r i c
Manherz

613-238-2801

! "#$ %"

0010 RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE

www.EricManherz.com

0050 FURNISHED RENTALS
FULLY FURNISHED
3 Bedroom apartment with parking.
Available April 1st. $2200/MONTH +
HYDRO. Call Richard 613-290-5846

0132 TRAVEL
IRELAND CIRCUMNAVIGATION: May
4 - 14, 2012.
Cruise around the Emerald Isle in the
118-Passenger Clipper Adventurer with
Adventure Canada’s team of top-notch
lecturers. www.adventurecanada.com,
1-800-363-7566.

0320 HEALTH & BEAUTY
HERBAL MAGIC
With Herbal Magic lose up to 20 pounds
in just 8 weeks and keep it off. Results
Guaranteed! Start today call 1-800-8545176.

YOUR AD
HERE!

613-2325952
0041 APARTMENTS FOR RENT
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work.ca
HT

4HE #EMENT !SSOCIATION OF #ANADA THE VOICE OF #ANADAS CEMENT MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IS LOOKING FOR AN

Executive Assistant and Manager of Corporate Services.
Reporting to the President & CEO you have/are:
s ! PROVEN RECORD IN SUPPORTING MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS AT THE EXECUTIVE LEVEL
s #APABLE OF SETTING AND TRACKING BUDGETS AS WELL GENERATING ANALYSIS REPORTS
AT A SENIOR LEVEL
s %XPERIENCE ADMINISTRATING PAYROLL BENElT  COMPENSATION BENElTS
s %XPERIENCE MANAGING SERVICE PROVIDERS AND CONTRACTS
4HE IDEAL CANDIDATE WILL HAVE   YEARS COMBINED EXPERIENCE IN THE ASSOCIATED
lELDS OF BUDGET MANAGEMENT OFlCE ADMINISTRATION AND HUMAN RESOURCES
4HIS IS A BILINGUAL POSITION BASED IN /TTAWA AND SALARY IS COMMENSURATE WITH
QUALIlCATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

!PPLICANTS SHOULD SUBMIT THEIR #6
AND A COVERING LETTER BY April 5, 2012 TO
Steve Morrissey
6ICE 0RESIDENT
#EMENT !SSOCIATION OF #ANADA
%MAIL SMORRISSEY CEMENTCA
7E THANK ALL CANDIDATES FOR THEIR INTEREST HOWEVER
ONLY THOSE SELECTED FOR AN INTERVIEW WILL BE CONTACTED

0849 LEGAL SERVICES

CRIMINAL RECORD?
Guaranteed record removal since 1989.
Confidential. Fast. Affordable. Our A+
BBB rating assures employment/travel
freedom. Call for free information booklet.
1-8-NOW-PARDON (1-866-972-7366).
RemoveYourRecord.com.

GOVERNMENT RELATIONS MANAGER
The Canadian Real Estate Association is seeking a dynamic bilingual government relations
professional to drive change on behalf of Canada’s 100,000 REALTORS®.
With strong communication skills and an eye for detail, the successful candidate will research
and manage key public policy files and actively liaise with real estate industry stakeholders
and government officials.
In addition, the successful candidate will play a pivotal role in managing the Association’s bi-annual
MP visits program and one of Canada’s largest single-industry advocacy conferences.
Qualifications:
Q A Bachelor’s degree in arts social sciences or humanities
Q Three to five years’ experience in an elected official’s office, or in government relations
Q Fluently bilingual in English and French
Q Excellent research skills with demonstrated experience in legislative analysis
Q Strong writing and presentation skills
Q Proven ability to build a network of contacts
To apply, please forward your resume by April 6th, by e-mail to: dcowan@crea.ca
or by mail to: Chief Financial Officer, Canadian Real Estate Association, 600-200 Catherine
Street, Ottawa, ON, K2P 2K9.

0401 COMING EVENTS

Director, Communications
Toronto, Ontario
The Director of Communications is responsible for the strategic development and
management of the overall direction and operations of communications strategies for
the Canadian Diabetes Association. The Director is required to conceptualize, implement
and lead a full-range of communications strategies designed to enhance the image and
reputation of the Association at the provincial, national and international level.
The ideal candidate will have a University degree in communications, public relations,
journalism or a related discipline. You have a minimum of 10 years experience at a
senior level in communications, public relations, media relations or journalism. You are
experienced in leading a team of communications’ professionals and a people manager
with an ability to set strategic direction, motivate and enable the team to work towards
achieving objectives. You have prior experience working in the health sciences and/or
experience working for a non-profit organization.
If this sounds like you send your cover letter and resume to:
Human Resources
Canadian Diabetes Association
Email: resumes@diabetes.ca
Fax: (416) 408-7110

www.diabetes.ca

ANNOUNCING
Lynyrd Skynyrd, Montgomery Gentry,
Creedence Clearwater Revisited, Rosanne
Cash, Thompson Square, Nitty Gritty
Dirt Band, George Canyon, Emerson
Drive, Rita Coolidge, Leroy Van Dyke,
Russell de Carle & many more, over
25 entertainers... HAVELOCK COUNTRY
JAMBOREE, CANADA’S LARGEST LIVE
COUNTRY MUSIC & CAMPING FESTIVAL
- 4 Days Of Entertainment - AUG.
16-19/12. TICKETS 1-800-539-3353,
www.havelockjamboree.com. BUY
BEFORE JUNE 15th & SAVE!

0601 AUTOMOTIVE
Vehicle
buyers
are ONLY protected by OMVIC and
Ontario consumer protection laws when
they buy from registered dealers. There’s
no protection if you buy privately and
you risk becoming victim of a curbsider.
To verify dealer registration or seek help
with a complaint: www.omvic.on.ca or
1-800-943-6002.

0801 PAINTING

PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING

Interior and exterior, wall papering and general repairs. Call Kostas, 613 618-0484.

0850 FINANCIAL SERVICES
!!! TOY LOANS !!!
Preapprovals, by Positive Promotions. ATV’s
6.25%, Snowmobiles 6.25%, RV’s 5.5%,
Marine 5.49%, Automobiles 5.99%. oac.
Have FINANCING SECURED before you shop.
1-877-976-3232. www.positivepromotions.ca
$$$ 1st, 2nd, 3rd MORTGAGES
Tax Arrears, Renovations, Debt Consolidation,
no CMHC fees. $50K you pay $208.33/
month (OAC). No income, bad credit,
power of sale stopped!! BETTER OPTION
MORTGAGES, CALL 1-800-282-1169, www.
mortgageontario.com (LIC# 10969).

0920 BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
LOOKING FOR NEW BUSINESS
and added revenue? Promote your
company in Community Newspapers
across Ontario right here in these
Network Classified Ads or in business
card-sized ads in hundreds of wellread newspapers. Let us show you
how. Ask about our referral program.
Ontario Community Newspapers
Association. Contact Carol at 905639-5718 or Toll-Free 1-800-3877982 ext. 229. www.ocna.org
HUGE EARNING POTENTIAL!!
Looking for motivated people to work in
the wellness industry. Home-Based. FT/
PT. Not MLM. If you would like a secure
long-term financial future visit: www.globalwealthcoach.com, Email: jbanman@
rogers.com or CALL 519-871-8952.
AZ TRUCK DRIVERS!
Westcan has openings for SEASONAL,
ROTATIONAL & FULL-TIME professional truck drivers to join our teams
in: Edmonton/Calgary/Lloydminster/
Saskatoon & Moose Jaw. You
have: Minimum 2 years’ AZ experience; B-train experience/Extended
trailer length experience; Anhydrous
Ammonia/Asphalt or other bulk product
experience an asset; Clean driving/
criminal record; Pre-employment medical/drug screen. Westcan provides:
Competitive wages, travel to/from
employment location, Good Operations
Bonus and more! Interested? APPLY
ONLINE AT: www.westcanbulk.ca under
the Join our Team link or fax 780-4726909; CALL Toll-Free 1-888-WBT-HIRE
for further details. Committed to the
Principles of Employment Equity.

0929 EMPLOYMENT
WESTCAN
We a r e l o o k i n g f o r H E AV Y
EQUIPMENT TECHNICIANS in
Alberta, Saskatchewan and NWT.
Join Westcan as an Apprentice
or Mechanic (Heavy Equipment
Technician). Apprentices can gain a
trade without incurring the high cost
of being a student - wage continuance, tuition, textbooks, benefits &
more! WE OFFER: Competitive wages
& Group benefits; Matching RRSP
program & scholarship for children of
employees. Apply at www.westcanbulk.ca under JOIN OUR TEAM.

work.ca
HT
Find the perfect fit
for your organization
in our readership
community
94,172

combined hard copy
readers weekly

hilltimes.com
embassymag.ca

37,950

Average weekly
web page views

For more information contact
The Hill Times display advertising
department at 613-232-5952 ext. 213

0929 EMPLOYMENT

0933 CAREER TRAINING

0935 PRIVATE LESSONS

FLUID POWER MECHANIC
Immediate Full Time position/s available for our Hydraulic Division. Able to:
Read blue prints, schematics & technical
drawings. Assemble, dismantle, repair &
reassemble drilling rig hydraulics. Conduct
tests with knowledge of drilling rig
components. Operate pneumatic tools,
test equipment. Valid driver’s license
MANDATORY. Experienced in fluid power
specialist, or millwright. Relocation
Assistance available! E-mail kswidnicki@
doallmetal.com or fax 306-634-8389
Attn: Kelsey.
EARNING 25-55k WORTH MUCH
MORE?
Company seeking experienced people in
B2B, Non-for-profit, Trainers. Quarterly bonuses to qualified individuals. 519-564-6477
Tim, timmotruk@hotmail.com.

MORE JOBS THAN
GRADUATES!
Employers seek out CanScribe Medical
Transcription graduates. New Course!
New Low Price! We need more students! Enroll Today! 1-800-466-1535.
www.canscribe.com. admissions@canscribe.com.

FRENCH CLASSES
For diplomats and politicians by an experienced
and very professional teacher. International
French. Learn the art or argumentation and
persuasion in French. In the convenience of
your office. Cell: 819-360-6021.

0934 EDUCATION/SCHOOLS
THE ONE
AND ONLY
Harley Davidson Technician Training
Program in Canada. GPRC Fairview
Campus, Alberta. 15 week program. Current H-D motorcycle training aids. Affordable residences.
September, 2012. 1-888-999-7882;
www.gprc.ab.ca/fairview.

1030 PERSONAL
DATING SERVICE.
Long-term/short-term relationships, free
to try! 1-877-297-9883. Talk with single
ladies. Call #4011 or 1-888-534-6984. Talk
now! 1-866-311-9640 or #4010. Meet
local single ladies. 1-877-804-5381. (18+)

613-232-5952
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The Spin Doctors

By Laura

Ryckewaert

After weeks of speculation and mixed reports, Finance Minister Jim Flaherty is expected to deliver a frugal,
belt-tightening budget on March 29. What do you think? Is this the kind of budget Canada needs?
Fred DeLorey – Conservative strategist

Ian Wayne – NDP strategist

Sarah Bain – Liberal strategist

Camille Labchuk – Green strategist

“Our Conservative government is focused
on what matters to Canadians—jobs and
economic growth. While Canada’s job growth
record is the best in the G7 with more than
610,000 net new jobs created since July, the
global economy remains very fragile with
ongoing economic challenges in Europe and
the United States. That’s why Prime Minister
Harper and the Conservative government is
focused on creating jobs, growth and longterm prosperity for Canadians.
“Economic Action Plan 2012 will continue to focus on making Canada’s economy stronger for today and over the longterm, with prudent pro-economic growth
initiatives and responsible spending of
taxpayers’ dollars. The budget will not contain reckless new spending commitments
or tax hikes that will kill jobs and reverse
Canada’s economic growth.
“While we’re focused on growing Canada’s economy with our low-tax and pro-trade
plan, the Liberals and NDP want to hike taxes
that would kill Canadian jobs, and engage in
massive deficit spending that would cripple
Canada, now and into the future. And it’s not
like they don’t have a record of doing just
that. Just look at what interim Liberal Leader
Bob Rae managed to do while premier:
dramatically raised taxes, racked up large
deficits and created new regulations which
devastated Ontario’s economy, leading to
1.2-million Ontarians on welfare.
“So yes, a fiscally responsible Conservative budget is exactly what Canada
needs for continued economic growth.”

“Conservatives may boast about being focused
on jobs and the economy but the sad truth is this
government’s inaction on job creation has meant
mounting job losses and shattered Canadian families in communities across the country.
“We’ve lost hundreds of thousands of manufacturing jobs since Stephen Harper took office, a
situation only made worse with recent layoffs at
companies like Caterpillar in Ontario and White
Birch in Quebec. Unfortunately, the Conservatives’
laissez-faire attitude to foreign ownership, particularly in the manufacturing sector, has meant too
many good-paying jobs shipped out of Canada.
“Last week job losses continued to mount in communities across the country—2400 jobs lost at Aveos,
500 at Transcontinental and 500 at HSBC. Thousands
of Canadian families left without a breadwinner.
“As if sitting on their hands and watching our
jobs vanish wasn’t enough, Conservatives had the
gall last week to send out a self-congratulatory press
release declaring mission accomplished on jobs and
taking cheap partisan shots at the Opposition.
“Budgets are about making choices—and sadly,
Conservatives are making the wrong ones. Their
priority is spending billions on failed fighter jets
while cutting vital services Canadians rely on, like
food inspections, environmental assessments and
even Service Canada Centres. Conservatives choose
to download billions onto the provinces to pay for
their prisons agenda and rising health costs, further
slowing down economic growth.
“Conservatives are clearly out-of-touch with Canadians’ priorities. In contrast, New Democrats are fighting for a budget that creates jobs, protects vital services and puts Canadian families first for a change.”

“What we are expecting
from the Conservatives is an
austerity budget that justifies
its own slashing and burning.
Though this government has
consistently refused to tell
Canadians what will be cut, if
the last six years are any indicator, we can expect a barrage
of ideological cuts to science
and the environment, Statistics
Canada, the CBC and Status of
Women, and for them to follow
through on their plan to attack
our seniors and the OAS.
“This will be another budget
that will hit the regions still
struggling for economic recovery the hardest, and that will
download significant costs onto
the backs of the provinces.
“What Canada needs is a
budget that focuses on job creation, addresses Canada’s skills
shortage, strengthens our public
pension system, and makes strategic investments that will help
create sustainable prosperity
and equality of opportunity for
all Canadians. Unfortunately,
the only investment Canadians
can count on from this Conservative government is the millions of taxpayer dollars they
are spending to advertise their
mean-spirited budget.”

“Since taking power in 2006, Stephen Harper
has managed to blow Canada’s surplus with
budget after bloated budget, sending us back into
deficit. The Conservatives have focused on jails,
jets, and subsidies, to polluting industries of the
past. Now, they intend to get Canada out of the
hole they dug with a budget full of ideologically
driven cuts to critical programs and services.
“There’s little doubt that our most vulnerable
people will bear the brunt of the pain, along with
the environment, culture, and communities. The
CBC is rumored to be up for deep cuts, and it
would be no surprise to see further slashes made
to science (the Harper government seems to have
something against science), health care, and postsecondary education.
“The Greens have a better idea: let’s pull out
the green scissors and focus on cutting perverse
subsidies and real waste.
“For instance, ending subsidies to fossil fuels,
nuclear, biotechnology, and asbestos will save
us nearly $1.5-billion. Cancelling the F-35s and
opening a competitive bidding process for planes
we actually need will save us over $8-billion.
Reducing government ad spending, cutting the
ballooning Prime Minister’s Office budget, and
canceling the planned expansion to the House of
Commons by 30 seats will save us even more.
“This is no time to slash critical services or
run an austerity program that further jeopardizes
our economy. Canada needs a budget that prioritizes our continued economic recovery, providing
services for people who need them, and building
stronger, healthier communities.”

PAID MESSAGE BY THE EMBASSY OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION IN CANADA

Celebration of Latvian
ex-Legionaries of Waffen-SS in Riga

M

arch 16, 2012 a solemn march
of the Latvian ex-legionaries of
the notorious Waffen-SS took
place in Riga followed by their rally at
the cemetery of Lestene where Sejmas
Deputies from the governing coalition
also participated.
The odious manifestations of
legionaries stained by numerous
crimes were held against the
background of the massive
propaganda campaign to heroicize
these so-called “fighters for Latvia’s
freedom” organized by the Latvian
authorities. This flagrant attempt to
review the truth on Nazi atrocities
and rulings of the Nuremberg Trials
that condemned SS-members can not
but arouse indignation.

of UN General Assembly about
inadmissibility of actions promoting
the escalation of the modern forms
of racism and xenophobia, as well
as the recent country report of the
European Commission against Racism
and Intolerance in which a grave
concern about glorification of the Nazi
movement, ex-members of Waffen-SS,
and local collaborationists is expressed.
The attempts to justify the crimes of
This desire for ‘historical revenge’
the Latvian Voluntary SS Legion against does not contribute to the perception
the civilians of the Novgorod and
of modern Latvia as a democratic state
Pskov Regions, Belarus, and in Riga
and to the development of its relations
ghetto are sacrilegious and immoral;
with Russia. The indulgence of Latvian
they naturally cause strong indignation authorities to ex-legionaries and the
both in Latvia and abroad.
attempts to rewrite history should
We see a demonstrative neglect
receive an adequate reaction on the
of the resolution of the 66th session
part of the international community.

Start the new session with:

CANADA’S PREMIER DAILY PARLIAMENTARY INFORMATION SERVICE

The essential research
and planning tool for
your work in and
with the federal
government.
Search, track, and stay
ahead of the curve.
Q

Stay on top of the issues

QNever

miss a key event

QTrack
QMonitor

legislation

regulation and lobbying

Start a free trial today
www.parliamentnow.ca
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Photograph by Jake Wright, The Hill Times

LEND YOUR LEG FOR A MINE FREE WORLD—Conservative MP Brian Storseth, pictured, (Westlock-St. Paul, Alta.) and
Mines Action Canada are hosting a reception to show support for a world free of landmines. This is one of many Lend
Your Leg events being held globally to mark International Mine Awareness Day. By invitation only. April 4, 5:30 p.m.-7:30
p.m. Room 16, East Block Basement, Parliament Hill, Ottawa, Ont. RSVP to 613-996-1783 or storsb@parl.gc.ca

Tory MP Storseth hosts
reception for landmine
awareness on April 4
THE PARLIAMENTARY
MONDAY, MARCH 26

CALENDAR

House Sitting—The House of Commons resumes sitting after a week’s
break. The House will sit from
March 26 to Thursday, April 5. It
will take a two-week break and then
resumes sitting on Monday, April
23. It will then sit every weekday
until Friday, May 18. The House
will then take another one-week
break. It resumes sitting again on
May 28 and is scheduled to sit until
June 22 before it breaks for almost
three months for the summer.
Prime Minister Travels to Seoul—
Prime Minister Stephen Harper
(Calgary Southwest, Alta.) travels
to Seoul, South Korea for the
Nuclear Security Summit. March
26-27. 613-957-5670.

TUESDAY, MARCH 27
Famous 5
Ottawa Luncheon—
Famous 5 Ottawa
is hosting a luncheon honouring
Sheila Fraser,
former auditor
general of Canada,
as a nation builder. Hear about
her career path,
her 10 years of service as a officer
of Parliament, and her commitment
to ensuring Canadians received good
value for public funds. March 27,
11:45 a.m.-1:30 p.m. Panorama
Room, NAC, 53 Elgin St., Ottawa,
Ont. www.famous5.eventbrite.com

Natural Resources: Powering Quebec’s
Economy—Join Natural Resources
Minister Joe Oliver for a talk on “Natural Resources: Powering Quebec’s
Economy.” Presented by the Economic Club of Canada. March 27, 11:45
a.m.-1:30 p.m., $79. Le Westin Montreal, 270 Saint Antoine W., Montreal,
Que. www.economicclub.ca
The St. Lawrence Seaway—Join
speaker Terence Bowles, president
and CEO St. Lawrence Seaway
Management Corporation, for a talk
on “The St. Lawrence Seaway—Not
just a Marine Highway: Transforming
National Infrastructure into a Lever for
International Trade.” Presented by the
Economic Club of Canada. March 27,
11:45 a.m.-1:30 p.m., $79. The Sutton Place Hotel, 955 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont. www.economicclub.ca

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28
Conservative Weekly Caucus Meeting—The Conservatives are scheduled to meet on at 9:30 a.m., in
Room 237-C, Centre Block. For
more information, call the PMO
Press Office at 613-957-5555.
NDP Weekly Caucus—The federal New
Democrats are scheduled to meet for
their weekly caucus meeting, Railway
Room, 253-D, Centre Block, 10 a.m.12 noon. For more information, please
contact senior press secretary Karl
Bélanger at 613-720-6463 or Karl.
Belanger@parl.gc.ca
Liberal Weekly Caucus—The federal
Liberals are scheduled to meet for
their weekly caucus meeting in

Room 160-S, Centre Block. For
more information, contact the Liberal spokesman Daniel Lauzon at
613-943-4995.
Faith Meets Secularism: Threat or
Opportunity?—Join guest speaker
Cardinal Thomas Collins for a talk
on “Faith Meets Secularism: Threat
or Opportunity?” Presented by the
Canadian Club of Toronto. March
28, 11:45 a.m., $65 members;
$75 members. Intercontinental
Hotel Ballroom, 220 Front St.,
Toronto, Ont. www.canadianclub.org
Human Suffering and Humanitarian Response—Join guest speaker
Craig Calhoun, New York University, for a talk on “Human Suffering
and Humanitarian Response.” Presented by IDRC. March 28, 2-3:30
p.m. Free. IDRC, W. David Hopper
Room, 150 Kent St., 8th floor,
Ottawa, Ont. Register to www.idrc.
ca/lectures-calhoun
The ‘Decline of the West’ Revisited—
Join guest speaker Robert Cox, York
University for a talk on “The ‘Death
of the West’ Revisited: Future World
Order and a Dialogue of Civilizations.” March 28, 2:30 p.m. Free.
Presented by the International
Political Economy Network at CIPS,
University of Ottawa. Room 12110,
Desmarais Building, 55 Laurier Ave.
E. http://cips.uottawa.ca

THURSDAY, MARCH 29
Bacon & Eggheads Breakfast—PAGSE
presents a talk entitled “The Lowdown on the Meltdown,” with Richard
Pelletier, University of Toronto. March
29, 7:30 a.m. No charge to MPs,
Senators, and Parliamentary Press
Gallery members. All others, $25.
Payment required in advance. Parliamentary Restaurant. RSVP to Donna
Boag by March 26 at 613-991-6369
or pagse@rsc.ca

Budget 2012—Finance Minister
Jim Flaherty will table the federal
government’s 2012-2013 budget
today at 4 p.m. in the House of
Commons. http://www.fin.gc.ca/
fin-eng.asp
How a Traditional Industry Reinvented
Itself—Join guest speaker Avrim
Lazar, president and CEO of Forest
Products Association of Canada, for
a talk on, “How a Traditional Industry
Reinvented Itself: Canada’s Lumberjack-in-Chief Shares Lessons from
the Frontline of Industrial Transformation.” Presented by the Economic
Club of Canada. March 29, 11:45
a.m.-1:30 p.m., $79. Fairmont Chateau Laurier, 1 Rideau St., Ottawa,
Ont. www.economicclub.ca
2012 Canada-Europe Law Lecture—
The Centre for European Studies
presents the 2012 Canada-Europe
Law Lecture. Guest speaker Dr. Alicia
Hinarejos, University of Cambridge,
will give a talk on “The Eurozone
Crisis and the Limits of Economic
Integration.” March 29, 2-4:30 p.m.
Dunton Tower, Room 2017, Carleton
University, 1125 Colonel By Dr.,
Ottawa, Ont. www.carleton.ca/ces
Better Value for Money in Health
Care: European Lessons for Canada—
Join guest speaker Ake Blomqvist,
Carleton University’s department
of economics, for a talk on “Better Value for Money in Healthcare:
European Lessons for Canada.”
Presented by Carleton University.
March 29, 6-9 p.m. $5. Reception
with Swedish food to follow. Tory
Building, Room TB342, Carleton
University, 1125 Colonel By Dr.,
Ottawa, Ont. www.carleton.ca
Ottawa Independent Writers—Freelance writer Laura Byrne Paquet will
explain the ins and outs of travel
writing. Presented by Ottawa Independent Writers. March 29, 7 p.m.,
$10 guests. Room 156, Library and
Archives Ottawa, 395 Wellington St.,
613-731-3873 or www.oiw.ca

FRIDAY, MARCH 30
Post-Budget Breakfast with John Baird—
Join Foreign Affairs Minister John
Baird for a Post-Budget Breakfast,
presented by the Ottawa Chamber of
Commerce. March 30, 7-9 a.m. Westin Hotel, 11 Colonel By. Dr., Ottawa,
Ont. www.ottawachamber.ca
Finance Minister to Address Canadian Club—Join Finance Minister
Jim Flaherty
(Whitby-Oshawa, Ont.) for
a post-budget
talk today. Presented by the
Canadian Club
of Toronto.
March 30,
11:30 a.m.,
$65 members;
$75 nonmembers. Fairmont Royal York,
100 Front St., Toronto, Ont. www.
canadianclub.org
Press Gallery Mugging—The Parliamentary Press Gallery will hold a
mugging for permanent press gallery
members. March 30, 12:30 p.m.
Reading Room, Room 237-C, Centre
Block, Parliament Hill, Ottawa, Ont.
Burlington Town Hall on Health Care with
Liberal MP Hedy Fry—Share questions,
comments and ideas on the future of
health care in Canada with Liberal MP
Hedy Fry (Vancouver Centre, B.C.).
March 30, 4 p.m. Free. Burlington Art
Centre, 1333 Lakeshore Rd., Burlington, Ont. www.liberal.ca
On the Grill with Scott Brison—Liberal
MP and finance
critic Scott
Brison answers
questions on the
Liberal perspective on the 2012
federal budget
and the current economic
environment.
Michael McCain,
president and
CEO of Maple
Leaf Foods, will serve up some questions. March 30, 5-7 p.m., $85. The
National Club, 303 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont. www.liberal.ca

Cocktail Fundraiser at Burlington Art
Centre—The Burlington Liberals
are hosting a
meet-and-greet
with Liberal MP
Hedy Fry. March
30, 7 p.m.,
$50. Burlington
Art Centre,
1333 Lakeshore
Rd., Burlington,
Ont., 905-6378909 or www.
liberal.ca
Governor General’s Awards in Visual and
Media Arts—Celebrating the career
achievements of Canadian artists,
acknowledging excellence in the visual
and media arts. The 2012 laureates
are Jana Sterbak, Royden Rabinowitch, Geoffrey James, Margaret Dragu,
Ronald Martin, Jan Peacock, Diana
Nemiroff, and Charles Lewton-Brain.
March 30-June 17. National Gallery of
Canada, 380 Sussex Dr., Ottawa, Ont.
www.gallery.ca

SATURDAY, MARCH 31
Charity Boxing Fundraiser—Liberal
MP Justin Trudeau and Conservative Senator Patrick Brazeau will
compete in a charity boxing match
to raise money for cancer research.
March 31. $250, includes a fourcourse meal. Hampton Inn Convention Centre, Ottawa, Ont.
Parliamentary Associations—The Group
of the Inter-Parliamentary Union
travels to Kampala, Uganda. March
31-April 5. For more information,
please visit http://www2.parl.gc.ca/iia

SUNDAY, APRIL 1
2012 Juno Awards—William Shatner is slated to host the 2012 Juno
Awards. Performers include Blue
Rodeo and Feist. April 1. Tickets
at box office. Scotiabank Place,
Ottawa, Ont. www.junowards.ca

MONDAY, APRIL 2
The Golden Age of Natural Gas: Canada’s
Golden Opportunity—Join guest speaker
Greg Ebel of Spectra Energy Corp, for
a talk on “The Golden Age of Natural
Gas: Canada’s Golden Opportunity.”
Presented by the Economic Club of
Canada. April 2, 11:45 a.m.-1:30
p.m., $79. Westin Hotel, 11 Colonel
By Dr. www.economicclub.ca
Canada’s Torture Memos—Join
panelists Creg Forcese, Faculty of
Law, University of Ottawa, Wesley
War, GSPIA, University of Ottawa,
and Alex Neve, Secretary General,
Amnesty International (TBA) for a
panel discussion on Canada’s Torture
Memos. Presented by the University
of Ottawa. April 2, 12 p.m., Room
12110, Desmarais Building, University of Ottawa, 55 Laurier Ave. E.,
Ottawa, Ont. http://cips.uottawa.ca

TUESDAY, APRIL 3
Tabling of the 2012 Spring Report
of the Auditor General—The 2012
spring report of the auditor general
Michael Ferguson will be tabled
today. Media lock-up: 8-9:45 a.m.
Journalists must respect the media
embargo until the report is tabled in
the House of Commons shortly after
10:00 a.m. However, journalists will
be allowed to leave the media lockup at 9:45 a.m. Internet access will
be available for filing stories once
the report has been tabled. April 3.
News conference, 11-11:30 a.m.,
National Press Theatre, 150 Wellington St. Interviews begin at 12 p.m.
The report contains the following
chapters: Border Controls on Commercial Imports; Replacing Canada’s
Fighter Jets; Interest-bearing Debt;
Non-Filers and Non-RegistrantsCanada Revenue Agency; Oversight
of Civil Aviation-Transport Canada;
Special Examinations of Crown
Corporations-2011. To schedule
interviews, call 613-952-0213 ext.
6292. www.oag-bvg.gc.ca
195 Years and Counting—Join Canadian Bankers Association President
Terry Campbell for a talk on “195
Years and Counting—What the
Future Holds for Canada’s Banks.”
Presented by the Economic Club of
Canada. April 3, 11:45 a.m.-1:30
p.m., $79. Fairmont Chateau Laurier, 1 Rideau St., Ottawa, Ont. 613369-4363 or www.economicclub.ca

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4
Conservative Weekly Caucus Meeting—The Conservatives are scheduled to meet on at 9:30 a.m., in
Room 237-C, Centre Block. For
more information, call the PMO
Press Office at 613-957-5555.
NDP Weekly Caucus—The federal New
Democrats are scheduled to meet for
their weekly caucus meeting, Railway
Room, 253-D, Centre Block, 10
a.m.-12 noon. For more information,
please contact senior press secretary
Karl Bélanger at 613-720-6463
or Karl.Belanger@parl.gc.ca
Liberal Weekly Caucus—The federal
Liberals are scheduled to meet for
their weekly caucus meeting in
Room 160-S, Centre Block. For
more information, contact the Liberal spokesman Daniel Lauzon at
613-943-4995.
Address by Bank of Canada Deputy
Governor—Join guest speaker Jean
Boivin, deputy governor, Bank of
Canada, for a luncheon talk to
members of the Economic Club of
Canada. April 4, 11:30 a.m.-1:30
p.m., $79. The Hilton Toronto,
145 Richmond St. W., Toronto,
Ont. www.economicclub.ca
Lend Your Leg for a Mine Free World—
Conservative MP Brian Storseth
(Westlock-St. Paul, Alta.) and Mines
Action Canada are hosting a reception to show support for a world free
of landmines. This is one of many
Lend Your Leg events being held
globally to mark International Mine
Awareness Day. By invitation only.
April 4, 5:30-7:30 p.m. Room 16,
East Block Basement, Parliament
Hill, Ottawa, Ont. RSVP to 613-9961783 or storsb@parl.gc.ca

THURSDAY, APRIL 5
GRIC Speaker Series: Political
Panel—Panelists will discuss:
What direction will the NDP go in
under a new leader? Where will a
new Liberal Party executive take
the party? And how has the Conservative Party of Canada’s style
changed one year into a majority government? April 5, 7:30-9
a.m. $ 45.20 members; $62.15
non-members. Rideau Club, 99
Bank St., 15th floor, Ottawa, Ont.
http:gric-irgc.ca/events/event/
speaker-series-political-panel

SATURDAY, APRIL 7
Parliamentary Associations—The Canada-China Legislative Association
travels to Beijing, China to attend
the 15th bilateral meeting. April
7-14. For more information, please
visit http://www2.parl.gc.ca/iia

MONDAY, APRIL 9
House Not Sitting—The House of
Commons breaks for two weeks,
but resumes sitting on April 23.
Minister Steven Blaney to Travel to
Vimy Ridge—Veterans Affairs Minister Steven Blaney will lead a delegation to France to mark the 95th
Anniversary of the Battle of Vimy
Ridge, where 10,000 guests are
expected, including 5,000 Canadian
students. April 9. 613-992-7468.

TUESDAY, APRIL 10
Dr. Jack Kitts to Address Canadian
Club—Join guest speakers Dr. Jack
Kitts, president and CEO, the Ottawa
Hospital, and Dr. John C. Bell, cancer
therapeutics, OHRI for a luncheon talk
to the Canadian Club of Ottawa. April
10, 12 p.m., $47 members; $75
non-members. Ballroom, Fairmont
Chateau Laurier, 1 Rideau St., Ottawa,
Ont. www.canadianclubottawa.ca

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11
The Canada We Want in 2020: Rising
to the Asia Challenge—Join Canada
2020 and hear from the authors
about steps they feel Canada should
take to speed up the development
of economic, social and cultural ties
with Asia. Speakers include Dominic
Barton, McKinsey & Company, and
Yuen Pau Woo, Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada. April 11, 4:30 p.m.
Chateau Laurier, 1 Rideau St., Ottawa, Ont. http://canada2020.ca/
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Iran and the West: A Dialogue of Ambassadors—Join guest speakers James
Blight, CIGI, former U.S. ambassador
Thomas R. Pickering, and former
Iranian ambassador to Germany, and
former chief Iranian nuclear negotiator
Housain Mousavian for a talk on “Iran
and the West: A Dialogue of Ambassadors.” Via webcast. Presented by
CIGI. April 11, 7-9 p.m. http://www.
cigionline.org/events/iran-and-westdialogue-of-ambassadors/

THURSDAY, APRIL 12
Lunch With
Bob Rae—The
Hamilton Centre
Federal Liberal
Association presents lunch with
interim Liberal
Leader Bob Rae
(Toronto Centre,
Ont.). April 12,
11:30 a.m.,
$100. Waterfront Centre, 555 Bay
St. N, Hamilton, Ont. For tickets,
call Al Wilson at 905-906-2818 or
Anne Tennier at 905-690-7723.
An Evening with Bob Rae—The riding
of St. Catharines is hosting a dinner
and discussion with interim Liberal
Leader Bob Rae. April 12, 5:30
p.m. Coppola’s Banquet Hall. 203
Carleton St., St. Catharines, Ont.
Marilyn Cornelius at 905-935-9237.

FRIDAY, APRIL 13
A Night Under the
Stars with Marc
Garneau—Join
special guest Liberal MP Marc Garneau (WestmountVille Marie) for
a evening under
the stars. April
13, $150. H.R.
Macmillan Space
Centre, 1100 Chestnut St., Vancouver, B.C. www.liberal.ca

SATURDAY, APRIL 14
Ottawa Gala—The theme for this
year’s Ottawa Gala is a Night
Under the Stars. Money raised
from the event, organized by the
Fund for a New Generation, goes
to charity. April 14, 9 p.m.-2 a.m.
Government Conference Centre, 2
Rideau St. www.ottawagala.com

SUNDAY, APRIL 15
Brunch with
Ken Dryden—
Join keynote
speaker Ken
Dryden for
brunch. Presented by the
York Centre
Breakfast
Club. April
15, $10.
Mastro’s Ristorante, 890
Wilson Ave., Toronto, Ont. RSVP to
tygertravel@on.aibn.com

MONDAY, APRIL 16
World Economic Forum on Latin America—The World Economic Forum on
Latin America and the Young Global
Leaders Annual Meeting will address
the region’s role and contribution to
the governance of the global economy,

the creation of innovative models for
a sustainable future and the improvement of capabilities for a regional
transformation. In addition, with the
participation of the energy ministers of
Latin America, the second Sustainable
Growth Summit will take place, as
well as a meeting between the ministers of economy and anti-corruption
officials from the G20 will take place
immediately following the World
Economic Forum on Latin America.
April 16-18. Puerto Vallarta, Mexico.
LatinAmerica@weforum.org
Parliamentary Associations—The
Canadian Branch of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association
travels to Nuku’alofa Tonga, for the
Executive Committee Meeting. April
16. For more information, please
visit http://www2.parl.gc.ca/iia

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18
Innovation, Entrepreneurship and the
Global Market—Join Carleton University President Roseann O’Reilly
Runte for a talk on “Innovation,
Entrepreneurship and the Global
Market.” Presented by the Economic Club of Canada. April 18, 11:45
a.m.-1:30 p.m., $79. Sutton Place
Hotel, 955 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.
www.economicclub.ca
The eh List Author Series—Pierre
Trudeau governed Canada for 16
years. Ever since his departure from
office in 1984 and almost 10 years
after his death, his opinions and
ideas still matter and continue to
affect us. Max and Monique Nemni
present the second part of their
groundbreaking biography of the
enigmatic Pierre Elliott Trudeau. This
newly-acclaimed and critical work follows Canada’s legendary prime minister from his pro-fascist views during
the formative years of his youth all
the way to his entry into federal politics as a crusading liberal democrat.
April 18, 7-8:15 a.m. North York
Central Library, 5120 Yonge St.,
Toronto, Ont. Free. 416-395-5660.

THURSDAY, APRIL 19
Major Gift Fundraising is a Contact
Sport—The Association of Fundraising Professionals presents a Lunch
and Learn session—Major Gift Fundraising is a Contact Sport! How to
Advance a Conversation and Close
Major Gifts. April 19, 11:30 a.m.
$30 members; $50 others. Hampton Inn, 100 Coventry Rd., Ottawa,
Ont., http://www.afpnet.org/
Are We Doomed to Repeat the Mistakes that Created the Financial and
Economic Crisis?—Join Martin Wolfe
of the Financial Times for a talk
on “Are We Doomed to Repeat the
Mistakes that Created the Financial
and Economic Crisis.” Presented
by the Economic Club. April 19,
11:45 a.m.-1:30 p.m. One King
West Hotel, 1 King St. W., Toronto,
Ont. www.economicclub.ca
CJF Forum on Participatory Journalism—Citizen feedback, bloggers, virtual story meetings…these are just
a few of the innovations in content
creation under way in journalism.
The editorial gatekeepers are standing aside and making way for you.
Join us for a CJF Forum on the benefits and risks to editorial quality and
find out how new ideas are building
audiences. Moderated by Wilf Dinnick, OpenFile. Panelists include

Andrew Lundy, Globalnews.ca and
Rachel Nixon, digital media director
for CBC News. April 19, 6:30 p.m.
TMX Broadcast Centre-Gallery, The
Exchange Tower, 130 King St. W.,
Toronto, Ont. http:///cjf-fjc.ca/

MONDAY, APRIL 23
House Sitting—The House of Commons resumes sitting today after a
two-week break.
International Polar Year Conference—
“From Knowledge to Action” the International Polar Year Conference takes
place April 23-27. Palais de Congres,
Montreal, Que. 819-953-1160.
Parliamentary Associations—The
Canada-United Kingdom Inter-Parliamentary Group welcomes a bilateral visit to Canada. April 23-27.
For more information, please
visit http://www2.parl.gc.ca/iia

TUESDAY, APRIL 24
Let’s Talk Exports 2012—Join Peter
Hall, vice-president and chief economist of EDC, for “Let’s Talk Exports
2012.” Presented by the Economic
Club of Canada. April 24, 11:45
a.m.-1:30 p.m., $79. The Sutton
Place Hotel, 955 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont. www.economicclub.com
Arthur B. Meighen Freedom Medal
Gala Banquet—The Canadian Centre
for Policy Studies is presenting
Sun News Network with the Arthur
B. Meighen Freedom Medal. The
evening will also serve as a firstyear anniversary celebration for Sun
News. Keynote speaker is J.C. Watts,
former CFL quarterback and U.S.
congressman. April 24, $250. Delta
Downtown Ottawa, 361 Queen St.,
Ottawa, Ont. www.policystudies.ca

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25
Conservative Weekly Caucus Meeting—The Conservatives are scheduled to meet on at 9:30 a.m., in
Room 237-C, Centre Block. For
more information, call the PMO
Press Office at 613-957-5555.
NDP Weekly Caucus—The federal
New Democrats are scheduled to meet
for their weekly caucus meeting, Railway Room, 253-D, Centre Block, 10
a.m.-12 noon. For more information,
please contact senior press secretary
Karl Bélanger at 613-720-6463
or Karl.Belanger@parl.gc.ca
Liberal Weekly Caucus—The federal
Liberals are scheduled to meet for
their weekly caucus meeting in
Room 160-S, Centre Block. For
more information, contact the Liberal spokesman Daniel Lauzon at
613-943-4995.
EV’s 7th Annual Women in Public Life
Luncheon—Ontario NDP leader Andrea
Horwath is this year’s 2012 EVE
Award recipient. She will be honoured
today at Equal Voice Toronto’s 7th
Annual Women in Public Life Luncheon. April 25, 11:30 a.m., $65
members; $75 members. Fairmont
Chateau Royal York, Toronto, Ont.
http://www.canadianclub.org
Governor General Travels to Brazil—
Governor General David Johnston
will lead a delegation of the Association of Universities and Colleges of
Canada to the second Conference of
the Americas on International Education. The conference will provide a
forum for academic leaders to discuss issues and opportunities related
to international collaboration in
higher education. April 25-28. Rio de
Janiero, Brazil. 613-993-8200.
Ink & Beyond—Newspapers Canada,
the voice of Canada’s 830 daily and
community newspapers, is partnering with the Canadian Association
of Journalists, OCNA and others
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POST-BUDGET BREAKFAST WITH JOHN BAIRD—Join Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird, pictured, for
a Post-Budget Breakfast, presented by the Ottawa Chamber of Commerce. March 30, 7-9 a.m. Westin
Hotel, 11 Colonel By. Dr., Ottawa, Ont. www.ottawachamber.ca
for its 2012 Ink & Beyond conference. Events include the Canadian
Circulation Management Association
Conference, a trade show, as well as
the National Newspaper Awards and
OCNA Galas. April 25-27. Fairmont
Royal York Hotel, 100 Front St.,
Toronto, Ont. http://www.newspaperscanada.ca/ink-and-beyond
Politics and the Pen—A highlight
of Ottawa’s social calendar, the
Politics and the Pen Gala is a
celebration of political and literary
culture. The event brings together
politicians, eminent writers, diplomats, as well as leaders from the
business and arts communities for
an evening of food, entertainment
and conversation. It is co-hosted by
U.S. Ambassador David Jacobson
and Gary Doer, Canadian ambassador to the U.S. The highlight will
be the presentation of the $25,000
Shaughnessy Cohen Prize for political writing. April 25. Fairmont Chateau Laurier, 1 Rideau St., Ottawa,
Ont. www.writerstrust.com

THURSDAY, APRIL 26
Leading Out of Pain: Victims’ Pastoral Care The Search for Spiritual
Healing from the Impacts of Crime—
The Church Council on Justice and
Corrections presents a workshop
“Leading Out of Pain: Victims’
Pastoral Care: The Search for Spiritual Healing from the Impacts of
Crime.” Speakers include Laurent
Champagne and Rev. Dr. Dana
Fischer. April 26, 8:30 a.m.-4:30
p.m. 91A Fourth Ave., Ottawa,
Ont. Register to splayford@ccjc.ca

FRIDAY, APRIL 27
CAJ Annual Conference 2012—The
Canadian Association of Journalists
annual conference will kick off during Newspapers Canada’s annual Ink

& Beyond Conference. Attendees of
either conference can participate in
a full day of sessions on Friday, April
27, a day that’s capped off with
the annual galas for the National
Newspaper Awards and the Ontario
Community Newspapers Association. Some sessions on tap at the
CAJ Conference include: journalism/
computer-assisted reporting courses,
sessions on trauma, privacy and ethics, as well as a kick-off panel on the
state of journalism in Canada. April
27-29. $229, members. Fairmont
Royal York Hotel, 100 Front St.,
Toronto, Ont., www.caj.ca

SATURDAY, APRIL 28
Dalai Lama comes to Ottawa—The
Canada Tibet Committee presents
a talk with the Dalai Lama entitled
“Ethics for the Whole World.” April
28, 9 a.m. Civic Centre, 1015
Bank St., Ottawa, Ont. 613-7551111 or www.tibet.ca
Parliamentary Associations—The Canada-United States InterParliamentary Group meets in Chicago, Ill, for
the 53rd meeting of United States
of AmericaCanada. April 28-29. For
more information, please visit http://
www2.parl.gc.ca/iia

MONDAY, APRIL 30
ARMY 2012 Outlook—The new 2012
Army Outlook will include a morning
plenary and will feature four additional breakout sessions allowing for
more in-depth discussion between
industry and the Canadian Army.
Presented by CADSI. April 30. $80
plus HST CF/Canadian government;
$180 plus HST CADSI members.
Westin Hotel, Ottawa, Ont. http://
www.defenceandsecurity.ca

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9
Official Portrait Unveiling—The

official portrait of Peter Milliken,
the 34th Speaker of the House of
Commons. will be unveiled today.
May 9. Parliament Hill, Ottawa,
Ont. http://www2.parl.gc.ca/iia

WEDNESDAY, MAY 16
2012 Navy Outlook—The 2012 Navy
Outlook will feature senior staff from
the Royal Canadian Navy speaking to
and answering questions regarding
current projects, upcoming opportunities and what direction is expected
in the coming year for the Royal
Canadian Navy. May 16, $60 CF/
Canadian government; $160 CADSI
members. Fairmont Chateau Laurier,
1 Rideau St., Ottawa, Ont. http://
www.defenceandsecurity.ca

UPCOMING
G8 Summit—The 38th G8 Summit
will be held May 19-20. Chicago,
Ill. http://www.g8.utoronto.ca/
NATO Summit—Heads of state
and government will gather for the
2012 NATO Summit. May 20-21.
Chicago, Ill. www.nato.int
2012 Los Cabos Summit—Mexico
hosts the 2012 Los Cabos G20
Summit. June 18-19. Los Cabos,
Mexico. www.g20.utoronto.ca
The Parliamentary Calendar is a
free listing edited by listings editor
Alia Heward who can be reached at
613-232-5952, ext. 200. Information regarding political, cultural
and governmental events should
be sent to alia@hilltimes.com with
the subject line ‘Parliamentary
Calendar’ by Wednesdays at noon.
Send in your event in a paragraph
with all the relevant details. Our
fax number is 613-232-9055. We
can’t guarantee inclusion of every
event, but we do our best.
alia@hilltimes.com
The Hill Times
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OPINION: ROBOCALLS & INVESTIGATION

Anyone who has ever immersed themselves into the full-bore of an
election campaign knows all too well the kind of fevered delirium that can
overtake cooler, clearer thinking. It’s not called the ‘war room’ for nothing.

BY

V

Paul LeMay

ANCOUVER, B.C.—If politics is war,
then election campaigns must be civil
wars.
Of course, the sanctity of the democratic process—something we Canadians
hold very dear—has civilized the process
considerably. Instead of lobbing bombs or
bullets at one another to settle ideological
scores, we use ballots. Or as the snappy
saying goes: ballots, not bullets. But let
none be deluded. Anyone who has ever
immersed themselves into the full-bore
of an election campaign knows all too
well the kind of fevered delirium that can
overtake cooler, clearer thinking. (It’s not
called the “war room” for nothing.)
This is the psychological context out
of which the clever “high concept” strategy
we now know as the robocall scandal was
executed, if not conceived.
The sensitive question now before the
country is whether this calculated voter
diversion strategy bears the organizational fingerprints of high-ranking power
players in the Conservative Party of Canada—akin to the Watergate plumbers—or
whether the execution of the strategy
is the result of some secretive, overlyambitious clique—be it foreign or domestic—that took it upon itself to conduct a
nationally-coordinated “black op.”
Then there is the “wink-wink, nudgenudge, know-what-I-mean, know-whatI-mean” enterprise that sits somewhere
between these two possibilities. Oliver
North anyone?
We love this story in the same way
we love a John le Carré novel. It offers so
many of the same juicy twists and turns
that keep us guessing.
But as the political smoke clears, the
pieces will inevitably begin to fall into
place. And as each and every uncomfortable piece assumes its embarrassing position, the story will inhale another scandalous breath of life. But let’s see if we can’t
help clear some of that smoke here.
Enter Malcolm Gladwell. In the year
2000, his book The Tipping Point burst
onto the scene becoming both a No. 1 and
No. 2 bestseller in the advertising and
marketing specialty categories according to Amazon rankings. For those of you
who were still watching Sesame Street at
the time, his book is about how seemingly
small things can become social epidemics. What most people don’t realize is that
the author—a Canadian by the way—also
penned an “afterword” for the 2007 audiobook edition, which also now appears
in the latest 2012 paperback edition. “So
what?” you early adopters quip.
In it, Gladwell explores the question
of psychological immunity, or more specifically, the question of telemarketing
and why it has become such an audience
turn-off pox. Enter the robocall. Building
on the premise that phoning folks at home
will more likely turn-them-off than turnthem-on to your message, it doesn’t take

a rocket scientist to realize how a political
campaign can use this aversive response
to their advantage. Aim as many irritating
calls at people who are apt to vote for an
opposition party as you can, only be sure
to give the impression you’re calling from
your opponent party’s campaign. Then, for
the coup-de-grâce, add a phony baloney
call from “Elections Canada.”
No less an impression was left with
Canadians when CBC News correspondent Terry Milewski, in his news report on
March 16, sampled a series of presumably
non-Conservative voters in 31 different
ridings across the country that were the
target of such an effort.
I personally know of at least one elderly longstanding Liberal supporter in Vancouver Centre who told me directly he had
received half a dozen or so calls at different hours of the day, purportedly from Liberal Hedy Fry’s campaign asking him for
his support. In the end, he had become so
irritated as to declare he had no intention
of voting for the Liberals because of it.
And I too got a taste of the same
tactic. About half way through the last
federal campaign, I received a call from
a Conservative campaign worker asking
whether their candidate could count on
my support. Knowing it was better to keep
such knowledge confidential, I said I was
undecided. Some days later, however, our
household got another call, only this time
my girlfriend answered the phone. She
was, shall we say, a whole lot-less-subtle
in her response. Then on election day, we
received another call “advising” us that our
polling station location had been changed.
Knowing full well that our polling station
was right across the street, I blurted out
the word “bullshit” and hung up the phone.
As Terry Milewski’s story makes clear,
no matter who is behind the effort, the
proposition that any one individual would
likely have the time or the data-base necessary to coordinate such a nation-wide
campaign seems doubtful. It has the look
and feel of a large and very well-coordinated operation, although there is no evidence of this.
Okay, so what’s it going take for us to
get to the bottom of this?
While the Conservative Party has, to
its credit, made it known they are cooperating with Elections Canada in its investigation, if this was an underground rogue
black op, it’s hard to believe that those
involved will come forward willingly, especially if their careers are on the line. So
allow me to suggest the following to both
Parliamentarians and Elections Canada
officials. In 1995, Brian Mulroney’s former
press secretary Michel Gratton and Mike
Frost released a book entitled Spyworld:
Inside the Canadian and American Intelligence Establishments. In it, they discussed
the operations of Canada’s little-publicized Communications Security Establishment (CSE), our equivalent of the NSA.
Speaking of the NSA, the authors also
described its apparent ability to both intercept and record every known cellphone
conversation in the United States. These
are then stored on super-computers for
later retrieval and analysis. Whether Canada’s CSE possesses a similar capability is
unknown. But it may. Certainly the orga-
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Robo-Gate: will it take
Big Brother to save
Canadian democracy?
Robocalls: Elections Canada’s office in Ottawa. The agency is investigating the so-called robocalls issue.
nization has a listening post in the south
end of Ottawa. But do they record every
known cellphone conversation in the
area? Who knows? But they might. And if
they do, anyone in Ottawa who had been
conferring with the mysterious Pierre Poutine cannot only be tracked down. Their
conversations may actually be a matter of
electronic eavesdropping record.
Trouble is, the optics are totally
Orwellian. Call on Big Brother to defend
democracy? It’s a bit like using a devil’s

tool to do a saint’s work. But what if the
very integrity of our elected system of
government actually hangs in the balance?
Is it such an unthinkable option? Either
way… it’s certainly the stuff of which a
John le Carré novel is made.
Paul H. LeMay is the former special
assistant to the late Liberal Senator Sheila Finestone. He is an independent writer
based in Vancouver.
news@hilltimes.com
The Hill Times

Setting financial
planning standards
to protect Canadians
FPSC certifies over
17,500 financial
planning professionals
across Canada.
Financial Planning Standards Council
(FPSC®) is a national not-for-profit
organization which develops, promotes
and enforces professional standards
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